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TechVoll,
the

uncomprornised
oluminum ponef
solution h6qtd

?oundtheworfdl

SPACEAGE CI{ALLENGE

finishes too. Besides our
superior, in house anodizing,
we offer 2O Kvnar 500p triple

INfn,Saf-the global
telecommunication cooDerativeb-dramatic new
Vashington, D.C. headquarters is the result of an international design competition
which included a score of
respected architectural fi rms.
Clear anodized Tech \fall
aluminum panels play amajor

role (100,000 square feet) in
this remarkable architectural
statement.
TECH WALI TEADS

THE WAY
Proven in numerous
installations throughout the
world, Tech Valls features
and benefits are unmatched
by its look alike competitors,
many of which are thinskinned composites. Vater

coat metallic

finishes

as

well

Tech !7allb patented and

proven fastening system has
been engineered to accommodate maximum thermal
movement; condensation and
weepage are controlled
within the system.
And superior flatness is

assuredbyan engineered system of
concealed

reinforcements

along
with Tech
Vall's

as 20 Kvnar 500@ fluoropolymer coatings. Custom
colors and other finishes are

also available. Panel-to-panel

color consistenry is computer
controlled.
ONESOURCE
There are no potential
design or installation snafus
with Tech Wall. Unlike some
systems which involve a
separate manufactureq fabricator, distributor and installeq
The C/S Group handles

everyhing from design
panel edge design. Tech \Vall
also lends itself beautifully to
ultra-smooth contouring and
can't hurt Tech \(all, itb nonflammable, and it will never
delaminate because Tech \(all
panels are solid aluminum.

ASUPERIOR SYSTEM,
ENGINEERED BY EXPERTS

transitional bends.
MORECOLORS.
BETTER FINISHES
Unlike composites, Tech
Vall panels are formed and
contoured before fi nishing.

Tech Vallb superiority is
a matter of record. It's the

been designed, tested and

THE PANEL SYSTEM OF

CHOICEOFFERSOPTIONS
There is a Tech Vall
System for every architectural

situation. Numerous joint
options and limitless custom
modifications are possible.
Tech Vall is the premium wall
system, the uncompromised
solution and *re best dollar

inherent in bending pre-

value available today We
invite your inquiry Contact
the panel experts at The C/S
Group, Cranford, NJ.
207/272-5200 or San Marcos, Ca
619/744-0300.

coated materials. Tech \flall
offers a greater choice of

IHEC/SGROUP

only system we know of thatb
field proven to withstand the
most severe wind-loading
conditions. (In fact a Tech
Vall profect was built to
handle typhoons.)

assistance and detailing
through completion.

This additional step eliminates the cracking, crazingand
micro-splitting of finish films

Circle 2 on inquiry card

Equal time

Some of you will recall that in a recent editorial explaining how we perceive our critical role, I
wrote: "RECORD . . . critically evaluates projects we deem to be worthy of such effort, namely
buildings or urban schemes of great public importance, or those that aspire to High Art." In this
issue you will find a critical text by RECORD editor Deborah Dietsch on just such a project:
Washington Harbour in Washington, D. C. by Arthur Cotton Moore Associates (pages 84-93).
Both as a building and as an urban scheme, it is of considerable, if not great public importance,
and architect Moore, speaking and writing in its support, leaves no doubt that he, as principal
designer, has aspired to High Art. Moreover, the Washington community finds the office,
residential condo, and shopping center complex controversial, so much so that the local media
fervently keep the debate going.
The fundamental issues in dispute are those of urban planning (should such a "gargantuan"
complex have been built right there next to historic Georgetown on the bank of the Potomac, or
would a park have been better instead?); and architectural form (did Moore's Postmodernism get
out of hand?). Dietsch's critique, on balance, takes sides with the project's opponents, but
architect Moore's viewpoint is also of interest. The following has been excerpted from an article
Moore wrote for The Washington Post in which he makes his case: " . . . while no one has ever
been pilloried for producing a boring building in Washington, the buildings most beloved here,
such as the Cairo, the Old Post Office, the Smithsonian Castle, and the Library of Congress, have ,

,,

l

,

sharedtwocharacteristics_theyallreceivedterriblereviewsbyarchitecturalcriticsattheir
openings and they all were idiosyncratic, exuberant, overdone foreground designs on foreground

sites....Obviously,WashingtonHarbourisaforegroundsitedemandingaforegrounddesign....
I would offer the view that part of the success of the place is due to [its] puzzling but obviously
intriguing architectural richness . . . . Moreover, it is important to note that we were dealing with
blockJong facades due to the elaborate street pattern which confines one's cone of vision to the
theme of each facade. Within that theme for each facade, there is great consistency, yet each
street offers a surprise and invention to keep the project fresh and interesting . . . .
"Since practically every shape and motif has been used over the last 4,000 years of
architectural history, or can be casually labeled as a derivative of such and such a style, how, one
might ask, is Washington Harbour new? Newness in architecture comes in unique combinations,
different juxtapositions, original compositions of known elements . . . . [The project] attempts a
synthesis out of antagonistic movements in architecture. In the details, the clearly modern is
combined with the basically traditional; the soft and highly detailed area is set against the spare
and hard. The very formal approach and the informal picturesque character can be seen joined in
the formal classical colonnade, which is part of an asymmetrical composition including an offcenter tower and non-centered bays between the regularly spaced columns . . . . Washington
Harbour borrows from two of modern architecture's major themes: its emphasis on progress and
originality and its emphasis on dramatic three-dimensional massing made possible by advances in
structural engineering . . . . Postmodernism, in contrast, reintroduced the ornament, detail, and
anthropomorphic aspects of traditional architecture to provide a feeling of comfort and human
scale, although this has been generally a rather flat treatment on rather flat boxes. The
Harbour's vigorous massing and dramatic shaping, embellished by ornament and detail that
emphasize entrances, windows , cornices, and so on, attempt a synthesis of these antagonistic

architecturalpositions....Finallytherearetheconnections....Inaway,thestreets,walks,
promenades, parks, and paths will weave together all the loose ends in this part of the city. Come
on down and judge Washington Harbour for yourself ." M. F. S.
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For years, even the best designers have been snrmied by fire
codes. Anvone who wanted to
I use indoor and outdoor fabrics

for awnings, canopies, or other treatments in commercial settings had to take more than a little heat.
Because even if you could satisfy codes, chances
were you couldn't find fire-retardant fabrics worth
the trouble. So many an imaginative idea got snuffed.
Sunbrelln Firesist@ To The Rescue.
Happily, all thats in the past. Because now there's
a beautiful, durable fabric that measures up to the
toughest standards-yours and the fire department's.
Sunbrella Firesist.
This new canvas fabric meets the requirements of

the National Fire Protection Association as 'uvel
the strinsent California Fire Marshal's test. But th
only thebeginning. The fact is, Sunbrella Firesis
unlike any other material you can buy.
No Orher Intenor /Extenor Fabric

Is Wrwen Fr

on

Pigmented,

Sunbrella Firesist isn't just another fabric spraye(
coated with flame-retardant chemicals. lnstead,
woven from fibers which are inherently flame
tardant. This means Sunbrella Firesist will nevt
lose flame retardancy since that retardancy can t
washed out or dry-cleaned away.
In addition to makins decorative fabric treatm(
safer. these fibers makelhem bctter than those m

AIA

gives tax reform
mixed reviews

CAD suppliers face
their problems

CAD suppliers and researchers met
in a recent two-day symposium and
produced proposals that could
fundamentally change the industry's products. Sponsors were
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology's Computer Resources
Laboratory and consultants Graphic
Systems Inc. Suppliers, including
sponsors Calcomp Corporation,
T & W Systems, SKOK, Autodesk,
McDonnell Douglas Corporation,
Numonics Corporation. and
Computervision, expressed coneern
with the large investment in time,
expertise, and money just to keep
up with competitors' constantly
updated drafting and production
capabilities-functions the
companies felt were already at a
basically mature state of
development. There was discussion
of instead directing research and
development toward greater
software flexibility (by, for
instance, more customization for
particular users and better
interface capabilities between all
manufactur-ers' systems) and on
better capabilities for design.
Architectural design, it was felt,
was a computer field in its infancy
because of the complex way design
is carried out, involving pluralistic,
often-indirect levels of thought and
imagery. Dr. Charles Eastman,
executive vice president and chief
scientist of Foimtek. Inc.. noted the
problems of working from a single
image on a screen, such as a threedimensional solid model, when
models are only one of the imagesamong, for instance, plans,
elevations, and large-scale detail
drawings-that architects require.
(IBM promises to help this situation
by its new system, developed with
design-builders Stone and Webster,
that will produce plans and sections
directly from a model.)
McGraw-Hill vice president
Joseph Kasputys discussed his
company's efforts to serve the
burgeoning market for electronic
databases. Capabilites under
research include making a large
pool of information available at an
affordable cost and enabline
selecLive access. Dr. John Btoose, a
scientist in learning technologies at
Boeing Computer Services,
presented a study of knowledgebased systems and their ability to
solve some parts of the design
process; and Patrick Purcell and
Frank Miller of MIT talked about
Computer Resource Laboratory's
work on the application of
knowledge-based systems in design
and links between CAD and such
means of visual communications as
laser technology.
Future symposia are planned. For
more information, contact Maura
Belliveau at Graphic Systems, Inc.,
180 Franklin Street, Cambridge,

replacement in renovations. For
more information, contact Chris
Day, Dodge Cost System Division,
P.O. Box 28. Princeton. N. J. 09542

Mass. 02139

(800 / 257

(617

/ 492-1.48).

For architects, the bad news about
the recently enacted tax-reform
legislation is that, for the near term,
there will be less work. Notes AIA
president Donald J. Hackl, "It
would not be accurate to sav that
the building industry and our
profession has won right across the
board"-a wry understatement of
the widely shared view that the
industry took it on the chin.
The good news, says Hackl, is
that good design is likely to be more
in demand. "In the closing weeks of
last year, there was an enormous
rush by speculative developers to
get projects underway to qualify
for tax-sheltered income," he
continues. "This produced an
enormous surplui of new buildings
developed for the wrong reasons."
And it showed. "In all likelihood,"
he adds, "tax reform will take out
of the marketplace the highly
leveraged, compromised, highly
questionable designs."
In areas of AIA concern other
than business, Hackl thinks the
profession has not come off too
badly under tax reform. "We were
successful in a couple of major
areas such as low-income housing
and historic preservation," he says.
In 1986, the AIA made a major
effort in heightening public
sensitivity to better housing for the
poor, and he believes the fact that
tax breaks for low-income housing
were kept largely intact reflects

Construction-cost
guides introduced

A five-volume guide to help
architects and engineers accurately
estimate the cost of construction
has been introduced by the Dodge
Cost Systems Division of McGraw-

Hill Information Systems Company.
Listing current costs of 12,000
different building materials and
22 building trades, the guides are
broken down into broad estimates
of difierent types of construction
and service systems for use during
schematic design; unit-cost data
comparing different cities and
locales; square-foot costs;
healry-construction costs; and
remodeling costs. Special sections
cover toxic-waste disposal. asbestos
removal, and equipm-ent

-5n5 or

609 / 42G7 300\.

that effort.
Similarly, tax credits for historic
preservation, "an issue that has
been on our books for several
years," have been saved in the new
tax laws. Overall, he adds, "We're
very proud of these

accomplishments."
A tax specialist, meanwhile,
thinks that a form of legal structure
typical for extremely small
architecture firms, the so-called
"subchapter S" corporations, will
attracl a lot of positive interest
under tax reform. Most AIAmember flrms currently operate
under that setun.
George E. L. Barber, executive
director of Price Waterhouse's
Consumer Financial Institute, told
the AIA last month that this
particular tlpe of organization is
likely to grow in popularity. CFI has
prepared a tax-reform impactmanagement report for AIA
members. Barber says it is
important to realize that, "For the
first time in recent history,
individuals' tax rates will be lower
than corporation rates-28 percent
for individuals vs. 34 oercent for
corporations by 1988. The new law
will allow firms to pass on profits at
a lower than corporate rate, making
subchapter firms more and more
popular in the years ahead."
Peter Hofmann, World News,
Washington, D. C.
Architectural Record
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outlet "doghouse".
lf you're a specifying enginee4

lou'll be happyto hearthat Raceway
has developed the first Flush PokeThru with full capa(ity...two services

p

tef iecep\a
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e

fr fi er. ftost\to
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ikisting wires.) Just drill the hole. . .
itep on it. .. you're finished.

data communications. U.L. Classified
and Listed.
lf you're a contractori put this into
your calculator. The Raceway Flush

There are so many more exciting
{eatu res. Color-coord inated choice of
retainer ring... a sliding polycarbonate receptacle cover... but that's
why we printed a brochure. lt's all
in there.

Poke-Thru comes factory p re-wi red,
terminating in a junction box which
is integral to tlie fitting. (Perfect
for rennovation since it installs over

Combonents, Inc., 263 Hillside Avenue, Nutley, N.J. 07110. 201-661-1116.

individual openings for low tension
rMring for telephone, signal or

Send for it. Join the rush to get
flush. Write or call Raceway

."

RACEWAY COMPON ENTS I NC.
Mfg. LB.E.W

U.L. Classified and Listed
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Computers:
In facility management there are
opportunities and pitfalls for architects

Bg Eric Teicholz and Michael Sena
The traditional role of the architect
as project leader is being challenged
by facility managers hired by the
client as coordinators (REcoRD,
May, 1985, page 51). On the positive
side, they can provide better
information in a timely manner. On
the negative side, they are viewed
by many architects as weakening
their leadership role and produeing
design compromises.
In addition to changing

traditional buildingdesign

facility managers are
causing a reevaluation of contract
documents. For instance, the
requirement for as-built drawings is
not new. But, under facility
managers, the original construction
documents, simply marked up to
reflect changes during construction,
may not be enough. A clean set of
record drawings may be required
plus a detziled spaceutilization
report of conditions at the time the
processes,

building is occupied.
What clients want from this is
information that will help them with
the growing maze of such

The applications they have
automated the most include spaceneeds analysis, space allocation,
and, significantly for architects,
design and drafting. The least
automated include personnel
forecasting, maintenance functions,
real-estate management, and asset
management.
There is a clear trend toward the
integration of functions previously
performed manually or as islands of
automation into new comprehensive
systems. A second trend is an
increasing awareness of the need
for a facility database. The
consensus is that the database
should at least show floor plans and
information about the occupants
and their use of the facility. The
latter might include:
Identification by name, job
description, and telephone number;
' The characteristics of individuals'

'

spaces;

'The grouping of spaces into

administrative units.
By linking occupant data (or
attributes) to a specific physical
accounting practices as "costlocation, computers are used to
center" budgeting, departmental
generate both graphic and
charge-backs for space and
alphanumeric reports. Another
fumiture, equipment inventories for advantage of having both plans and
depreciation, and asset
attributes linked is that changes
management. Faced with the task
made to one are automaticallv
of producing such information,
reflected in the other. For eximple,
which many facility managers view
alterations made to partition
as hopelessly difficult without a
locations or the addition of new
major commitment of their own,
staf to a division would mean the
they at least can start with the
updating of both employee counts
correct information from its sour€e, and building plans without having
i.e., the architect.
to cross-reference documents.
This one new requirement alone,
What is important in this for
the alteration of design drawings to architects is that the client mav
show subsequent changes, may well expect the delivery of a facility
be enough to make architects
database in a form compatible with
without computers want to rethink
his computer system. It may be
their position.
mandabory in some instances.
Certain government agencies
Here is how the clients'facility
already stipulate the use of CAD as
managers will use automation
a precondition to being considered
in-house and put pnessurc on
for contract awards. The private
architects to use it as well
sector will increasingly make
In order to manage the abundance
automation a requinement, either
of factual information and figures
explicitly or implicitly. A recent
and, to a lesser extent, graphic data survey by Sweet's, for example,
(e.g., floor plans), facility managers
indicates that 15 percent of all
are increasingly turning to
clients insist on the use of CAD. Of
automated procedures. A recent
that group, over 50 percent insist on
survey by computer consultants
the use of a particular system.
Graphic Systems, Inc. reveals that
At present, there is a cerbain
over 80 percent of managers use
reluctance to make such demands
some form of automation.
beeause the client could become
dependent on one design firm.
Mr. Teicholz is president of Graphic
Nevertheless, as data transfer
Systems, Inc. in Carnbridge, Moss.,
between different CAD svstems
a consulting firm that publishes
becomes more feasible and more
a newslettnr, Computer Aided Facility
organizations implement an
Management. He is an architect dnd pdst
integrated facility-management
professor of architecture and associate
approach, architects will find that
director ofcomputer graphics at Hansard the pressure to provide a particular
aniaersityb Graduate School of Design.
Michael Sena is an architect and director
of GSI. His expertise includes computergraphics applicatiow in facility
managernent, mapping, and
architecture.

database

will increase. Although no

clear guidelines have, as yet, been
developed in the private sector to
establish the value of, and therefore
the compensation, for the creation of
such databases, they are inevitable.

The need to automate is another
incentive for architccts. when
appmpriate, to perfonn facility
management functions themselveg
Design firms may want to turn new
demands into opportunity by
offering facility management as a
service to clients that either lack inhouse departments or have
insufficient ones. This will not only
increase trevenues, but give such
firms a competitive edge in
attracting new design commissions.
What specific services in this field

are architects particularly well
qualified to offer? Here are a few:
'Space programming;
. Activity modeling;
' Spacestandards development;
' Stack-and-block diagramming;
' Spaceoptimization planning;
' Utilizationof-existing-space
analysis;
. Furniture, equipment, and
building-systems inventories;
'As-built drawings;
' Engineering-systems analysis.
Still, to be successful as a facility
manager, the design professional
must develop skills beyond those
previously required. To help, degree
programs are being introduced by
academic institutions.

And, there are several other
issues. The first, and most
important, is recognizing the wide

diversity in requirements of
different types of clients. For
example, space-utilization data
takes a very different form in
hospitals than it does in factories.
Hospitals' facility costs are a basic
factor in their government
reimbursement formulae,
Manufacturing organizations, on
the other hand, use space utilization
accounting for internal budgeting
or for rent apportionment. Thus, the
key to offering facilitymanagement services is to match
your firm's skills and experience to
the prospective client's needsas you would in marketing standard

architectural services.
Another issue is knowing the
characteristics of a client
organization that is likely to
contract outside services. They
include:
'The client's financial position;
'The size of the facility to be
managed;
'The size of the in-house facility-

management staff;
'The present use of space
standards and inventory control;
'The churn rate (or percentage of
total space altered per year);
'The amount of design being
performed in-house.
A last issue is that of

compatibility of your firm's

computer system to the client's. If
he has at least a partial facilitymanagement department, he will,
especially if you are directly
involved in his management, expect

you to provide digital data that is
readily transferrable. It is not
necessary for your equipment to be
identical to the prospective clienf,s.
What is essential is that your data is
either compatible with the client's
system or can be converted to a
format easily read by it.
There are two approaches that
can be taken in working with client
organizations that have already
automated. One is to offer services
that augment the client's own
capabilities. Another is to go beyond
those capabilities into new areas.
Here is what the GSI suney shows
will be up against when
working with clients' systems
' Mainframes: Because mainframe
systems have both a large datahandling and storage capacity, it is
possible to keep an entire facility's
database on-line for accounting,
inventory, and/or space allocation
purposes. Most clients using
mainframes have written their own
programs or acquired specialized
software.
Generally, clients with
mainframes have already
automated spaceallocation
reporting, construction
management, furniture and
equipment management and, to a
you

lesser degree, asset managemenl
Few reporbed using mainframes for
planning functions such as
personnel forecasting, space.needs
analysis, design and drafting, or for
maintenance and realcstate

management.

'Personal computers and word

processors: Depending on the type
of system selected (i.e.,
manufacturer, size of memory,
amount of storage, peripheral
devices used), PCs offer both the
least expensive and most flexible
type of automation for facility
management. The turning point in
their application to facility
management was the development
of powerful software packages for
spreadsheet analyses, database
management, and word processing.
This allowed general-purpose and
simpletouse software to be applied

to accounting, inventory,
specification writing, office
communciation, and construction
and project management.
PC and word-processor users also
reported using their systems for
construction and physical-asset
management, although to a more
limited degree than mainframe
users. They have, however, begun
to use these systems for planning
functions, including personnel
forecasting and space.needs
analysis, as well as for spaceallocation reporting.

' C omputer-aided dratting

systems: These have extremely
limited or no attributedatabase

manipulation capabilities. They
Architectural Record January 1987
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Cornputers continued

three major client grouTts, the
insurance industry, banks, and

Architects hoping to enter facilitg
management should know how
muc h

manufacturing, are shown bg size

automation difierent

categories of c lient org anizations
are likelg to haue in-house and the

fonns that their automation

might take. In the charts below,
the computer characteristics

offacilitg-the smallest, at

less

than 500,000 square feet, is shown
on the left and the size asce'nding
to ouer 3.5 rnillion square feet on
the right.
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seem to be fertile ground for
architects because CAD drafting
systems do not presently play a

show prospective clients that it can
provide cost-competitive services.
If you decide to enter the facility-

central role in facility-management
automation. Those groups that do
have CAD have purchased them to
either decrease turn-around time
for design and production drafting
or to stabilize personnel needs.

management-services business,

Limited use is made for space-needs
analysis and furniture and
equipment analysis.
There are several services which
an architectural firm could offer
CAD users. The rnost obvious is
assistance in producing drawings of
an organization's current facilities.
Typically, tacility-managenieirt
departments are not adequately
staffed to lnanage such long-range
projects. Another potential sen'ice
is the creation of a symbol library
for standard furniture, movable
partitions, or specialized equipment.
' Integrated sgstens: These
combine CAD, database
manipulation, and applicationspecific operations to produce
drawings, reports, and numerical
calculations on a single system.
Attributes are attached to graphics
and both can be manipulated
independently. Such systems can
perform most functions required of
a faeility manager.
It might appear that clients with
their own integrated systems would
have little need for outside services.
In fact, the opposite appears to be
the case. Because these systems are
capable of handling the broadest
range of functions, organizations
that have them are usually
attempting to fully automate their
activities. In many cases, the
staffing requirements necessary to
realize this objective exceed the
limits of the facility management
departments. Faced with this
situation, facility managers will
look to outside services to meet
peak demand or to provide services
that are beyond the limits of inhouse staff.
For those of you who have not
automated, there is still a
significantly large number of nonautomated client organizations to
make the offering of facilitymanagement services interesting.
However, it might now be best to
consider acquiring a system that
can serve both your in-house needs
and those of facility management.

there are two trends developing
that could significantly shorten
your business-opportunity window.
The first is the growing tendency to
bring facility expertise in-house.
This trend will increase in
proportion to the rate of automation
and nieans that more of the small to
medium architectural and spaceplannirtg work will be performed by
clients' own facility-management
departments. Facility managers
want the project control as well as
the cost and scheduling efficiencies
that they believe they can obtain
with an in-house orofessional stafi.
The second trend is

for client

organizations to either convert to
integrated systems from their
present automation systems, or to
become first-time users of
automated equipment through the
purchase of integrated systems. As
stated earlier, integrated systems
users do tend to ourchase outside
services. But the-design firm
offerin g facility-management
services must be prepared for
clients' automation or their
changing of systems by staying in
the lead in its own use of
automation.

But you must not entcr facility
management thinking that there
will be no competition
There is a growing list of
architectural and engineering firms,
as well as CAD service bureaus,
that have computer systems and
managers in facility mangement on
line. Many of these firms compete
for contracts on a national basis.
Nevertheless, your firm may have
an advantage if it is local or if it can
Architectural Record Januaru
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Management:
Joint ventures or associations;
do they work?

Bg James Falick

Every architect knows that a joint
venture between two separate firms

expansion doesn't work, the firm is
much worse off than before.
can be risky business. I[ has been
'Another alternative is for a firm
said that the age of the primadonna to simply declare that it's in a
architect is over. But I think that's
certain new market. We who own
wrong. Most of us still like to have
the firm say to ourselves we are
the spotlight on our firm alone.
bright, we are talented, we have
If ours is a local firm and we
done beautiful buildings for other
decide to set up a joint venture with people. For example, if we have a
a national flrm, we are concerned
track record in health care, we
about our image in the community.
therefore feel we are qualified to do
Will we be considered second-rate?
high-tech research parks. It may,
Will we be seen as only the errand
nevertheless, be difficult to
runners? How do we continue our
convince a new client that we are
separate identity?
qualified to produce a project with
There are risks involved for the
no track record of its type.
national firm, as well. It is usually
'A third approach is to hire the
the local firm that has a closer
people with the expertise that will
relationship with the client.
put us in that new market. But this
Sometimes a local firm with a
expertise is often hard to transfer
diverse practice has been working
and to mold into a salable package
with a client for years, and the
because, after all, the actual
national firm is only brought in
projects were done by other firms.
because the project at hand is so
This approach can simply result in
large that the client feels that more having more people on board and
specialized experience is needed.
But, because of its preexisting

references that will enable it to
enter that market as full-fledged
experts with credentials. The best
reason for a large experienced firm
is to broaden its client baseespecially if the building type for
which the firm is known is not built
that often in the firm's own region.
There are also some very good
reasons why clients may look for
amalgamated design firms, Often,
although he has a large complicated
project, a client does not relish
slighting local firms by entirely
cutting them out in favor of a
national one. He also worries about
who will be his contact on a dav-today basis. Later on, will he have to
deal with the national firm's
overhead for every minor
renovation or addition? Yet, he
tutants the thought processes and

the technical expertise of a national
firm. With an association or ioint
venture, he can have it all.

relationship, if the loc-al firm wa-nts
to make the national firm look bad
as work proceeds, this can easily be
done. All of us make mistakes. If
the local firm, instead of resolving
them without client involvement,
blames them on the national firm.
the client's trust of the national
firm can be quickly undermined and
that of the local firm strengthened.
We have all heard horror stories
about joint venturing. Sometimes
A large project in Montgomery, Ala., St. Margaret's Hospital wls the
two firms agree in advance on a fee result of the collaboration
of the author'sfirm and locai architects
split and then one of the firms ends Pearson Hurnpheries
Jones and Associates.
up doing all or most of the work.
Sometimes one firm is very involved
in the beginning, while the frontmore mouths to feed but not
Here's how one firm makes
end money is there, and then fades
necessarily any more work.
combining talents with
away towards the end. Perhaps the
'A fourth method, in realitv, an
another work
worst eventuality, for a local firm,
extension of the previous, ii io buv
Let's identify some principles my
"
place
takes
when the national firm
a firm with expertise in whatever
firm, the Falick Klein Partnership,
sets up a local office to service a
market we are trying to enter. But,
has evolved over the years that
joint project and then decides bo
for most architectural firms,
make association, which our
feed that office more local business
this is not financially realistic.
principals prefer, work for us:
and keep it going. Suddenly, the
'So we arrive at the fifth
'Because of our reputation for
national firm is in that locale
alternative, and that is the joint
association, firms in various
permanently and competing with
venture or association. (The
localities will often make the first
the local associate for its
difference between the two is that
contact and suggest working
bread and butter.
the joint venture is a legal entity in
together on a given project. Our
With all of these pitfalls in mind,
which bwo firms join to[ether and
rule is that the first firm that
why does anyone consider joint
set up a separate corporation to
contacts us is the firm we will eo
venturing in the first place?
manage a given project. An
with-if we go after the job at;ll.
association is a looser arrangement
This may violate all the textbook
joint
We may arrive at
ventures by
whereby, technically. spea-king, one
rules of association that sav to
a process of elimination
firm rs working for the other firm
research all potential partn-ers and
When firms look for wavs to
for the duration of the project.)
make your own choice. But, if
increase their business,ihe"e are
another firm brings you a lead, do
., \oy, let me say righ^t up front,
only so many ways to do it:
mat, rI a hrm enters a loint venture not get a reputation for taking
. A firm can decide to expand
either or association exclusivelv for the
advantage of good faith by
the number of its speciallies
qur?ose of increasing caih flo*,
pursuing that lead independently.
(building types) or lhe number of
they will hate the confinement.
'On the other hand. if we know of
territories in which it markets its
The worst joint ventures and
a project and seek an association,
expertise. But, when dollar volume, associations are the ones Dut
but have not had the time to do our
and hence income, is declining,
together only for the sake of
homework on an appropriate firm,
expansion is often a frighteningly
getting money at that moment.
we will not take one off the street
expensive prospect. If the
The best reasons for an
just to be able to say we have a local
inexperienced firm to go into a
associate. We will, instead, inform a
Mr. Falick is the president of The Falick
potgntial client that we are going to
;ornt venture or association are to
Klein Partnerxhip, Inc. in Houston,
get knowledge of a new field and to find a local associate and pitch the
architects specializing in health care.
develop relationships and
project on that basis.

'Selecting associates has been
particularly important to us in
landing government projects. Here
we are often looking for the right
community connections and the
selection has to be very careful.
'We have found that, in most
cases, a 50/50 split, in both the
division of labor and fees, works
best-but only if it makes sense for
the type of project and the
capabilities of the two firms.
'We are often asked how we can
tell in advance which associations
will work and which will notbefore we get committed to a longterm project with a firm that is not
cooperative nor compatible.
Sometimes it's easy to tell.
Recently, we promoted a project in
New England and held preliminary
discussions with a localhrm of

oui

respective capabilities. That firm's
partners wanted the details of who
would do exactly what far beyond a
scope that could be determined until
we knew more about the project. So
we backed out. If they were that
difficult in the initial stages, things
weren't going to improve.
. When a project scope is
adequately determined, we do spend
a lot of time with any local associate
reaching an understanding of how
the two firms will communicate and
how our relationship will work. An
association on espeiially highly
technical projects, like health-care
facilities which we specialize in,
simply is not viable without good
communications. We get a
consensus on what will be done at

every stage of design anc
construction, and identify one
spokesman as a focus of
responsibility for a given job. An
added bonus is that we have
answers for the client when he asks
how this relationship will work.
'We do not, as a rule, recommend
or engage in shotgun marriages in
which the client selects the two
firms and insists that they work
together. We have been involved in
a couple of relationships like this
and would suggest that they be
avoided.

If everything is done right, the
relationship between two firms can
be its own reward. In 1968. we
started design work on a childrens'
hospital in louisville with a local
frm. The project lasted until about
19?3, was successfully completed,
and then we had little or no contact
with the other firm until recentlv.
when we and the local firm were.
rehired to do some major additional
work at the same hospital.
We arrived on the job and found
that all of our old relationships were
still intact, after more than 10
years. It felt like a class reunion.
What that meant to us was, that, on
this job at least, our performance
had been successful in the most
personal sense.
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Finance:

Adjusting to tax reform will slow real
growth in the first half of the year

By Phillip E. Kidd
One purpose of the 1986 Tax
Reform Act is to encourage
individuals and businesses to base
their investment, savings, and
consumption decisions on economic
factors rather than on tax
avoidance. It will take vears before
the success of this initi-ative can be
evaluated. Moreover, tax reform
will generate considerable
consternation and confusion in the
immediate future, as consumers
and industries begin adjusting their
spenolng Denavlor to the new tax
code.

That uncertainty will inhibit

oomesuc Investment and

consumption in the next six months.
eroding the economy's present
mooest rarc oI advance.
The current economic ascent is
now in it"s fiftieth month, making it

older than all but two of the nine
post World War II expansions.
Since the middle of 1985. however.
the, economy has consistently
underperformed expectations by
increaiing at only a 2- to 2.Fpeicent
real rate. One significant result of
that low growth is the continued
abatement of inflation and
inflationary psychology.
Remarkablv, for an expansion of
this duration,-there is little evidence
of shortages in the economy that
could reignite inflationary
pressures this year. Operating
capactty ls less than 6U percent,
prwiding ample machinery and
buildings to support higher
production. l,abor is abundant
because business's cost<uttine
efforts, mergers, and acquisiti6ns

THE SUPPLY OF CREDIT
(MONTH.TO.MONTH

SEASONAL ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATE OF CHANGE IN

MU )

_

+

market

not benefit from a lower maximum
corporate-tax rate until July 1.
Consequently, most companies will
are v.ery low, indicating adequate pay more taies- Normalty, ttrey
supphes.tbr boostrng
would pass such increases along to
Although our savings rate is
consumers through higher pricds.
low and corporate, qersonal,
However, with foreigigoods
government borrowings are
providing stiff competition, many
high, foreigners still appear eager businessis will absbrb some or ill
to lend us sufficent cash to support oJ their larger tax bills, diminishing
domestic consumption
their profitJ. Smaller profits this "
investment. Generally,
year will hurt investment, which is a
resources and money are av_ailable major stimulant to the economy.
to sustain the present 2- ta
Meanwhile, some consumen, who
pelcent real growth, while holding have believed that tax reform was a
inflation under 2.5 percent this year. tax cut for them, will have second
thoughts. Across the nation,
. Althoughauspicious for
inflation.-outlpok,
employees will soon be filling out
underutilized resources
their riew W-4 withholding f6rms,
guarantee no faster growth
receiving their first realslic
the present modest pace. At
glimpse of what the loss of specific
juncture, no group of
deductions actually means to-them.
seems capable of generating
Simultaneously, widely quoted
dramatic surge in output that would financial writeii will be warnins
galvanize the rest of the economy that individuals should be cauti6us
and, in time, fully employ these
in taking deductions because
resources. The oil industry is
underwithholding could lead to
additional tax pe-nalties when the
ldjusting to the fall in oil
during 1986. Agriculture-, although 198? return is hled. Already jittery
bottoming out,.is struggling against about their poor savings aid
a slump in food prices and
mounting debt, consuriers are
competition
fikely to pos@one purchasing major
Construction is slipping
items, save, olr ovei.withhotdl
residential building levels off
Consequentlv, consumer spendinE
nonresidential building weakens will slow foithree or four monthi,
because of the downturn in offices. or until consumers are satisfied thit
Consumer goods andhi.technology theirpaychecks reflectproper
industries are experiencing smaller withhbldings and real giini from
sales increases as imports continue tax-rate cuts.
p graba domestic-market
In a persistently
Export industries remain a
underp-erformins economv. the
but poor world
negative impact-of tax reiorm on
resistance.to U. S. goods in
consumer spending in the near-term
markets abroad are, so far, limiting and investment spinding
the. gains. in
throughout the yilar wilf soon turn
A continued modest economic the prbsent mod-est rate of advance
expansion-combined with
into-minimal gowth or none. As
absence of widespread inflationary evidence of th-is weakening appears,
'^
pressures will provide significant the Federal Reserve will
flexibility for monetary policy.
aggressively ease monetary policy.
f'ederal li,eserve can wait to
With m.oney pl-entiful, savi-ngs
how the. economy is
tmproung moderately, and "
before determining whether
economi&ctivity slulgish, interest
tighten or ease.
rates will tumbl6 wit[-sho"t-ter.
maneuverability will be absolutely rates slipping below b percent and
essential in mitigating any
fixed-rate home mortgages
disruptions to the economy.from drooping toward S.b ferient by
qdjustments to tax reform in
spririg. Such attractive rates riill
fir$
sustain housing built for sale and
The 1986 Tax Reform Act.is
retail buildingfespecially in strong
bro.ad in scope that all w-orking
house-buildin-g mirketsiat their retired Americans and
current vigorous pace. ifowever,
businesses are
lower inteiest rates can not shorten
Unfortunately retirees,
the length or depth of adjustment
earners and companies will
both these building typej face in
knorr the actual impact on
198?. Their improvlnient depends
1987 earning.g until 16 months from on a vigorously expanding '
now, on April 15, 1988. In the short- econoriy, som6ttririg that'is not in
run, taxpayers will over react
the outlook for the first half
any easily recognized negatives
of 198?.
the tax revision. while
underestimating any longer-term
benefits of the tax rewrite.
Businesses will immediately lose
Mr. Kidd is a prominent economic
important deductions, such as
consultant and former director of
favorable depreciation schedules
economic research for the McGrau-Hill
and investment-tax credits. but will
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Architectural education:
Accreditation criteria revive
some standards, tighten others

In its on-going quest to strike a reasonable
balance between liberal education aims and
professional necessities, the lt,iational
Architectural Accrediting Board has eaolaed
some new

criteriafor judging the schools

Bg John M. Maudlin-Jeronimo
and Peter Hofmann

After a two-year hiatus, a new
version of the National

Architectural Accreditins Board's
C ri t e ri a a n d P roeed u re7 was
published again in December, 1g86.
Like so many other things in life, it
represents a compromise between

opposing forces-the tug-of-war of
ideas over what education is
supposed to mean: specialization
and preparation for a career in (in

our case) architecture, versus the
view that university education
ought to lay the foundation for a
lifeJong liberal education process.
The approach to revising NAAB's
C riteria

and Procedure.s-which

took four years-was to some
extent shaped by three recent
studies with those contradictory
messages. Two of them
("Involvement in Learning:
Realizing the Potential of American
Higher Education" b.y the National
Institute of Edueation; and "To
Reclaim a [,egacy: A Report on the
Humanities in Higher Education,"
by the National Eidowment of tire
Humanities) seemed to imply that
the professional accreditatton
process to some extent mitisates

against that concept of a liblral

arts/ general education foundation.
The third report, bv the American
Institute of Architects (AIA),
addressed long-range planning
issues and took the opposite tack: it
questioned the quality of recent
graduates of accredited
arehitecture programs, and their
skills, abilities, and preparedness
for entry-level jobs in the
profession.
The revision process started in
1982

with a special 11-member

committee, mostlv of past
presidents of thebrganizations that
eonstitute NAAB-the AIA. the
National Council of Architectural
Registration Boards (NCARB), the
Association of Colleqiate Schools of
Architecture (ACSAL and the
American Institute of Architecture
Students (AIAS). The basic idea was
to evaluate the program not so
much.rn program goals and physical
lacllrtles but in terms of what
education specialists like to call
"outcomes"-what (and how well)
students have learned of the
profession's basic skills and
knowledge as they enter the
prolesslon.
The results of this first go-around
of shifting the accreditation process
to such a performance-criteria
approach were tested quickly in

seven architectural schools iir tgSZ.

The response was mostly positive.
Copies of the lg83 revlsion of our
accreditation procedures, the result
John M. Maudlin-Jeronimo, AIA, is
Erecutiue Director of the Notional
Architectural Accrediting Board.. peter

Hofmann is Corcespondent of McGrau.

Hill World

News, Washington, D.C.

of committee work and testing by
seven schools, were sent to other
professional accreditation groups,
and since then at least one other
organization, the American Societv
of Interior Designers (ASID), has"
revised its accrediting procedures

drawing largely on ouf model.
0ne other association said in
"I'm sure we have more
to learn from your experience, than
you liom us." A third said, "We are
most envious of your thorough
Achievement Oriented Perfoimance
Criteria, for which we have nothing
comparable."
In 1983, NAAB published the
first revision, which was revised
once more in 1984. Finally, in late
summer 1986, a "user studies
response,

group" of architectural school

administrators was held, asking for
further suggestions-mostly in the
area of evaluation of their curricula
outcomes.
These final comments were

incorporated in the new Crtteria
and Procedures released in
December 1986.
Six new criteria are set
Thus the process has evolved from
an assessment by NAAB of how
well a program (1{AAB accredits
program.s, not schools) carries out
and meets its stated goals, missions,
and objectives, into an evaluation of
six broad criteria relevant to
architectural education. Thev are:
'The program must be in an
institution accredited by the
recognized institutional

accreditation body in that region.
'The institution provides foia
g eneral education requirement
either for admission to the program
or for its completion. A minlmum of
20 percent of the program's total
hours must be satisfied by general
education, liberal arts, and humanities studv.
' The institution provides evidence
that the obiectives of NAAB's
perspectives on architectural
education are met.
' The institution provides evidence
rhat all students who receive a first,
professional degree in architecture
have satisfied tie achieuement9.n

e
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'The institution offers one or more
of the four recognized types of

programs: a five-year Baehelor of
Architecture; a Bachelor of
Architecture for individuals with a
prior degree; a Master of
Architecture (four-vear
undergraduaLe

plui twovear

graduate studv); and MaitBr of
Architecture for individuals with
another undergraduate degree.
'The institution must guarantee
the program has suffici-ent qualitv
and quantity resources to ensure
the program's continued
accreditablity.

The "achievement-oriented
performance criteria" cover the
four broad categories of contert
(history, human behavior, and the
environment); design (process of an
architectural project,.including
significant design and esthetic
theories, and their relevance to
architecture); technologg
(structural systems, environmental
control, construction materials and
assembly, safety, and accessability);
and. practice (the profession's
relation to society and the
organization and management of
provrding prot'essional services).
These new criteria issued last
December represent the latest
phase of an ongoing evolution

educators how to use these
components," these perspectives
attempted to relate accreditation to
entry into professional practice; to
the academlc envrronment; to
society's evolving concept of
architecture; and to its role as a part
of individual and professional
development.

This-section was deleted in the
of a desire to
move to more specificity in the
criteria. Now, in the 1986 edition,
they have been reinstared, because
they state in broad terms the
fundamental goals and ideals of
American professional education in
architecture, and partlv because
they reflect the diherent, at times
virtually assured of further
even divergent, interests of the four
changes in the future, as set down
organizations of the NAAB: the
in its bylaws promulgated almost 50 AIA, NCARB, ACSA and AIAS.
years ago when NAAB was
The 1986 edition contains another
founded. The origin and need for
significant change which nicely
accreditation go back much farther
illustrates the sfiift awav from
having their.beginning in
ju-dging what goes into the making
_tfrouSh,
the architectural registration act
of an architect to the product-the
established in 189? 6v the Illinois
capabilities of the student.
legislature.
The difference is already evident
in the wording: the 1982 v-ersion
The process is nonprescriptive
contained a section dealing with
NAAB is not concerned with tellins criteria for "program evaluation,"
schools how to teach or with
which said what an accredited
pr e s c rip tiue curricula-whether a
program should do for the student:
student has to complete two rather
develop capabilities in problem
than one course in mechanics. or
recognition; capabilities in critical
three rather than two courses in
evaluation of alternative choices;
statics. It doesn't evaluate a
arilareness of and responsibility for
school's program in terms of square the public welfare; reiponsiveness
footage, library volumes,
to other disciplines relating to
student/faculty ratio or number of
architecture; ability to recognize
Ph.D.s on the campus.
present concepts, emerging trends,
Rather, NAAB evaluafes
and long-range potentials in
"outcomes": entrv-level
architecture.
qualifications should broadly state
In 1983, the above "program
that a student is able to deslsn a
evaluation" was chanEed to
simple architectural system;
"performance-based criteria, "
whether he absorbs that knowledge subtly shifting emphasis from whar
in a course of study taueht in a
the program should do for the
classroom or in a d-esieristudio is
student to what the graduating
the school's responsibilitv.
student should encompass: be
The problem iyittr ttris ipproach in aware of basic building types:
the past was that, in order to avoid
understand the significani purposes
prescription, the pre-1982 criteria
of building; understand the
became almost impossible to
ordering principles, strategies, and
evaluate because 6oth the school
ideas architects use to brins a
N+Aq typically. spent most of
building's elements together: be
3,"q
Inelr ume ln the revlew process
able to organize concepts and relate
trying to agree on some common
a project to its larger context; be
definitions. It became clear that
able to integrate all aspects of the
some changes had to be made, but
analysis within this framework.
this was not easy. Some aspects
In 1986, these performance
that originally one thought one
criteria were furiher refined and
could do awav with have been
were made part of the conditions
reinstated, and others have been
for accredition, as outlined above.
modified to quite some extent.
Given the concerns that have
This ebb-and-flow situation is
been voiced over the quality of
illustrated by one of the changes
architectural education, and given
that evolved. The 1982 editionthe growing complexities of the
included a section dealing with four profession and the humanistie,
"Accreditation Perspectives" that
legal, ecological, political and
drew both on the brbad humanistic
economic issues surrounding it. thet
concerns of a universitv education
choice for architectural .d;a-"i;;;
and its professional eomponents.
standards is clear: either move ur.
Stressing that while an accreditins
or fold the tents.
agency seeks to assess the resultsof education, "it should not tell
1983 edition because
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application: roadway, interchan
indoor, flood,

even I

sports. \lVithout
limiting you to only
one manufacturer's
products.

'

We call it

and there's no other
lighting design program like it.

vou

o:ut sraohicdllu.

naires. You can even use

Newark, Ohio, 43055.

other manufacturers'

345-963r.
Circle 25 on inquiry card

IES formatted photo-

CALA;

CALA lets

on over
formatted photometrics
-r'00
Holonhane lumiI

instead of

-

It enables you to review your

for your free demo disk showing
iusf how easy it can make your next
lighting design. Application Engineering, Holophane Division,
Manville, 2\4 Oakwood Avenue,

metrics.
No other lighting
program available todaY
lan-do all CALA does.
All you need is a 640k
IBM pc or compatible.
The rest is up to you.
CALA will chinge the waY You
desiqn liehting. Ask your
Holdphaie sales repiesentative
This multiple-screen grouping is for demonstration purposes only

at once
cALA will provide graphics and calculate data on every major type of lighting application, though not all
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Design news continued

News briefs

312 condos,

riv vu

Benjamin Thompson & Associates
has been named the winner of the
198? AIA architectural firm award,
given to a firm that has
"consistently produced
distinguished architecture for a
period of at least 10 years."

l*y;

Arthur Erickson Architects has
been selected to design a new city
hall in Fresno, Calif. Two local

firms-Allen tew & William

Patnaude and Edwin S. Darden
Associates-are joint-venture

architects.
The first AIA national convention
to be held over a weekend has been
scheduled for June 19-22 in Orlando,
Fla. The weekend format was
devised to enable more architects

to attend the convention while
spending less time away from

their offices.
The Aga Khan has funded the

establishment of a Unit for Housing
and Urbanization at the Harvard
Graduate School of Design. A grant
of over $500,000 will be used to
inaugurate the program for an
initial three-year period beginning
this month. The unit will address
the issue of housing in developing
nations, especially those with large
Islamic populations.
The l6th meeting of the
International Union of Architects

(UIA) will be held at Brighton,
England, from July 13-17. The
theme of this year's congress is
"Shelter and Cities-Building
Tomorrow's World." For
information, contact the UIA

Congress Secretariat, ?2 Fielding
Rd., Chiswick, London W4 lDB,

England.
Architect Barton Myers and urban
planner Jane Jacobs are among
the eight recipients of the first
annual Toronto Arts Awards, given
to honor "work that has been
creative, sustained, and intelligent."

I'lvel sinlt, tirt niid 19th c't,ntun'. the
r:rilr,,lr,l tnrr'k: lruggirrg lllr.' :rsllrn

ol tht'

Iliver }urvt'
''tr:rl'1,,I l';ri\r'l1f' r'S Irtrr, lj11g
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r:,.'rr
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\r,u \i,rk iiutl Allrartv
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1'l;rntrr.,l

lriglr, u lrrist, galrie rvinrlou s. hippt,tl
r,,,
'j.. rLnrl rlaitlrriarrl sirling arc
nr,,rillt 1{) C'ort\'ev "tht, lLrnbrttnCe 0f li
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Itt' ,nl,,tel's. PelhtrIs tlUre
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;rlllr llre.lril' llr:rt Il, r,rr lirr,j-,':
to

, r.:,,-\ ,,,1.t,1 .,,r1- ptr' rl't',,il1 \ i,,\\>.
'1'htise slurre tr:rck). ho\rr,\'er,
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llso blockt,rl oll ntuch of tlrc r.iver's
orlge to rt'sirL'ntial dcvekrpntt'nt. At
tire villagt, o1' f'rotnn-on-HLrrlson. 50
nriltrs rtrrrth of the rjver's tlouth. tht'
nLilruir,l r'r,,,r: illanrl. 1'rct,ing 26

Harbor lights

ricrt's of rjrt,rl'ront l)rrr])i,]'1\ f()r ii

.rilt'rl

Lryr tlrt,rirt,r rrr 161)l). tlri,
lrro.jert u'il1 lrt,sitLurteil at tlit,
Hutlsr,rr's u'irli,st lroint lLrtrl u ill
itrtlurlc lJ-1.ir rrrrrlt,rrviitt,r it('r{,s to
luct'orrrrnodiLll u Vut'ht club. 'l'ltl

tit'r't,1o1rtnent ri es rlt,signt',1 lrr
I"isher F-riedtllLn .\ssuciutls lrnrl
ri ill r:onsist ,ri l1 nrultifantjlr

"The idea is to give the port a
presence on the skyline," says
Arquitectonica International's
Bernardo Fort-Brescia, commenting
on his firm's design for a new
mixed-use complex at what Miami
boosters like to call "The Cruise
Capital of the World." That
presence will be a l3-story office
tower-trapezoidal in elevationalong with a series of low-rise
structures housing two passenger-

r

-s1ot'it,s

it,u ,rl thr, \\'aterfront.

ship berminals and restaurant,
retail, and warehouse facilities. Clad
in silver and aqua ceramic tile and
punctuated by elliptical, square, and
rectangular windows, the project is
meant, according to Fort-Brescia, to
exhibit the character of a smallscale, villagelike cluster of buildings
when seen by land, or a monolithic,
1,20Gfoot-long "monumental
canvas" when viewed from the deck
of an approaching vessel.

Cooper, Eckstut Associates, the
New York architecture and urbandesign firm, has split. Stanton
Eckstut has joined with The
Ehrenkrantz Group to form The

Ehrenkrantz Group and Eckstut.
Alexander Cooper has established
his own firm, dubbed Alexander
Cooper + Partners.
Pereira Associates has been
selected to design Ewa City, a new
town planned for a 6,000-acre site 14
miles west of downtown Honolulu.
Upon completion in 2035, the city
will have 15,000 housing units
accommodating 50,000 people, six
million square feet of cbmmercial
space, a civic center, a regional
park, and an amphitheater situated
in the cone of an extinct volcano.
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In

with the New England context:
by Graham Gund Architects

TVo

urist-oriented projects
Gund Architects reveals
solution to the problem
ing new exhibition
n historically sensitive
the Norwalk River
in Connecticut, Gund is
a cluster of late 19th-
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lime Center (top
ex comprising an
will interpret the
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museum, a
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spaces,
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ized around a
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Meanw
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r on a 48,00Gsquare-foot
,n center in Plymouth,

Mass.
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ttom photo), that will
late visitors to Plimoth

Plantati6n, the 20th-century
reconstruction of. a c. l6tl Pilerim
village. Clad in a combination of
horizontal and vertical tongue-andgroove siding and topped by an
enorrnous cedar-shake roof
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Conference report:
The AL\ takes
a new look at
'r\merica's sttnporch'
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,ri,lrug rttontr\'. ItL.t lltrs. lLtr,i
.\t'r I uitertuntcli-rlt'sigrrt',1,'r,nti,rs.
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purposely reflects both the
primitive quality of adjacent
reconstructed buildings and the
rolling topography of the landscape,
the center is intended "to respect its
site and historical setting without
mimicry or caricature," according to
the architects.
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Design news continued

The return
of humanism:
Mario Botta
At MOMA

An exhibition of the work of Swiss
architect Mario Botta-his first
major American show-is on view
at the Museum of Modern Art
through February 10. Organized by
Stuart Wrede, a curator in the
museum's Deoartment of
Architecture and Design, the review
of the 43-year-old architect's work
to date includes photographs,
models, and original drawings of 20
projects, built and unbuilt,
conceived since the early 19?0s.
The show is the second in a series
of five exhibitions examining
current architectural trends
sponsored at the museum by the
Gerald D. Hines Interests. The first,
held in the summer of 1985, dealt
with the work of lcon Krier and
Ricardo Bofill [neconl, August

1985, page ?71, whose very difierent
approaches to architecture had at
least one thing in common: both
adamantly rejected the ethos of

Modern architecture for the sake of
the historicizing fancies of
Postmodernism. By contrast, the
work of Mario Botta is presented as

Developed by George Merrick
complex that will comprise an 11during the 1920s, the Miami suburb story office tower, a five-story
of Coral Gables is among the finest hotel, and a ground-floor retail

No virtue goes

with size

planned communities in the
country-an oasis of sanity amid
the South Florida megalopolis. One
of the town's most imnortant'20s
landmarks-the gracious Colonnade
Building-is about to be restored as
the centerpieee of a new downtown

extending-perhaps even

qualifying-yet essentially
continuing the tradition of classical
Modernism.
The figures that Botta credits
with influencing him most are Carlo
Scarpa, his thesis critic at
architecture school in Venice, and
Le Corbusier and louis Kahn, the
masters with whom he apprenticed
during the 1960s and whose
architectural vocabulary Botta has
most obviously assimilated into his
own work. As with Kahn and [,e
Corbusier, there is an engaging
humanistic impulse that stands at
the core of Botta's architecture. As
he put it in an interview included in
the exhibition catalog, "There must
also exist in the city large, ample
spaces in which history, memory,
dreams, imagination, and poetry
can be linked and which are not
dedicated to strictly functional uses.
I believe this is an ethical oroblem:
to make man the center of interest
in the organization of space and not
simply to utilize him as an

instrument.... In this

6*\ 'u
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'
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Colonnade Building. Architects are
spillis Candeta & partners.
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galleria centering around an
existing 5Gfoot-high rotunda. If the
project's precast concrete facades
and red-tile roofs are aot references
to Coral Gables' Mediterranean
Revival context, its scale seems
overblown in the relation to the
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sense,

architecture is more an ethical than
an esthetic phenomenon."
Botta first came to prominence in
the early '?0s with a series of
Continued on page 161
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The Marsh finds a center
of balance on a

challenging site.
And PellaWindounsand
Doors prove plrysically fit.
The Marsh" in Minne-

called 'A Center
for Balance and
Fitness." And ev-

These Pella Doors are extremelv enerov
efficient, with Pella double glass proviE'ing up to 3/a inch of insulating air space
between panes. Pella's gliding. door
panel is placed on the outside, so

erything about the

the harder the north wind blows

tonka, Minnesota, is

building reflects

this theme. In this
unusually complex
project, Hammel,
Green and Abrahamson have created a balance of action and
reflection, the solitary and the
communal, a center for equilibrium
of body, mind and spirit.
The building
buildinq is oriented toward the
thr protected view of a broad marsh to the north,
The moment you walk into the Marsh, the
feeling is one of calm, warmth and healing rest. You sense the openness and se-

renity of the marsh through soaring
custom trianoular Pella Windows and
Pella Sliding Glass Doors. The feeling is
carried out by deliberate residential scale
and shapes, as well as by the carefully

thought-out lighting, acoustics, colors
and materials. So, indoors. no less than
the warm wood beauty of Pella would do.
A major shaper of the building was the
site, wedged between a busy thoroughlare and the marsh below and dotted with
mature oaks. HGA designed the building
around an existing house which was later

razed to make room for the volleyball
court. The site also had to accommodate
an outdoor running track and a children's
pray area.

The indoor running track, which lends
such character to the exterior, was actually added late in the program. A ribbon of
Pella Awning WindoWs at eye level gives
the relatively narrow track the feel of an
outdoor space, especially with the windows open. As for maintenance. Pella
Awning and Casement Windows at the
Marsh are easily washed from indoors.
Pella doors used as windows.
Exercise studios have 3000 souare feet

Pella thermalcontrol.
At the Marsh. where each

\ area has a different mesystem and
\ chanical
outdoor tem'..\ where
peratures can vary
\r\

essential. Pella offers seven standard glazing and shading
options to save heating and cooling costs
from Minnesota to Sarasota. One of these
is Pella Type E Slimshadeo blindS. Installed between the panes of the Double

Glass Insulation System, these blinds

help give Pella Windows a low U value of
.23, actuallv outoerformino triole olazino.
And Pella Windows stop a'ir iritittrition u-p
to 16 times better than industry standards.

Pella custom shapes, sizes and clad
colors offer unlimited flexibility to suit the
mood and scale of each project, with anything from monumentalcircleheads to integral muntins to your choice of colors in

low-maintenance aluminum exterior

claddino.

Your Pella distributorcan tellvou more.
For information, look for Pella in ihe Yellow

Pages under "Windows'i call Sweet's
BUYLINE or send the coupon below.

Please send me the latest literature on Pella for
replacement and new construction.
Firm

Address
City

of spring-cushioned floors. Ahd

State

breeze as possible. An exercise bar

ilsll to: Pella Windows

here,
Pella Sliding Glass Doors are used rather
than windows, to let in as much liqht and

mounted across these doors neatly rede-

fines their function and provides safety.

Ielephone

This coupon answered in 24 hourc.
and Doors Commercial Division,
DeDt. T3 1A7. 100 Main Street. Pella. lA 50219.
Alsb available throughout Canada. O l986 Rolscreen Co.

The significant difference in windows and doott.
Ruth Stricker's The Marsh'"
Minnetonka, Minnesota
Architects
Hammel, Green & Abrahamson
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Contractor
Crawford-Merz CompanvMinneaoolis. Minnedota

Zip
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Design awards/competitions:
Portland Cement Association
1986 Concrete Building Awards

Sir completed buildings constructed primarily of concrete were
recently honored in the biennial design awards prograrn sponsored
by the Portland Cement Association. This year's winning proiects
were selectedfrom 98 competition entries by jurors William J.
LeMessurier, principal structural engineer for LeMessurier
Consultants in Cambridge, Moss.; Harold Roth, partner of Roth and
Moore Architects in New Hauen, Conn.; Susana Tome, partner-incharge of design at Wank Adams Slauin Associates in New York
City; and Paul M. Sachner, senior editor ofRECoRD.

Joann Sieburg

Jock Pottle

l. Tabor Center Office Tower,
Denver, Colorado; Kohn Pedersen
Fox Associates, Architects
(REcoRD, September 1985, pages
12G135). Originally intended to be
clad in stone, this 32-story office
tower was ultimately sheathed in a
combination of green reflective
glass and buff-colored reinforced
concrete. The jurors particularly

admired the way that the architects
embellished the concrete with red
granite panels attached with
stainless-steel bolts. "Beautifully
crafted and elegantly detailed,"
thev concluded. "One of the richest
examples anywhere of refined castin-place concrete."
2. Charleston Waterfront Garages,
Charleston, South Carolina;
Sasaki Associates, Architects. The
jury called a pair of stucco-clad,
concrete-framed parking garages
located in this historic city's wharf
and warehouse district
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in 4. Charlotte-Mecklenburg tinted.pale pink and lightly,
sandblasted-]ilas speclhed,.
Government Center Garage, _
The
according to the architects, "to
Charlotte, North Carolina; J. N.
and
contexi Pease Associates, Architects. offe1 an ^economy.of means
suited,to the
difficult Erected exclusively of precast purity of expression jury
admired
is concrete components, this 1,03Gcar_ forest setting." The
ground- garage wras ciesigned as.an integral the structure's "volumetric
qualities,.attainable only in
Chartotte's municipal .
pollution [a*6f
government complex. By scoring concrete."
6. Roundhouse Plaza' San.
City; the precast into rectangular panels,
Francisco, California; Daniel,
the irchitects expressei the
;rid'F;il Kr;inetzkv & iohen, project's S.Ffoot-design module. Mann, Johnson & lllendenhall, .wttitu dl.inirtting the-structure's Architects. This office and retail
Architects and Structurat
-O"gi".."*.
the project comprised the rehabilitation
A major sewage?ppa-rent.mass. ftre iury dubbed
of two early 2fth<entury concrete
tr"ifr""nt plant dn the w&t side of tiritaing "a strong piece of
U"nfruit"n'."rts on 2,300 ,iii*r"m sculptu"re for dolintown Charlotte." buildings once associated with San
and the
il;;;i;;il1tt;ogfrihe noor if itr. 5. Pulp and Paper Research Francisco's trolley-system
Institute of Canadq Vancouver, erection of a new four-story
Hudson River. Bu'ilt entirely of
Thompson structure (shown) whose concete
p;;t;"d casi-in-place coircrete,
' British-Columbi4
framing and 99mpntiti9t19 coating
Berwick Pratt & Partners,
ift" pr.:..f .-triU*, in tft. jut/.
Architects. l,ocated in a heavily_ harmonize wlqh the existing
*oth.,1;" robust expressioh of a
rtlflit"ii4 ir.iiitv, ii. .on"."t. i* wooded Vancouver park, this office architecture. The jury called the
ensemble "a handsome mixed-use
;ffi;ily ;i.t-io"ot<ing at tti* i;"t. and research centeiwas designed
a linear, shed-roofed i'trium. complex, very much in context with
|g;le, ;a its ribbed 6*tor" crea%s
- around
n*posed reinfoiced concrete- the urban fabric of San Francisco."
;t.;;by ;}]ighl ;rA ;fu;;.;

"architecture that is very much
the spirit of Charleston.
archiiects have dealt successfully
*itn tn. issue of historic
*tti.tt i- an especially
pt"bffi *itft gutug,i.. The scale
Leautifully haidled", and
n."r r6"p"r wili entlve" th-e street."
B. North i?iver lVater
Control Projec! New York
iinoetts Rbietl McCarthv Stratton

_
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Brooklyn Museum Master Plan
Design Competition

An architecturaL team contprisirtg Arota Isozaki and Assoc,iates
and James Steuart Polshek and Pertners has been no.m.ed the
u:inner of a competition to renot,ate attd erpand the Brooklgn
Museum, a landmark Beau'r-Arts structure designed by McKim,
Mead and White in 189J. The Isozaki/Polshek proposal u'cts chosen
ouerJbur other cornpetition frtalists by a panel consistittg of
professional jurors Klaus Herdeg (chainnan), Phyllis Lambert, and
James Stirling, and musertm representatiues Alistair B, Martin,
Robert S. Rubin, Jefrey Keil, and Robert T Bttck.

In his comments on the jury's
deliberations, chairman Klaus
Herdeg called the Isozaki/Polshek
proposal (photo 1) "an inspired

scheme that most jurors feel is
vastly superior to the other four
flnalists, if not in a class by itself.
We felt that the winning d'esign is
the one that most respects the
intentions of the original McKim,

Mead and White plan, yet translates
it with a 20th-century vocabulary
into the 21st century." Herdeg's
remarks echo the architects' stated
intentions, which indicated a desire
"to create a monument not to the
synthesis of old and new

architecture but to the evolution of
new architecture from the old-an
architecture of the 21st century
derived from that of rhe i9th.''
Toward that end, Isozaki and
Polshek selected a limestonesheathed obelisk-an ancient

architectural form interpreted

abstractly-as the centerpiece of
their proposal. In addition to
providing the museum with a highly
visible physical presence in this
relatively low-rise section of
Brooklyn, the 150-foot-tall obelisk
will also symbolize the museum's
oulstanding Egyptian collections
and, more pragmatically, it will
house a new skylighted Great Hall
meant to evoke the unbuilt domed
rotunda of McKim, Mead and
White's original plan. New museum
galleries designed around two
sculpture courts will provide a
unified new south facbde facins the
Brooklyn Botanic Gardens. McKim,
Mead and White's main facade
along Eastern Parkway, severely
mutilated in 1934 bv the removal of
a monumental staiicase, will be
restored, returning the museum's
main entrance from current streetlevel portals to the original lobby on
the piano nobile.
Among the four other
competition finalists, three elected
to develop contextual schemes that
allude ratLgr literally to the existing
museum. The team of Atkin, Voith
& Associates and Rothzeid
Kaiserman Thomson & Bee came
up with a symmetrical plan
characterized bv a long colonnade
and terraces leadine down to th.'
Botanic Gardens (2). Kohn Pedersen
Fox Associates'design (3), with irs
freesLanding pavilions and
classically articulated gallery
wings, relates not only to MeKim,
Mead and White's museum but also
to the firm's current historicist
work. Skidmore, Owings & Merrill,
working with Studio Four/The
Vitetta Group, devised a broad
semicircular colonnade framrng an
elliptical courtyard (4). Voorsanger
& Mills, however. took the opposite
tack-a decidedly non-monumental
proposal
.featuring- two narrow
wrngs set perpendicular to the
main museum (5).
4
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Coldsprins/Cylburn Arboretum
Design Competition

Jurors for the Baltimore
comnetition. which was sponsored
bv the citv'i Neiehborhood
Ploeress Adminlstration and the
Deolrtment of Recreation and
Paiks, included architects Stanley I.
Hallet (chairman), John A. Bower,
Jr., Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and
Donald Stull, and landscape
architects Ilze Jones and Harry W.
Porter, Jr. In addition to premiating
the Schwartz-Kinnard scheme, the
iurv awarded second place to

Nei.on, Byrd, Payton-and
Christenson of Charlottesville, Va.;
a special merit award to Thomas
Spiin of Coral Gables, Fla.; and
h6norable mention citations to Cho,
Wilks and Benn of Baltimore;
Avers/Saint of Baltimore; The
Dblta Group/MSL Associates of
Philadelphia; and Team Ten of
Urbana, Ill.

l. Premiatcd

design:

Schwartz-Kinnard Architects
Commenting on the jury's
deliberations, chairman Stanley
Hallet observed that the jurors
were most impressed by those
competition submissions that
"returned to the old organizing
principles of street and walkway, of
iront.yard and porch, of back yard
and niivacv. " Schwartz-Kinnard's
propbsal-with its hierarchY of
irublic, semipublic, and private
lpaces and its conscious mix of
fieestanding, duplex, and
multifamily residential units-was,
in the iury's words, "a comPlex but
effortless-scheme whose English
and Italian echoes seem appropriate
to this time and place. HighlY
ordered, it is possibly the most
complete statement in the
competition." Included in the plan is
a seiies of four Lshaped structures
grouped to form.a quadrangle (toP
drawlng); a public square and
amphitheater (small drawing near
right); crescent housing overlooking
adiacent forests (middle right); and
triditional row houses set along a
wide boulevard and narrow side
streets (far right). The project's
faintlv Italianate architecture,
sheathed in a combination of stucco,
brick, and rusticated stone, bears
some resemblance to SchwartzKinnard's winning design for the
Hillside Trust Housing Competition
in Cincinnati (REcoRD, November
1985, pages 7G77).
2. Second-place:

Nelson, Byrd, Payion and

Christenson
Continuous front porches along
traditional treelined streets
characterize the runner-uP
submission (bottom drawing right),
which the jury called "a
comfortable. beautiful scheme that
is sraciously wedded to the site.
[T[e architects] have paid careful
attention to detail, facade, shaPe,
and rhythm."
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Schwartz-Kinnard Architects of Princeton, N' J., has triumphed
oaer 36 otherfirms in a national competition to deaelop a 90Gq'cre
wooded site in the Coldspring New Town section of Baltimore.
Located eight miles north of Baltimore Inner Harbor adjacent to
the city's Cylburn Arboretum and Botanical Gardens, Coldspring
was begun 10 years ago with the completion of 250 housing units
designed by Moshe Safdie. The city intends to use Schwartz'
Kinnard's winning scheme as a guidelinefor completing
deuelopment of the area with 1,000 new residential units.

Competition to expand the College of
Architecture and Environmental Design
at Arizona State University

Like ASU's existins school of
arc

h

itecture-a

rakJed-concrete

Modernist structure erected in
196$-the proposed addition will
rise three stories, nearly filling its
site (top drawing). In deseibiig his

winning scheme, Alan Chimacoff.
director of design at The Hillier
Group, indicated that he conceived

the new architecture school around
the dual concepts of "learning" and

'community." To express thJ
former, he established a principal
ground-floor axis that leads dir-ectlv
from a new pedestrian mall along '
Krueger Street, through the
building's main entranie, and into
the architecture librarv. ;'The
immediate confrontati6n of the

library," observes Chimacoff.

"emphasizes its primacv,
symbolically-and practiially, as the
repository of classified knowledge,
the basis of all structured
learning." Chimacof underscored

The Hillier Group has won a national competition to design an
$11.5-million, 100,00&square-foot addition to the College of
Architecture and Environmental Design at Arizona State

Unioersity in Tempe. A jury comprising Joseph Esherick
(chairman), Jack B. Kinsinger, Tim McGinty, Lee Oaermyer, and
Roger Schluntz selected the Princeton, N. J., firm oaer 25 other
competition entrants, including finalists Hammond Beeby and
Babka of Chicago, and the team of Coouer Saemisch Anderson
Architects of Mesa, Ariz., and Hoouer Berg Desmond of Denuer.

the school's communal function bv
Although The Hillier Group's
incorporating two courts---one
winning design exhibits some
indoor, one outdoor-stacked above features that relate to the
each other at the building center.
indigenous architecture and
"The courts reveal the buildine's
idiosyncratic climate of the desert
concentric, multilayered
Southwest-namely, scored stucco
organization," he points out, "and
facades, glazed tile trim, a two
create places of community,
story redwood loggia, and small
learnin_g, and discourse." ihe gently attic windows that mimic the roughvaulted lower court will function ai hewn vigas of ancient pueblos- a lobby for seminar rooms and an
those allusions are relativelv mildauditorium, as a caf6. and as an
mannered compared to the more
informal gallery for student work.
overtly historicist elements of
The upper-level outdoor court will
Hammond Beeby and Babka's entry
open onto faculty offices, studios,
(above left). The Chicago firm's
and lecture rooms. The scheme,s'
runner-up submission does not ape
other major element-a three-storv
any specific architectural
research tower spannine the
progenitor, but instead seems to be
Krueger Street mall-riill connect
an amalgam of several regional
the new building with ASU's
influences, includine Spanish
existing facility. In addition to its
Mjssion architectur-e (eipecially the
functional aspects, the tower is also Alamo), the work of frant l,l<iva
meant to "stand as a symbol of the
Wlight, and nearby Indian pueblos.
uncommon aspiration of this school
A U-shaped design organized
of architecture," says Chimacoff.
around a Iong courtyard, the

building features batbered walls
clad in a combination of plain,
scored, and rock-faced concrete
block; a glazed band of giant
saguaro flowers and fruit that
encircles the structure "as would a
fneze of classical medallions;" and
interior ornamentation based on the

"softer oasis themes of doves.
flowering vines, and ribbons." The
other runner-up proposal (above

right), submitted by the locally
based firm of Coov-er Saemisch
Anderson in joint venture with
Hoover Berg Desmond of Denver,
appears, ironically, the least

regional of the three finalists.
Dramatically presented with an
illuminated model that depicts a
glow,of. nighttime.activity through
broad drsplay windows, this scheme,

if built, would have vividlv revealed

to the university community the 24hour-a-day schedule that stirdents
of architecture often must endure.
Architecturaf Record January 1987
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Books

The Metropolis of Tomorrow, by
Hugh Ferriss; essay by Carol Willis.
Princeton, N. J.: Princeton
Architectural Press, 1986, g35.
Reuiewed by Scott

Gutterman

The re-publication of a long out-ofprint book is always an occasion for

celebrating, especially when the
book is as influential as Hugh
Ferriss's The Metropolis of
Tomorrow. First published in l92g
just before the stock-market crash,
it is the perfect summation of a
decade of intoxicating growth.
Skyscrapers blossomed in an

atmosphere of giddy humanism: the
city of God, a place of harmonious
human activity and upward
striving, somehow seemed within
man's reach during the'20s. Ferriss
brought his considerable gifts as an
architectural delineator and
imaginative theorist to the task of
"inventing" this city of the future.
The Metropolis of Tomorrow,

and his profound sense

of

sculFtural form make his drawings
lasting artistic achievements. Noless imporbant, he was one of the
first t1l_ respond enthusiastically to
New York's recently enacted 1916
zoning laws. His four-stage
drawing of the "Evolution of the
Back-Step Building" helped

architects conceive of civic space as
a block to be thought of collectively
and sculpted apprdpriately, rather"
than as a place of unlimited vertical
development.

- Carol Willis's scholarly essay is a
fine addition to Ferriss's original
text. As curator of the exhibition
"Hugh Ferriss: Metropolis" (the
gcca9i.o1 that provided the impetus
for this book's re-publication); Willis
offers both esthetic and histoiical
insights into Ferriss's work. She
traces the development of the
artist's philosophy, quoting from
several articles he published on the

practice of rendering. Ferriss often
imagining and realizing gteatness
wrote of the need to go beyond the
in American civic architecture.
accurate rendering of details in
Unfortunately, one technical
order to discover, in his words, "the problem-the hazv reproduction of
Truth about the Buildins." For
Ferriss's drawingi---<ietracts from
Ferriss, this truth lav inlhe sheer
the volume's overall quality.
power a building deiives from its
Although Willis mentions that
"Mass in Space." Willis notes that
Ferriss sometimes covered his work
this line of thought left Ferriss at
with a sealer that caused the paper
odds with the growing generation
to yellow, anyone who takes the
of architects, led by Le Corbusier,
opportunity to see Ferriss's original
"whose buildings fbatured spatial
work on its exhibition tour will
volumes, bounded not by heavy
immediately note their far greater
walls, but by visually wbightleis,
clarity. For a publishing. venture
screenlike planes." Despite the fact whose pnmary mlssion is to present
that he coniinued to reciive formal
the artist's work in its original
recognition for his achievements,
context, this is a serious drawback.
Ferriss emerges as a somewhat
Nonetheless, the Princeton
naive and pathetic figure, swept
Architectural Press should be
away by the rising tide of
applauded for rescuing this book
Modernism. It is to Willis's credit
and making it available to a wide
that, in her conclusion, she restores audience. Ultimately, it outstrips its
dignity not to his drawings, which
period mannerisms and endurei for
never lost their power to impress,
its artistic merit and for its abiding
but to his ideas ind to his mission of faith in the power of architecture.

published whin Ferriss was at the
height of his financial and creative
powers, is divided into three
sections: "Cities of Todav." a
cl.rroniclin_g of 18 major Uuildings of
the time (Holabird &Root's Chicago
Board of Trade and William Van "
Alen's then-unfinished Chrysler
B.Irilding, to name two examples);
"Projected Trends," which pi.ediCts
such futuristic developments as
apartment buildings on bridges,
overhead trafficways, and, perhaps
more presclently, "a reversion to
past styles;" an-d "An Imaginary
Metropolis," a Corbusian ricastine
of the city into a radially planned,co.mpartmentalized plac-e,-compleie
with a science zone, a businesjzone.
and an art zone (but, oddly, without
lousjng, school, or hospitii zones).
Ferriss's text is a largelv

forgettable period piele, written in
a style that might be called
"hyperbolic humanism." Typically,
the author introduces us ti itre citv
by desrcribing the clearing away of
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some Dawnof-Creation-tvpe mist.

Yet despite flaws in thri irriginal
text, some of which make it seem
m-ore quaint than persuasive, Zhe
'
Metropolis of Tomonow is

un_questionably a significant
lchievement. In his own time,
Ferriss played a key transitional
role in civic planning. His drawings
were widely_praised by the
archlte_ctural press of the day (only
Lewis Mumford, who favoreh "
regional planning and decentralization, sounded a dissenting
note), and while manv of hrs
schemes proved impracticable, all
were imbued with a sense of the
gily ?s a place of pure possibility.
His dramatic use bf chiaroscuro
(Ferriss drew mainly with charcoal)
Scott Gutterman is a freelance writer
specializing in art and architecture.

"Pleose-.be.lieue me,

sir!

Thi"s

is not a comrnissioned sculpture!

It is a temporary pile of construction

rnod,ules.,,'
Architectural Record,January
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the city,s ColFective mind, and
theories, discussions, and proposals
surfaced regularty. Early 1923 saw
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Top this one:
tTtho nnnfinrrino qqoq nf fhp fallesf
Obsemations continued
The most recent proposal to erect
thc tt'orld's tallt'st building is

Donalcl Trumlt's Telet:ision City, a
ntircd-use Manhattan
megapro.ject designed by Helmut
Jah.n tha,t would include a 1,670fonl

the publication of a hypothetical,
1,000-foot-high skyscraper designed
bv Helmle and Corbett, and by the
end of that year the possibility of
2,000 feet was being publicly
discussed.
The following year, an S8-story
proiect was announced not for New

Yn.k. but rather for Mussolini's
Rome. Mario Palanti, "the noted
Italo-Argentine architect," proposed

a 1,100-foot-high

pyramid, 1,000
feet broad at its base, containing
"4,500 rooms, 100 large halls, a
huge theatre, a gymnasium for the
training of Olympic athletes and a
concert hall. It is planned as the
centre of Roman culture and
athletic life." Its statistics were
compared with those of Cologne
Cat6edral, the Eiffel Tower, and the
Woolworth Building, whose
"vertical lines" it was said to
imitate. New York responded in
1926 with an even taller, but equally
imaginary project-the 110-story,

risen to head the nation's second
larEest automobile manufacturer.
tn IgZg he had consolidated his
company by acquiring Dodge
Brothers. His position, in short,
was not unlike Frank Woolworth's

in 1910.
Chrysler's version of Reynolds's
project moved along nicely at 808
feet for several months, but soon
got caught in a round of oneIosmanship that forced up its
hi,ient ly several hundred feet. ln

1,20Gfoot-high Larkin Building,

April

proposed for West 42nd Street.
Announced in December by
developer John Larkin, it inspired a
burst of discussion in the national
and international press. News of

th-e

1929,

it was announced that

new Bank of Manhattan
headouarters on Wall Street would
become the world's tallest building'
Salt in the wound: the architect of
the Bank of Manhattan was to be H.
Craig Severance, William Van
the Larkin Building continued
Alen's former partner.
throughout the decade, as one
Now New York's major builders
stalled the
oroblem
-proiect. after another
began to throw their hats into the
When last heard from in
ririe. Robert W. Goelet, scion of one
,tp.it tSZg, it was awaiting final
of the city's oldest land-owning
fiie-insurance rates.
families. announced his own
Predictions for l0Gstory
buildings continued throughout the intentions to nip Chrysler's
aspirations in the bud with an 8G
mid- and late-1920s. It was onlY in
'1928.
st6rv skvscraper on a site directly
however, that New York saw
across the str'eet. A. E. tefcourt
the besinnins of the whirlwind of
then announced lzis intention to
oroposials thit resulted in the
build the world's tallest building-a
b.eition of,first, the Chrysler
1,050-foot skvscraPer in Times
Buildine and, second, the EmPire
Souare-while Fred F. French
State, both of which finallY
beean hatching Plans to construct
surpassed not onlY the Woolworth
an-83-story, 1, l0Gfoot-high tower on
Buildine but also the Eiffel Tower
Sixth Avenue at 43rd Street'
and the 1,00Gfoot mark-just in
Watching from the wings,
time for the Great DePression to
Metropolitan Life apparently felt
render such projects Pointless.
the itch to recapture its former
The drama began with Yet
slorv and announced tentative plans
another wishful project: the
lo rdise its newest 3Z-story addition
in
Announced
Building.
Revnolds
the summer of 1928, this was to be a to a full 100 stories. All these plans
(in what lhe Real Estate Record
soeculative office tower built for
and Guide referred to as "the
siate-senator-turned-developer
autumnal epidemic of world's tallest
William Reynolds. The "final
buildings") paled beside the
sketch" published in the August
"oremature" announcement that
issue of .Czen can Architect
r6altor Charles F. Noyes was
showed the structure "to be 67
nlanning a l5Gstory skYscraPer to
stories high rising 808 feet above
soan two full blocks of lower
the streefand. .. surmounted bY a
tiroadway, while skyscraper builder
slass dome, which, when lighted
f-rom within, will give the effect of a William A. Starrett defended the
structural feasibility of 200 stories.
greatjeweled sPhere."
- Desiened bv William Van Alen,
As the competition reached its full
heieht, however, the stock market
the Reinolds Building was billed,
cralhed, taking with it all but the
naturailv, as the "world's tallest."
most solidlv planned towers. With
Revnoldi became sidetracked
the field cl6aied, the Chrysler and
two
line,
but
the
along
somewhere
the Bank of Manhattan began their
months later along came Walter P.
battle in earnest.
Chrvsler, who bought from
October of 1929 had found the
Revnoldi the site. the Project, and
Chrvsler Building's announced
the architect. Chrysler was a selfheidht as 68 storils and 808 feet,
made man, an engineer who had
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buildings observed that "if the race
itself is a competition in advertising,
so, in a manner of speaking, have
been all the competitions in tall
buildings from the time when
Pharaoh vied with Pharaoh,
matching tomb against tomb, to the
pious rivalrv of the cathedral
builders, each seeking to raise a
pointed arch or spire nearer
to God."
The public avidly followed the
competition in skyscraper heights.
In 1930 the New York Sun
with the Bank of Manhattan
oublished a list of the 50 tallest
heading for 840 feet. Soon Chrysler
-buildings
in New York, arranged bY
was rumored to be working toward
height, and shortly afterward the
a new height of 925 feet; the Bank
of Manhattan, in what had become a architectural iournal Penci I Points
reprinted it, noting that "interestin
verv public rivalrv, in turn aimed
the heights of New York
for"92? feet. Determined not to be
skvscrapers does not seem to abate,
beaten, Chrysler and Van Alen
if ive may judge by the inquiries
arranged the public-relations coup
concerning them received in this
of the decade. A l8Ffoot metal
office." A cartoon in the same issue
spire, weighing Zl tons, was
showed an architect with a
d-esiered to raise the skyscraper's
rendering of a pointed skyscraPer
height well beyond anything the
Bank of Manhattan could dream of. and a caption reading: "You see,
this spik-e runs down the entire
In Van Alen's words: "It was
lenqth of the building and if anyone
manifestlv impossible to assemble
buil-ds a taller building, we can jack
this structure'and hoist it as a unit
up the spike and still be the tallest!"
from the ground, and equallY
'The
Chrvsler Buildine
impossible to hoist it in sections and
unfortunately had no s[ch sPike,
nlace them as such in their final
positions. Besides, it would be more and its brief, l&month reign as the
world's tallest building ended with
ipectacular, for publicity value, to
the topping out of the EmPire State
h-ave this cloud-piercing needle
Buildi-ns in 1931. The height of the
appear une-xpectedly." The spire,
Empire State was purely a Publicmade and delivered in five sections,
relations Eimmick. Unlike its
was secretly assembled inside the
predecessors, the EmPire State
buildine. Oirce it was readied, and
wasn't a corporate headquarbers or
attached to a derrick, "the signal
graduallY
a personal symbol. Nor was it an
given,
sPire
and
the
was
emerged from the toP of the dome - attempt bv in established developer
like a butterfly from its cocoon, and or buiideito enter the fray. Rather,
it was a strictly speculative venture
in about 90 minutes was securelY
riveted in position, the highest piece bv an industrialist, John Jacob
Raskob of General Motors, who
of stationary steel in the world."
tried evervthins he could think of to
What was in it for Chrysler? He
draw pubiicity to his building. He
built the Chrysler Building as a
used fhe site bf the old Waldorfstrictlv personal venture, without
Astoria Hotel, he hired former New
involvine his corporation. He once
York Eovernor Al Smith to be the
claimed"that he did it so that his
comolnv's president. and he went
sons would have "something to be
highir than Chrysler. His.strategy
responsible for," and his son
was an agqresslve aovemslng
Waiter, Jr. did become President of
campaiqn to market the EmPire
the buildine. He claimed,
Stati: nulalng as the world's tallest
disineenuo-usly, that a trip to Paris
buildine. headed bY the world's
had inspired hlm and that he had
most pdpular former politician and
"said to the architects: 'Make this
located on the world's most
building higher than the Eiffel
prestieious site.
Tower."'
Raslkob initially planned an 8G
The tallest building in the world,
omce building, 1,050 feet tall
storY
served
his
name,
bore
which
or iust four feet higher than the
nrincipallv as a svmbol of the
bhrv*ler Cotporation, and of Walter Chivsler Building. According to
rental manager ffamilton Weber,
Chrvsler. It is instructive that the
"Raskob wai worried that Walter
of
toP
at
the
observatory
cusiomary
Chrvsler would Pull a trick-like
the building had on Permanent
and then
displav, enclosed in a glass case, the hidiirg a rod in the sPire
sticki"ns it up at the last minute."
woikman's tools with which Walter
Rasko5's arihitects, Shreve, Lamb
Chrvsler began his career.
& Harmon, therefore designed the
an
was
in
short,
The buildine,
addition of an enormous structure
advertisemeni. Was this a secret?
above. intended to be a mooring
Hardly. While the race with the
Bank bf Manhattan Progressed, one mast for dirieibles-more Public
relations-therebY raising the
of the manv feature articles
building's height to 1,250 feet. The
published on the subject of tall

'
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Obsrrtulions crtttl irt ued
mooring lrast, housirlg onlt' an
clevator and a spiral staircase, was
iigured us the equivrilent of 1,1
stories rrhich, ruk.leri to the E6 ollice
floors, lrlodut't'rl 1(X): Raskob throrv
in the t\r'o bastnrent le!els to arrlve
at 102 stories, a tigure that the
lirripire State 13uillnig, sotneu'ltat
fnrudulentll', t'lainrs to this da1'. In
l:):J{t iirr'lritp,'l 11 ll. 5[peve s rol,' in
-\li( Hl] l.( 1l li.\L Rt.( ()RI) that \-erj'
tall olict' builrlings rlid not make
er()nornic sense uttlt's,* arlvertisirtg
value wl.rs factorecl in. The
econonrit's matle morc setrse thatt he
krt,rl.: r.hirittg the I)t'|resstrtn tirlit
follou'erl. onlv ther fce,q collecterd bv
thr builtling s ol)servatorv kept his
skvscralter solr,'ttnt.
S k1',scraper constructiott
t,r,rrlinu,.rl jp1,' the I t"1'r,,s.ion ltpre-Depression pro.iects like the
Iinrpire State iSuilding anrl
Rockefeller Clt:nter u'ent ahead irs

planned. Late in 1930. alchrtcct
li'rancisco Mujlca announced pians
for a 100-storv building. Optimisnr

about skvscrapers, ho*et'er,

gradualll' s,aned. True, Ra1'mond
Hood discussed ?,000-foot buildings
in ill;12, arrrl irr llt;li a l,redictiun nas

made of 2.(X)Gforit buildings bv
19ti0. That silme year, rtroreover, the
Krernlin issued an announcement
that ]Ioscorv rrould sotin build the
world's tallest structure. The word
in the press about sulrer-tall
buildings, horvever, was that their
"dav is over," and in 11)42, Harver'
\\'ilev Corhett, u'ho had proposed

but never lruilt several 100-stor1'
to$'er,s. predrcterl the drsuse of
sk1'scrapers altogcther. With the
end of \\blld \\'ar II, olhce-building
constructi0n began again, but low,
bulkv structures became the norm.
Sk1'scraper-* appeilred to be relics of
a bvgone age.

\\'hile the Empire Stato Building
reignerl serenely through the
decacles, a challenge flared
nromentarilv in thc IIid\\'e-st. Frank
Llur d \\ r'ight unveil,'d a l,roposal
for a )tile-High Oflice To*'er," ilt
Chicago, to be christened "The
Illinois." In 11)56. e\actll' 100 vears
after Br-rgarr.lus first announced
that his cast-iron structural
technique rvould enable buildings to
rise for niles, \Vright proferred his
u\4

l) jtrU(tUl':rl rat j,,nal" r'OnCertting

the tripod form joincd to "new
principles of. cantilever-steel in
suspenslon.

Where had Chicago been all this
time? The Second Citl'possessed
the only other important collection
of late 19th- and erarlr'20th-centurl'
sk1-scrapers in Amt:rica. In 1892,
Burnharn & Root's \{asonic Hall
tlrt're I'r.it'fl),.laim,,l the rlistitrction

of "tallest office building," but the

cit)'had then seen the "tallest"
potential of its towers stunted bv
succession of

height restrictions of the kind often
discussed, but never adopted, in
Nerv \brk. These u'ere graduall)'
liftcd during the 1920s, and in 1928
Chicago entered the race rvith a
proposed 75-str-rry skyscraper to be
called the Crane Building. The
Crane never materialized, however,
nor riid Wright's Mile-High Tower.
and Clhicago's challenge to Ne\\'
York had to be postponed.
The Empire State Building kept
its title untrl the 1960s, rvhen the
Port Authoritv of Neu' York trnd
Neu' Jersel' commissioned Ilinoru
Yamasaki lo design the 110-stor1'
tu'in torvers of the \Vorld Trade
Center. The Port Authority claimed
that its pr,,granr,rf 10 million
square feet of office space,
r:ombined with Yamasaki's desire to
put as much of it as possible uP in
the air to create an enormous open
plaza. led to the towers'height.
\evertheless, Guv Tozzoli, the man
rl,ho developed the project, admits
to a "rnarketing bent," and it is
curious that the towers' height of
f.ila0 feet is just 100 feet taller than
the Empirl Stal,' Building.
Las'rencc \Vien, chief owner of the
Emlire State Building, took the
appioaching loss of prestige poorll'
anil actualli' suecl to stop the tl'in
to$'ers. Alter he lost and
construction of the \Vorld Trade
Centcr began, Wien retained
Shreve, Lamb & Harnton to studv
the situation. In 1972 the firm
proposed to recaPture the title bv
adding 11 stories to the EmPire
State , and lt nutnber of Possible
designs t'ere publishetl, including
one lhat:{luarcrl off the romantic
s1,ir,' inlo a box remarkabll like
Yatl,l,.aki . to\\ ers. Ev"n ri hile th"
t$'in towers were still under
conslruction, however, the Sears
Companf in Chicago announced its
intentions to build the Sears
Torver-curiousll-, at 1,450 feet' just
100 feet taller than the World Trade
Center. Some c;''nicalll' pointed to
"
Chicago s supposed "s,'cond-cit;
'com1,i"x eL,t,ui Neu York: it tlidn't
helrithar JIavor Dal"\ took it upon
hims"lf to boast that Chicagu u'ould
soon have eren a 250-stor1'building.
Yamasaki pronounced himself
unperturbed bv the loss of the everephemeral title, n isell recugnizing
tiat another rush was on. The 1973
recession momentarilY ended the
madness, but it has resurfaced in
the 1980s, with talk of 131 and 150storv buildings, and claims far
exceedinc
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a

nunicipallf imposed

thim. \\'hatever the

coming r:elrs bring, it u'ill be useful
to rncali the lessons this curious
historv has to teach us. Despite all
the hoopia, onlY major corporate
fisures have been able to Pull it
of-never a lone architect or, Mr.
Trump take note, a lone builder. All
attem-pts have been Part of
concentrated sPurts of building190E-13, i928-31, and 1966-7lj-so
that most of the title-holders have
worn the crou'n for onlY a few
months. !-inalll', desPite the
disinterested rationales that may be
offered, there has been and
continues to be onlY one molive for
constructing thc "world's tallest
building": public reiations at the
highest levels.

Studu 635: Transit stations

Architecturo,l Record

In transit
When it comes to moving earthlings from place to place on their home planet, what
could be more advanced than an "intermodal transportation complex"i Architects
Ellenzweig, Moore and Associates apply this impressive phrase to their new Alewife
subway-and-bus-station-cum-garage in Cambridge, Massachusetts (pages 72-7 5). The
locution has the ring of space-age scientific jargon and, indeed, the ingenious layout
and bright display of contemporary art and technology at Alewife satisfy popular
notions of up-to-date efficiency and dazzle. Basically, though, the whole scheme
addresses a question that has nagged urbanists and transit planners for several
generations: how can we separate Americans from their automobiles? The
groundbreaking last September for a federally financed subway in Los Angeles,
spiritual capital of car culture, attests to undying optimism that an amicable divorce
between man and steering wheel is still possible, if attractive alternatives are
available. On the other hand, relatively unenthusiastic public response to a rail transit
system recently completed in Miami might seem to justify a more pessimistic
outlook-and curtailment of federal support for such projects. Debate over the
economic and social viability of mass transit drags on, as congested freeways,
gridlocked streets, and pollution beset urban and suburban communities evlrywhere.
All four projects illustrated here are in cities with long-established public transit
systems and traditionally dense downtown centers. In such places, luring commuters
out of the driver's seat is often less of a problem than persuading middle-class
citizens that they need not risk their safety, property, and peace of mind every time
they descend into a subway station; the poor, of course, usually have no choicl. San
Francisco's Forest Hill Station and New York's Astor Place Station harken back to a
bygone era when streetcars and subways were the pride of any progressive
metropolis, and architecture for transportation was as richly embellishe d(notwith
graffiti) as any civie monument. At each of these early 20th-century stations,
preservation (or reconstruction) of earlier amenities enhances the quality of latterday improvements. The Alewife and Suffolk Downs stations, both new facilities in
greater Boston, confront the tough challenges of the modern city head on, without
reference to erstwhile gentility. These buildings possess their own forceful
character-rather glitzy, maybe, at Alewife and dour at Suffolk Downs, but worthy
nonetheless of joining the old line of stations that made a transit ride seem worth the
fare. Douglas Brenner
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Forest Hill Station
San Francisco, California
Esherick Homsey Dodge and Davis
and Rutherford & Chekene,

Joint'Venture Architects
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Cut and recover

The completion in 191? of the San Francisco Municipal Railway,s
Twin
Peaks Tunnel opened thg w3V
rapid development beyond u ."ngu of
for
hills that had formerly blocked the city's westward gro*tt,.
Miawalalong the three-mile tunnel, the planned subdivision of Forest

Hill

a properly dignified station. A classical arcade on
Laguna
3:quired
Honda Boulevard and a lofty concourse composed a grand poiut
fo,
stairs and elevators serving in- and outbound trolley pratforms
60 feetunderground. Sadly, by the 1970s, when transit autlorities
began to
renovate old MUNI streetcar lines in the process of linking
thJm into
the.new BART system, once-elegant Forest Hill station
ha=d become an
embarrassmentshabby and, by present standards, almost
obsolete.
More troubling than superficial grime and decrepitude
were awkwa"d,
poorly lit circulation routes that posed impassible
barriers to the
handicapped and a hazard to many others. All of
the building,s three
elevators adjoined the outbound platform, leaving the
opposite, inbound
(downtown) side of the tracks accessible
only by s-tairs from the
concourse or across a dim, isolated overpass to the
subterranean
elevator lobby. Preliminary MUNI plans called for possible
demolition
of the extant station and replacement by a modern iacility
better keyed
to the site's current role as a murtilevelirain and bus junction.
trorest
Hill was the last station on the line slated for impiovements,
however,

and when jts turn finally came, revised budget priorities alrowed only
"minimal" upgrading-an outcome that pleased local champions of ihe
existing neighborhood landmark (the station has been nominated for
the National Register). There are few external signs of the gGmillion
reconstruction designed by joint-venture architects Esherick Homsev
Dodge and Davis and Rutherford & Chekene, whose task strikes
the
casual observer as little more than a careful refurbishment. Above
ground, the 1926 station house remained largely intact, except for
the
discreet addition of a similarly scaled pavilion d-ecorated with casts of
period ornament (at left in large photo above and through
the archway
in photo right). Inside the concourse, turnstiles, the ticket booth.
lig!!i!g, ana signs are obviously modern without detracting from the
old-world grandeur of the hall; new codeheight Roman-grille railings
repeat original mullion patterns, and a new color scheme subtlv
highlights repaired marble trim and plaster moldings. The most
impressive alteration-and the reason for a 4Gmonth construction

schedule-happened largely underground: without intermpting
commuter service, the architects dug down Z0 feet and cut into the
tunnel vault to insert elevators and robbies for inbound passengers and
eliminate the troublesome. crossover (the new pavilion hluses tie upper
lobby and mechanical equipment). Details follow overleaf. D.B.
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tunnel segment below
this station was originallg
constructed as cut-and-coaer. Recenl
ew au ations fo r e leu ator s hafts,
The concrete

subterranean lobbg, and access
through the tunnel wall required
temporary shoring to ofset uneuen
loads on arched uaults normallY
under uniform compression, With
midspan supports in place and
horizontally braced soldier piles
driuen around the site perimeter, it

was possible to remoae edsting stairs
on the southwestflank, reinforce
found.ations, and insert the concrete
-bor
ofthe eleaator lobbg (at left in
plans; top photo left). The aisual logic

ofin- and outbound lobbiesfacing
each other across the tracks and the

aaailable areafor an on-grade
pauilion determined the geometry of
the eleuators. Concrete jambs and a
massiae 9- bE 12-ft header beam

frame the new 2Gft-wide oPening

EXtSI

lacur,ra

lrl

ELEVATOR
LOBBY

PLATFORM LEVEL
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onto the platform; penetration of the
9-ft deep tunnel wall took 10 days.
Throug hout this o perati on,
temporary stairs to an eristing
(later demolished) concrete bridge
under the aault allowed possengers
to reach the inbound platform. In
the f.nal layout, rerouted stairttags
on both sides ofthe tracks coordinate
with eleaators to simplify all
circu la tion. C eramic- ti le w a I ls,
aluminum ceiling panels, and coae-

Forest Hill Station
S an Fran ci s c o, C a li"fo rni a
Ownen

Municip a I R ai lway
Francisco
Pu b lic Uti li ties Commissio n
Utilities Engineering Bureau, M(INI
Proj e c ts Ditrisi on, owne r's
representatiae; Jarnes Wallsten and
Daae Soulof, architects-in-charge
San

c

o

(M U-Francis
N I Me troFSan

fuchitects/engineers:
Esherick Homsey Dodge and Dauis
and Rutherford & Chekene, A Joint

Venture-Peter Dodge (EHDD) and

Peter Bank (R&C), principals-incharge; Joram Altman, SEluain

lighting brighten and unify the
interior. Platforms were raised 18 in.
to reach thefloor leuel ofnew lightrail traira. Ridged, industrial tile at
the platform edge preuents slips and
forms a tactile warning for the blind.
Acoustic iwulation in the cretice
between the platforms and the rails,
and aboue the perforated ceiling,
absorbs most aehicle noise. New

uentilation shafts rise at either end
ofthe station.

B ournhonesque, project architects;
Peter Reaelli, project engineer
Landscape architeck

CHNMB-Satont Nishita
Mechanical/electrical engineen
Hag akaw a Ass ocia

tes-Zia D airke e
Consultants:
J. Paul Oppenheim (cost estimation);
Charles M. Salter Associates
(acoustics); Hesselberg, Keesee &
Asso ciate s

(e

leaators )

Contractors:
Hugh R. Anton (Phase I);
S.J.

Amoroso Construction, Inc.

@hase

II)
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Interfacing cars and trains

Alewife Station and Garage
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Ellenzweig, Moore and
Associates, Inc., Architects

Alan MacLeqn

The Boston/Cambridge subway's new Alewife Station forms what its
architects call "an intermodal transportation complex," serving as a
nexus for train, bus, automobile, bicycle, and foot traffic. The station is
actually a terminal, situated at the end of Boston's Red Line extension
to the edge of Cambridge. Its intended purpose, beyond providing quick
efficient transit for commuters to downtown Boston, was to offer an
attractive alternative to the use of private automobiles in Boston's
narrow streets. (The Red Line extension constitutes only one part of the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority's extensive construction
program of additions and improvements to the cities' fourline rail
system, known familiarly to its users as the Tlsee also the succeeding
story]. Funds for these public-transit efforts came largely from the
Commonwealth's trade-in of federal highway money' a swap urged by
Boston's appalled citizenry when the government proposed an
interstate highway within the city.)
To make clear the T's invitation, architect Harry Ellenzweig pulled
the heart of the complex-that is, the station proper-outside of the
garage, bringing its relative smallness nearly to the edge of the
parkway along which most people drive to approach it' (The picture of
the station seen opposite was photographed from under the parkway,
beneath which a paved pathway connects the main headhouse with a
secondary headhouse across the road at the other end of the train
platform.) Almost everyone using the Alewife Station passes through
this projecting element on his way to and from parking garage'
subway, bus platform, taxi stand, or bike rack. The appendage gains
height and importance from a reinforced concrete tower that contains
elevators and machinery for them and the escalators.
More arresting, however, is the steep glass headhouse in front of the
tower. The sloping tnp, its shape derived from the incline of three
escalators from the garage, supports skylights and glass walls
surrounding the central mezzanine. But the station's transparency has
more pu{pose than low-cost daytime lighting. For a start, it gives
commuters descending the escalators a grand view of the distant
Boston skyline and of the nearby countryside and wildlife preserve. At
nighttime, the big, brightly lit headhouse should act as a beckoning and

promise-Ellenzweig rather proudly reports that some suburbanites
have already switched from cars to subway for evenings out in Boston.
In so large a station with such a variety of external and internal
a

traffic, circulation became a major planning concern. The required
location of the railroad tracks took care of one sort of vehicular
circulation, but new roads had to be planned to connect parkway and
neighboring streets with the garage and dropoff zone-and to leave
undisturbed the adjacent conservation area. Automobiles using the
garage enter by one spiral ramp and exit by another, the pair flanking
one end of the complex; the exit ramp was designed to empty the 2,00G
car garage in an hour and a half. On the interior, a major circulation
problem was to ofer pedestrians a clearly legible choice of routes to
either the subway or the bus platform' Ellenzweig, who grew up in
New York City, remembered the overhead green and red light bulbs
that guide travelers on the Grand Central/Times Square subway
shuttle. At Alewife, he hung even more visible metal banners
overhead-yellow equals Boston buses and red the Red Line'
Most imp-ortant, if the station were to continue attracting users after
initial experimentation, the facility should not suggest a dark
forbidding cavern. The high daylit mezzanine and the clerestory over
the subwiy track dispel gloom. The garage' in addition to having low
pipe railings around the perimeter to allow views out, is bisected into
reasonably sized parts by a tall daylit atrium decorated with red-painted
vent stacks for the bus platform (at left).
An abundance of murals, statues, bronze floor tiles, and sculptured
benches further brightens the environment inside and out. These works
were commissioned by Arts on the Line, a federally funded program
organized by the MBTA and the Cambridge Arts Council' G' '4'
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From each ofthe parking garage's
top three leuels, a separate escalator
feeds a single landing (this page at
bottom), which in turnfeeds an
escalator to the central free

mezzanine and subway turnstiles
(directly belou and aronometric
opposite). From the mezzanine, a
wide opening leads to an atrium
bisecting the garage; the corridor
within ofers stairs to the bus
platform and passage to the drop-of

area. Apart from products of the
generous arts program, architect
Ellenzueig had to reLy mostlg on
durable, afordable materiaLs to
euoke a " grand station" instead of a
"dreary subwag station and scary
parking garag e " : lacy uhi te-pain ted
steel trusses, open stainless-stee L
railings, e a rth-co I ored quarry ti Le
and granite fooring-and, of course,
daylight. The 1-milLion-square-foot
comple:r cost $85 milLion.
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Aletoife Station and Garage
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Owner:
M assachuse tts

B

ay Transportatio n

Authority
Architects:
Ellenzweig, Moore and Associates,
Inc.

-

H arry E I len zweig,

principal in

charge ofdesign; Leslie Moore,
partner in charge of constntction;
Randall Imai, Gary Gwon, William
Sloan, Miller Day Malcolm, Jon

Keller, project team

Associates, Inc. (acoustics and

General contractors:

Engineers:

uibration);James Guy
(specifications); Howard Brandston
Lighting Design, Inc. (lighting); John
J. Pepper Corporation (cathodic

Perini Corporation (tunnels and
structures); J. E White Contracting

Saerdrup
e

C orporation

le c trica I /ciui

(mechanical/

l/ s tructura for
I

station ): Le Messurier/SCI
(strac tural for garag e); Goldberg Zoino & Associates, Inc. (soils)
Consultants:
Mason & Frey (landscape); Norman
A. Abend (parking and trafic);
Camp, Dresser & McKee, Inc.
(hydro logy); Cambridge Acoustical

Company (roadwags and

landscaping)

E dis on Par king
(parking----operations); Allan Dauis
Associates, Inc. (parking-4esign);
p ro te c tion) ;

Toshihiro Katayama (graphic arts)
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A transparent fortress

Suffolk Downs Station
Boston, Massachusetts
Lozano, White and Associates,

Inc., Architects

Richard Bonarrigo photos

One seldom gets to apply such aggressive, human adjectives as tough
and, street-smart to inanimate building. Indeed, for the Suffolk Downs
stop on Boston's Blue Line, the transit authority had simply asked for a
more neutral-sounding security. As well they might. Though quite
peaceable people use the station daily to go into downtown Boston's
government center or out to the beach and dog racing, the district is
known as a high-crime area, and the heavy timber station that preceded
this one had been torched.
Architect Eduardo Lozano characterizes the replacement station as
"a transparent fortress." The fortress aspect, consisting of sturdy
(nonflammable) concrete pavilions, brick battlements, and high iron
paling, is clearly meant to repel invaders and to assure the innocent of
safe haven once they reach the inside. More important to the station's
security than impervious materials, however, is its transparency.
Because the transit authority could afford only one manned toll booth
at the station, its occupant must be able to see passengers throughout
the station and on both sides of the tracks. Further, the police wanted
visibility into the station from squad cars patroling the area after dark.
For the passenger, this transparency, both external and internal, allows
him to see around corners, so to speak, and to detect ahead of time any
possible danger.
The single change booth, in company with the necessary ramps for
the handicapped, had basic implications for the station's circulation and
hence for its very form. The booth commands the entry/exit for Walley
Street (photograph and site plan opposite), and thus serves passengers
needing the drop-off area, the parking lot, or the shuttle buses for
Suffolk Downs horse racing. Passengers entering from Bennington
Street without correct change must somehow get safely across the
tracks to the booth, which they do by crossing a blue steel bridge (top
right). At the same time, however, passengers who have not paid their
fares must not be allowed access to the hooded stairways, the platform,
or the trains. To establish double circulation, Lozano divided the bridge
into paid and free halves, separating the two routes with a fence of tall
iron railings. The ramps, which unpaid passengers must use to reach
the bridge, are similarly divided (see plan overleaf). (When a projected
sports arena opens on the other side of Bennington Street, the
authority intends to install another change booth in that pavilion.)
Using the tracks as the major axis and the bridge as a cross axis, the
architect disposed the same elements-pavilions, platforms, canopies,
and ramps-on either side in a reversed symmetry. A pair of covered
stairways, which connect the bridge with each platform, could not
comply with this symmetry, however, since they can have access only to
the same side-that is, the paid side-of the bridge.
Whatever his and the authority's concerns for security, Lozano had
no desire to design a cell block. Though adequately covered against foul
weather, the station is so open and the distinction between inside and
out deliberately left so ambiguous that the architect calls the structure
"a proxy for a building." The overall shape of the facility derives from
the ramps, which, because of the way they stretch out on either side,
inevitably dominate the structure. Drawing on recollections of medieval
fortified churches, the architect cased the ramps with brick, battering
the walls to discourage climbers and surmounting the buttressed
ramparts with iron palisades. The ramparts, the extended buttresses,
and the palisades simultaneously encircle and define the building,s
volume and reinforce the transparent fortress analogy.
Medieval architecture also inspired the brick arches that mark entries
and the ends of ramps and stairways, though these arches may not be
exactly referential-Iozano confides that he just likes arches.
Despite the station's tough demeanor and a budget (92.5 million) that
precluded ornament, the texture of brick and the striped shadows that
fall from the fence across the ramps offer the eye an abundance of little
treats. On a bright day, even the nonhandicapped can be observed using
the ramp as a promenade. G. A.
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the stairutays, both ofwhich serue the
paid aisle on the bridge. Stainlesssteel handrails, which standfree of
the masonry, weaae through ramps,
bridge, and stairs (below right). The
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Sufolk Downs Station
Boston, Massachusetts
Owner:
Massac huse tts B

ay Transportation

Authority
Architects:
Lozano, White and Associates, Inc.Eduardo E. Lozano, portner-incharge; MichaeL A. Baskin, project
manager; Madhukar Deshmuk, job

captain
Engineers:
Le Messurier Associates/ SCI

(structural); R. G. Vandera,eil
Engineers, Inc. (mechanical/
electricaL); McPhail Associates, Inc.
(g eotec hnical); Ciuil- Site/ S C I (ciuil)
Consultants:
To dis c o A s s o ci ate s (sp e cifi c ati o ns ) ;
William Lam Associates, Inc.

(lightins)

General contractor:
Peabodg C ons truc tiott C ompany
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Eager beaver

Astor Place Station
New York City
Prentice & Chan, Ohlhausen,

Architects

@Paul llarchol photos

When New York City built its first subway line in lower Manhattan at
the turn of the century, people still took for granted the propriety of
exuberant Victorian ornament. The Interboro Rapid Transit
Company-more immediately recognizable to natives as the IRT,
though the city now owns the line-thus almost as a matter of course
gave the urban landscape a series of sprightly glass and cast-iron
headhouses to protect stairs leading to the modern wonder within. The
subterranean stations for the wonderful subway were themselves
ornamented with colored mosaics and bas reliefs. Riders of the IRT
admired these charming, old-fashioned, if decrepit, features as late as
the early 1950s. Then the Department of Highways tore down the little
kiosks, having decided, not unreasonably but most regrettably, that
they were too expensive to repair and were traffic hazards to boot. The
platform ornament was left to deferred maintenance.
By the 1980s, fashion had taken still another turn. The New York
City Landmarks Commission had declared the original IRT stations
bona fide landmarks, at least those remaining portions below ground.
Around the Astor Place stop, located on a traffic island across the
street from the Cooper Union (opposite), the neighbors pressed for
restoration and improvements. They formed the Committee for Astor
Place, raising seed money for the restoration and pressuring the
federal Culture Station Program and the New York City Transit

Authority for funds.
Architects Prentice & Chan, Ohlhausen received the commission to
design restorations and improvements for the platforms. But at this
point, a lucky series of happenstances converged. The construction bid
for the design came in considerably under budget but was rejected on a
technicality. And Rolf Ohlhausen, who had studied architecture at the
Cooper Union, remembered the old kiosk fondly. Perhaps regarding the
funds left over from the low bid as found money, he concluded that
there was budget enough not only for refurbished platforms but for a
proper kiosk as well. Moreover, he had, as a student, photographed the
Astor Place Station from the roof of a nearby building. In the absence
of drawings from the original architects, Heins and La Farge, this
photograph became the firm's first, and supremely informative,
research document.
Though the concept of improuementhas lately become suspect,
materials and techniques not available in 1904 allowed some ehanges at
Astor Place that fall within that description. The only change
immediately noticeable to users who remember the old headhouses is
the glazing for the new one. Originally, translucent glass embedding
chicken wire ensured against shattering but unavoidably weakened the
daylight on the stairs, especially when the windows grew grimy. (The
uncovered brick cheek walls that surround most New York subway
openings, of course, exclude even more light.) The new kiosks have
walls of clear tempered glass, which not only admit abundant light but
allow passengers unclouded observation.
The architects were fortunate enough to find a heap of discarded
pieces of the original bulbous roof, complete with its distinctive calf's
tongue pattern. Here, though, the late 20th century again provided
some advances in technique: instead of being bolted together in the
field, the 30-piece roof was shop-welded and dropped into place as a
whole. The 1980s also provided light-weight steel framing. Models for
cast-iron finials, corbels, and cornices appeared in old books of Beaux
Arts ornament, but the textured side panels proved a puzzle.
Ohlhausen's photograph vaguely showed a pattern and the firm wasted
some time trying to design one, until the fabricator pointed out a
traditional, simple solution: broken walnut shells scattered on the floor
of the mold.
Ioving attention to the kiosk did not distract the architects from their
first duty, which was to renew the station at platform level. This work
included repairing the fai'ence bas reliefs-beavers commemorating the
source ofJohn Jacob Astor's fortune-and new sculptured murals by
Milton Glaser (see following pages). G. ,4.
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direction (directlg below and plan
opposite). The new walls were couered
with long erpanses ofshiny white
ceramic tile, featureless ercept for
plaques identifging the stop, and the
s ame mate ria I formed square
jackets around the cast-iron

cleaning the ceiling, taming the
cond.uits, and repairing the tertured
plaster sofits, the architects stripped
the cast-iron colurnns and painted
them urith Victorian-like colors
(bottom). The '50s walls were
resurfoced with bric k compatibte

ertended the

platfornu along the tracks
with concretefi.ngers in each
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columm,s. The ceiling, darkened
dirt, had also acquired a lot of

ceramic mosaic borders (top leJt),

with the old iron-spot brick. Around
the turnstile areas, the architects

graphic artist Milton Glaser (top

surfaced the walls with perforated
metal panels, partly for acoustic
diminishment of the subwag's
screeching din, partlg to screen
aisible (and continuing) marks mad,e

against old brick, both glazed white
and iron-spot brown, or against new
white porcelain enamel. (The artist's
eforts to incorporate a new beaaer

by inuading rainwater. (The
arc hi tec ts' assig nment di d no

t

include repairs to the
infras trac ture. ) G eome tric
porcelain-enamel murals by the

right) are displayed aariously

in

these murals were rejected bE the
authoritg as too reminiscent of the
loathsome rat.) Concrete f.oors are

newly paued urith ceramic tile.
and re constru,cti on

R efurbis hmen t

cost $3.3

million.

Astor Place Station
New York City
Owner:

New York City Transit Authority
Architects:
Prentice & Chan, Ohlhausen-Rolf
Oh I ha u se n, part ne r-i n-charge: Pei
ry

Hall, project architect; Kit Bryant,
Joan Serrapica, Mark O'Leary,
design team.
Engineers:

Robert Silman (stntctural); Lehr
A ssocia te s (mec hani cal / e le c tric a l) ;
Howa rd B ran ds I o n ( ligh t in g design)
Consultants:
Scott Howell (cast iron fabrication);
Milton Glaser Associates

(graphic murals)
Contractors:
Wars haw As s o ci at e s (g e neral);
Robi nson lron Corp. (east iron

fabricators)
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Washington is a city of great monuments but not of great architecture.
It is a place where buildings defer to vistas and parks, where the
riverfront is maintained as virgin territory, and where new construction
is limited by height restrictions and scrutinized by advisory boards. So
when ambitious foreground architecture is attempted in place of
reticent background building, the result is bound to strike a nerve in
almost everyone who views it. Such is the case with Washington
Harbour, a grandiose complex of high-priced condos, offices, shops, and
restaurants built smack on the edge of the Potomac in historic
Georgetown. From the unveiling of its design by Arthur Cotton Moore
seven years ago, the four-building ensemble, complete with lighthouse
and yacht basin, was said to resemble "Disneyland" and "an echo of the
1964 World's Fair." Now finished, its bizarre juxtaposition of styles
and proportions has inspired local architects to nickname the mixed-use
development the "Martian Embassy." And a readers' poll conducted by
the Washingtonian magazine last year concluded that Washington
Harbour has achieved the dubious distinction as the city's best and
worst building. The public controversy that has surrounded the design
since its inception prompted architect Moore to publicly argue his
defense in the columns of The Washington Posl last September.
"Washington is a half-city, all Apollonian and no Dionysian, of riches
but too little richness," he wrote, explaining that his Harbour was
intended to breathe some life into the capital's inanimate cityscape. "It
is a foreground site that demanded a foreground design," he continued,
comparing its unabashedly ad hoc eclecticism to "a great
bouillabaisse."
Just where Moore got his recipe is anyone's guess. On the surface,
Washington Harbour's axial plan and elliptical plaza appear to be
inspired by Spanish architect Ricardo Bofill's vast housing schemes
outside Paris (Rncono, January 1986, pages 13G141), but lack their
consistent neoclassical rigor. Instead, the smorgasbord of chimneys,
oriel and strip windows, arches, columns, and domes that spices up the
building's prominent profile creates the impression of a Watergate in
Postmodern drag, another curving complex of riverfront condos to be
inhabited by the city's elite (aerial photo and site plan, opposite
page). The ostentation of the new exclusive enclave not surprisingly
managed to turn ofi the reserved rieh of Georgetown, who began
voicing their opposition in hearings before the Fine Arts Commission
when Washington Harbour was first reviewed in 1980. Established by
Congress in 1910 and originally headed by the City Beautiful architect,
Daniel Burnham, the six-member Fine Arts Commission continues to
serve as the esthetic overseer of government buildings, parks,
monuments, and, since 1950, all of Georgetown. Its hearing of Moore's
proposed design began routinely with the gentle suggestion of a few
minor changes in scale and height. The review, however, soon
escalated into a political battle, as community activists began
arguing for the incorporation of the prominent waterfront property as
part of the city's continuous park system bordering the Potomac
shoreline. Moore defended the right to transform the land into a
private development by pointing out, "There are already enough parks
for the whole of Washington to picnic in simultaneously." But the
commission was loath to agree and, persuaded by the mounting public
outcry against the project, uncharacteristically rejected Washington
Harbour's revised design in 1981. After more hearings, a proposed
Congressional bill to transfer ownership of the land to the National
Park Service, and lawsuits over the ecological hazards of building on
the Potomac floodplain, the 6.2$acre project finally gained approval
from the mayor's historic preservation officer, and construction
began in 1983.
Unlike many of his local colleagues who have retreated into the
realms of residential or institutional building, Moore has always
concentrated his talents on speculative construction in a city that' until
recently, has not favored commercial development. Over the past two
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built his practice largely on renovations, urban infill,
and adaptive re-use, especially in Georgetown, where projects such as
Canal Square, CFC Square, and the Corcoran (REcoRD, October 1986,
pages 9G99) have earned him a reputation as a red brick contextualist.
At Washington Harbour, however, any sign of sensitivity to the
adjacent historic district is confined to the organization of the site. By
extending the surrounding street grid to the Potomac's edge on what
used to be an industrial no'man's land, Moore has created a strong
public connection from upper Georgetown to the waterfront that
echoes L'Enfant's original plan (opposite page). The residential and
office halves of the complex are bisected by Thomas Jefferson Street,
now transformed into a tree-lined all6e that descends to a huge fountain
and a wooden boardwalk jutting out over the Potomac. Diagonally
slicing through the site is a more intimate pedestrian "mews," intended
to continue the angle of Virginia Avenue through a park at the western
boundary of the site to the foot of Wisconsin Avenue. From the east,
the mews will link the second phase of the project, a $60 million hotel
and office complex on 30th Street, to a linear park along Rock Creek
(model photo bottom right, opposite page).
Walking out from under the Whitehurst Freeway and down
Washington Harbour's grand axis to the edge of the river is like taking
a trip down the yellow brick road with strange encounters along the
way: potbellied bay windows, a forest of columns with bent metal
capitals, the gingerbread of ersatz Victorian ironwork sprouting from
every setback and balcony, and a curious concrete lighthouse that
presides over the elliptical plaza like a sci-fi wizard. (Appropriately'
one of the Harbour's principal commercial tenants is the glitzy Potomac
restaurant, owned by Warner LeRoy, son of the Wizard of Oz movie
producer, Mervin LeRoy.) As if to underscore the incongruity of every
detail on each of the 23 facades, Moore and his associates are apt to
refer to them by their pet names: "Son of Mews" for the Virginia
Avenue pedestrian extension, a variation on the architect's nearby
Georgetown Mews facade, the "Delta Queen" for the riverboat-inspired
eastera facade, the"h"lazzo del Exhausto" for the mechanical room
that services the development's restaurants, "R2-D2" for the domed
decades, he has

turret at the corner of the amphitheater, the "Enterprise" for the flying
spaceshiplike form that crowns the opposite corner. In short,
Washington Harbour represents the dark side of Postmodern
eclecticism, a conspicuous consumption of the past without regard to
stylistic or historical consistency. In comparing his design formula to a
recipe for bouillabaisse, Moore argues, "Details such as salt, pepper, or
lemon juice taken alone are too much. It is the completed taste from
combined flavoring that is satisfying." But at Washington Harbour,
there is no melding of ingredients to satisfy, and once consumed, the
food for thought leaves a funny aftertaste.
Unlike Postmodernism's more sophisticated progenitors, Moore
continues to employ the flattened vocabulary of the Modern spec box'
although he triei to embellish the box's surfaces with sculptural and
decorative ornamentation. The result is an uncomfortable confrontation
between economy and history that veers into kitsch. No matber how
finely an element is rendered (such as the exquisitely carved
Richardsonian arch and corbeled chimneys on page 92), it ends up
being subsumed by the horizontal brick bands and clumsy strip
windows that dominate the development's every twist and turn' The
architect is quick to defend this formal disparity as "playful" and appropriate to the Harbour's site, and commercial and recreational
u.[iuiii".. "If,s a place where you don't need another serious

building," he maintains. But looking at its overwrought profile, you

is all too
along
monuments
neoclassical
the
with
competing
at
aimed
apparently
ttre potornac. In trying tomake "greaf,' architecture, Moore ultimately
has failed to redress Washington's urban imbalance of power'

.orpe.[th"t Washington Harbour's mannerist imagery

Deboruh K. Dietsch

Located to the northu,est ofthe
Watergate compler (photo aborc) i.n
Georgetoun, Washington Harbour is
one of the only priuate deuelopments
in the city to occupA the Potomac

iuerhont. Architect Arthur Cotton
Moore has integrated his design into
its surroundings bg continuing 30th
and 31st Streets to the riaer, and bu
e lab orating the er tension of Th orias
Jffirson Street doun the center as a

grand promenade (plan). A narrow

boardwalk along the uaterfront
connects these streets, creating a
pedestrian link betueen the 12-acre
public park to the west ofthe site, an
eristing boathouse to the east, and

the jogging and bicgcle paths along
the Potomac that lead to the
Kennedy Center. The second phase of
the project will comprise a g5-room
hotel and 100,0(M squa,re-foot ofrce
building linked by a conseruator/
lobbg on JOth St reet ( right photoj.
Mark Lohman Photography
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as a

compositional deuice. "lt stand's as
an important aertical counterpoint

Arthur Cotton Moore erplains that
he approached the design

of

Woshington Harbour as a "minicity, a collection of buildings rather

than a monolithic structure." To
impart the ad hoc, picturesque
quality of a townscape built up oaer
time, eachfacade along thefiae
newly created. streets of the
d.eoelopment is composed' according
to a d.ffirent theme. A portion
ofthe eost eleoation along 30th

Street, whimsicallg nicknamed the
"Delta Queen" fu the architect, is
decorated with a bowed window,
corner turrets, and a grille-coaered
arch at its ru,sticated bose to look
like a Mississippi steamboat, an
image supportiae of the Harbour's
nautical theme (top lefl). In controst,
the facade around, the corner
framing the passageway between the
ffice blocks is treated more
conseruatiaely with pro'jecting bays
and. corbeled brick arches---+lements
that are sgmpathetic to the
aocabulary of G eorg e toum's
Yictorian rowhouses (bottom left).
The canopied main entrance to
Washington H arbour's ofice
building, located at the juncture of
the central promenade and angled
side streets (opposite Po'ge),

summarizes theunew
iu.rtaposition of Modern and

"Postiodern eliments that Moore
claims achieues "a sort of Hegelian
synthesis out of antagonistic
moaements in architecture." The
dialectic between striPPed' down
surfaces and, carued or'nanxentation,
howeuer, is restated throughout the
compler in the same light-colored
materials. Tan brick and.

limestone- a deParture from the

architect's signature red' brick
naLette--<oere chosen so
'Washing

that

ton H arbour's Prominent
riuerfront profi.le would harmonize
with the citg's neoclassical
rnonunents siteil further d'own the
Potomac. "The materials helP to
create a transition between the red'
brick ofGeorgetown and' the white
Federal City," notes the architect. At
the pedestrian leoel, the limestone
col[ar bench planters, and the ribbed
oranite, bluestone trim, ceramic tile,
-and
stotted French d'rairn that
d,ecorate sidewalks and fountains'
were d.esigned bY landscaPe
architects EDAW to humanize the
scale ofthe Harbour's streetscaPe
(bottom left and oPPosite Page).
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The uiew toward the eastent corner
ofthe Harbour's colonnaded plaza
dramatizes the eraggerated elliptical
forrns and awkward proportions
that diminish the project's skillful
site planning and bold massing

(opposite page). Dubbed "The

Enterprise" bg the architects, the
brick-enclosed upper stories of the
corner are precariously perched
aboue the steel and glass pauilion
the lowerf.oors like a spaceship

of

lift of on its nert mission.
what are no-nos in

ready to
"We do

Postmodernism such as strip
windows," admits Moore who is
quick to point out that Washington
Harbour, despite its prominent
Iocation, "is still a K Street ffice
building." In the plaza, globe-topped.
columns ser-ue the practical purpose
of supporting retractable fioodg ates
around the perimeter of the build.ing
(opposite page). When isolated,
elements such as the limestone
Richardsonian arch (top leftF
inspired. by Moore's renouation of
Washington's Old Post Ofi.ce-and
the corbeled brick chimneys (bottom
left) reueal a sensitiue ege for
detail but, unfortunatelE, they
remain submerged within the
building's collision of d.isparate

architectural forms.
Washington Harbour
Washington, D. C.
Ownen
Washington Harbour Associates, a
joint aenture of Western
Deaelopment Corporation, CSX
Resources, Inc., and

KanAm

Realty, Inc.
Architects:

ton M o o re / Associate s
Cotton Moore,
prtncipal; Barry R. Habib, project
manager; James E. Berkon, project
team leader; Kenneth E Simmons,
Ory Eshel, Elissa Letin Kellett,
project team

Ar thur
P.

j
j
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C.-Arthur

Interior designers:
I n tradesi g n- Lou C atafo ; C aro I
Schwartz Funk Interior Design, Inc.
Landscape architects:

$

EDAW(landscape)
Engineers:
Tadj er- C o hen Asso ciates

(stnt ctural); Glassman'LeReche &
Asso ci ates (m ec hani c al / e le c trica l) ;
Ben Dyer Associates (ciail); Saerdrup
and Parcel (flood)
General contractor:
George
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A call for affirmative action:
The 1986 winners of the Aga Khan
Award for Architecture
million dollars to fewer recipients. More importantly, they had delivered
a challenging new message. TVo categories for which Western
architects had heretofore made significant contributions: "Search for
Innovation" and "Search for Appropriate Building Systems" were
excluded, along with the Western buildings which might have been
included in one or another of them, most notably the Sher-F.Bangla
Nagar Capitol Complex in Dhaka, Bangladesh, by Inuis Kahn. Indeed,
no work by Western architects was premiated and all awards to
architects went to those who were building in their own countries. The
message: Muslim architecture is better if the Muslims do it themselves.
For the first time the Master Jury deeisions were not unanimous,
dissenting Jury members Mehmet Doruk Pamir and Hans Hollein
arguing that this year's narrowed focus disserved the Award, making it
appear folkloric, exclusively craftoriented, anti.technological and antiWestern (see William J.R. Curtis's article in this issue, pages 1(X-105,
and the dissenting juror's statements, opposite page). Reporiedly, not
all the members of the Award Steering Committee agree with the
Master Jury choices, but having selected the Jury, they stand by the
majority decision. The Steering Committee did, however, take pains to
state that: "At no time has the Award tried to endorse a particular
'style,' nor has it taken a position on an ideological plane that would
exclude any dimension of this multifaceted search . . . . The Award has
sought to creatn a space offreedom where intellectual debate among
those concemed with the built environment could proceed unhindered
and uninhibited, dedicated to the purpose of enriching the dialogue,
exchanging experiences, and furthering the pursuit of excellence and
the search for appropriate solutions." Further making their points, the
Aga Khan and his Steering Committee gave for the second time the
Chairman's Award, established to honor achievements that fall outside
the scope of the MasterJury's mandate. (The first recipient in 1980 was
Hassan Fathy.) This year's recipient is the distinguished Iraqi architect,
teacher and critic, Rifat Chadirji. In the words of the Steering
Committee: "The Award salutes his lifetime commitment to the search
for an authentic architectural regionalism that synthesizes key
elements of modernity and the traditional heritage into works of
excellence and universal relevance."
To me, the efforts of this year's Master Jury (considered by many at
the Marrakesh ceremony and symposium to be black sheep) appear to
be a form of affirmative action, an attempt to begn the redressing of
some of the grievances of the Muslim developing world. This Jury has
stated plainly that architectural culture is best renewed by those who
share it. To this end they applied a critical screen to the work of the
included its Chairman, Soedjatmoko, a development specialist from
West
through which Western projects considered inauthentic could not
Indonesia; Professor Mahdi Elmandjra, economist from Morocco;
pass.
The criteria: 1. To what extent is the building expressive or failing
Hans
Hollein,
Egyp!
Professor
from
El-Wakil,
architect
Abdelwahed
to be expressive of a new vitality in the architecture of the Islamic
architeet and designer from Austria; Zahir Ud-Deen Khwaja, architect
world? 2. Could the building generate significant responses to stimulate
and planner from Pakistan; Professor Ronald lcwcock, Australian
architect and restoration specialis! Professor Fumihiko Maki, architect local creativity even if it is the work of a foreign architect, and thus
point to new directions in design? 3. Will the solution adopted have a
from Japan; Mehmet Doruk Famir, architect from Turkey; and Robert
stimulating effect on identity formation? 4. Does the building reveal a
Venturi, architect from the U.S.A.
sense of purpose, social responsibility, and conviction underlying its
This jury reduced the number of awards granted to six (pages 9G
projects
design? 5. Is the claim that it has a functional solution truly
105), three being noncontroversial awards to the excellent
sustainable? 6. Is the attempt of the architecture to respond to the
opposite: the Dar Lamane Housing Community in Casablanca (1); the
restoration of al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem (2); and the conservation of Islamic environment merely pompous and self-conscious? 7. Is t}te
Mostar Old Town in Yugoslavia (3). Two of the remaining three awards building out of scale with its environment, or does the handling of
elements within the building produce a character that is arrogant and
went to architecture without architects, the first a mud mosque in
insensitive to the context in which it is placed? 8. Is the building likely to
Niger for its use of haditional language (page 101); the second a
induce alienation because of the difierence between the image of the
mosque in Pakistan honored as an expression of popular taste
architecture and the expectations about the environment of the
(page 101). And an award went to a 2Gyearold structure in Istanbul
inhabitants of the area?
of
examples
most
refined
of
the
the
to
be:
"One
Jury
considered by
The critical screen for local or regional nominations was, by contrast,
contextual architecture in the international modern movement" (page
and as the Awards indicate, quite indulgent. By means of this
100). It was clear to the Award watchers who attended the 1986 Award
deliberate inconsistency the MasterJury focused its argument, shaking
Morocco,
that
in
Marrakesh,
ceremony and symposium last November
For
the current Master Jury had done more than dispense this cycle's half a things up and bringing into the open issues that need to be debated.

Now that the Aga Khan Award for Architecture has been in existence
for almost 10 years, its ambitions and goals have become widely known
in both the Muslim and Western worlds of architecture. Its importance
continues to increase, while its conception and methodology remain
unique. Founded inLW7, the Award granted its first set of prizes in
1980. This first cycle of the Award revealed that the art and science of
architecture were being assessed in important new ways. Amazingly,
none of the prizes went exclusively to individual architect/creators for
jury-approved works of architectural art. Instead the Awards were
classified by the Master Jury within a remarkable set of categories:
Social Premises for Future Architectural Development; Search for
Consistency with Historical Context; Search for Preservation of
Traditional Heritage; Restoration; Search for Contemporary Use of
Traditional Language; Search for Innovation; and Search for
Appropriate Building Systems.
This first Master Jury applied appropriately rigorous standards in its
selection process within the categories thus defined, but was careful
not to exclude somewhat flawed efiorts which nevertheless
represented a valuable search or direction. Fifteen projects from 12
countries were selected to share half a million dollars in prizes. And, for
the first time ever in the history of architectural prizes, a grand
assortment of people who help make architecture were honored, 55 in
all, including architects, clients, government agents, preservationists,
carpenters, and masons. In reporting the Award, the Italian
architectural magazine Domus, getting the point, put one of the prize'
winning master masons, the octogenarian Alladin Moustafa from
Egypt, on its cover. In this first Award cycle, projects by Western
architects were among the winners, but noticeably in the minority.
Three years later, in the second Award cycle, a new set ofjurors
elected to follow the pattern set by the first jury, making similar
awards totaling half a million dollars within the same categories. The
members of this year's MasterJury for the third Award cycle were
selected, like their predecessors, by the Award Chairman, the Aga
Khan, and his Steering Committee comprising Mohammed Arkoun,
Professor of Islamic Thought, Sorbonne; Charles Correa, architect
from Bombay; Hasan-Uddin Khan, architect and editor of. Mimar; Oleg
Grabar, Professor of Islamic Art, Harvard University; William Porter,
Professor of Architecture and Planning, Massaehusetts Institute of
Technology; and Dr. Ismail Seregeldin, architect and planner for the
World Bank. Representing a rich mix of attitudes and interests which,
it was hoped, would be reflected in its Award choices, the Master Jury
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It requires both intellectualfaith and courage to pushforward
diaersity ofthought, rather than try tofit euery idea into a giuen
concept. Only then can we erplore honestly and meaningfully the
compleu range of issues inuoluing the relatiott'ship of architecture to
technology, to society and to faith, and gain insight into the
immense oariety of solutions towards achieuing a rewarding
entironment Aga Khan

those who don't like the results, comfort can be found in the fact that
the 1986 Award cycle is merely an episode. There will be a new Master
Jury and a new set of Awards in 1989. Mild.red F. Schmertz
Mehmet Doruk Pamifs dissent:
The majority position of the Jury is a premeditated and clearly
articulated defense of a severely limited set of options within the entire
spectrum of possibilities which the Award might recognize. There is a
romantic bias toward traditionalism, historieism, and the vernacular.
This reflects at least one dominant strain within the architectural
discourse in Europe and America during the last decade. But the
obvious question arises as to whether or not this onedimensional
message is a sufficient response to the complexities facing architects in
the developing world. Most notably lacking is recognition of those
projects which engage in the search for answers to the kind of
technological issues which still face architeets in regions where modern
technical development cannot be taken for granted. Also curious was
the tendency to suppress the creative hand of the architect through the
predominance of Awards to projeets which involved a minimum of
"design" concems, at least in the strictest sense of self-conscious
creative endeavor. Indeed, the projects seem to suppress these issues,
relying on craft, folk-art, and historic replication or preservation for

esthetic interest.
For the large.scale projects, which are also well represented, the
"lumpen" esthetics of the marketplace of "kitsch" predominate. This
is not to discount the sociological interest inherent in these projects, but
again, for the architect as a professional there is a conspicuous absence
of an esthetic realm which one would hope is as imporbant in the
developing world as it is everylvhere else.
The bias of the Jury did not aecrue from a lack of endeavor. Projects
were rejected which even by global standards represent major
advances in high-rise design, for example, or in industrial
prefabrication, and all involving creative transformation of regional
building imperatives, while aspiring toward technological development.
Beyond the polemical nature of the Jury's criteria lay a kind of
professional discourse which is irrelevant to the high purpose of the
Award. That the Sher-DBangla Nagar Capitol Complex in Dhaka
should be excluded based on insufficient user evaluation does not
succeed in shadowing the less overt criteria, having to do, among other
things, with the "prestige" of fashion. That the project is a masterpiece
in the eyes of world architects can hardly be changed by tle Jury's
decision. But its exclusion does raise questions about the Jury's criteria
which unfortunately are destined to remain obtuse. The minority
representation can take some reassurance from the hope that the next
Award cycle will address some of the problems of balance and avoid
fluctuations from one polemic to another, aspiring to an even range of
criteria within all cycles.
Professor Hans llollein's dissent:
The result of the judging does not reflect the opinion of a specific
minority of Jury members. It is clearly aceepted that in a democratic
process, the majority wins. However, pluralistic tendencies are
manifested in the fact that not one but several Awards are attributed.
An outsider would assume that the distribution to many diverse
projects would reflect these pluralistic tendencies. The appointment of
jurors of different persuasions seems to take care of having advocates
for various opinions and secure such honoring of projects of different
attitudes. This was not the case. Projects of unquestionable superior
architectural merit and quality-such as the Sher-DBangla Nagar
Capitol Complex in Dhaka- have been voted out because of a constant
bias of the majority of the Jury. In the light of history this judgment
will be reversed. To the aims of the Aga Khan Award for Architecture,
a judgment against architecture is a disservice.
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Dar l,amane Housing Community
Casablanca Morocco

Completed: June 1963.
C lient: C ompagnie GAn4rale
ImmobihAre, Rabat; (M'Fadel
Lahlou, President; Abdercahman

Amarani, Director General;
Mohamed B astos, Secretary
General).

Architects: Abderyahim Charai
and Abdelaziz Lazrak, Casablanca
C onsu

ltant: Promoc ottsu lt

(O. Bennani).

Master Jury citation:
At the time of its construction, "Dar
Lamane" was the largest single
public housing project ever
attempted in Morocco.
The project a"*erves praise not
only because of its record low cost,
(approximately $9 per square foot),
its extremely short time of
construction (30 months), and the
size of the project (over 4,000
housing units), but because of the

authenticity of its driving ideas and
the persistence of the designer, the
manager, and the elient to work
within a well defined cultural
framework.
In many ways the physical
organization of Dar Lamane
represents an innovative approach
to planning. Gateways mark the
entrances to the shopping streets,
and link the clusters of housing;

their introduction is a brilliant

of
territoriality, which is fundamental
device to provide a sense

to the success of a housing project.
Even more imporbant is that the
gateway embodies many layers of
meanings and functions that are
deeply rooted in the Moroccan
culture. The tremendously rich mix
of public, semipublic, and private
activities around the gateway, and
through it, makes a threshold to the
cluster, a mark of separate
territory, a sign for housing and
domesticity, and a symbol for the
quarter.
The scheme presents a great

variety of options in the
arrangement of the housing units to
the point where no two unit plans
are identical. This has been made
possible through an intelligent

combination of design methodology,
construction materials, and
techniques. The use of computer
teehnology has helped to reduce the
cost. . . as well as. . . the time of
building.
IThe one-sixth'Jare of the
$500,000 purse ($83,333) was divided
as follows: The greater part of the

prize money will be used for
community projects, to benefit the
residents. Remuneration also was
made to the two architects, the
three representatives of the client,
and the consultant.]
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The restoration of al-Aqsa Mosque
al-Haram al-Sharif, Jerusalem
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Conservation of Mostar Old Town
Mostar, Yugoslavia

Completed: 1978, and ongoing.
Client: The Community of Mostar.
C onseru ator: S tari-G rad M o s tar
(Dzihad Pasic. director: Amir
Pasic, assistant director).
Master Jury citation:
The award is made for the
remarkably conceived and realized
conservation of the entire 16th-

century center of this historic town.
Mostar is approximately 90 miles
northwest of Dubrovnik on the
Dalmatian coast, in the Republic of
Herzegovina.
It orisinated as a small
settlement some 500 years ago with
a suspension bridge ("Mostari"
means bridge keeper) and a few
houses. Its main oeriod of
expansion dates from after the
arrival of the Ottomans and their
building of a permanent bridge
across the Neretva River between
the years 1557-1566. From this time,
a thriving business center and town
develoned around this focal
crossing point. It continued to
flourish throughout the 17thcentury, by which time the town
comprised over a thousand houses.
The community of Mostar
founded Stari-Grad in 1977 as a
work organization set up to deal
specifically with the restoration and
preservation of the old town: the
initiative was entirely taken by one
man, Dzihad Pasic, formerly a
government inspector of
monuments, who prepared all the
documentation and who is still its
director.
StariGrad is a semiautonomous
organization approved and
subsidized by the Ministry for the
Protection of Monuments and
Nature of the Republic of
Herzegovina. . . [Itsobjectiveshave
been so well met thatl even in the
off season with no tourists, the level
of activity is striking. The long

waiting list for . . . shops and offices
indicates that the old town center is

again commercially viable and alive.
The varied aspects of this
restoration projirct, with many
different types of buildings, from
the central bridge, shops, and
private houses to public mosques,
have been handled in an exemplary
manner. All the restorations fit well
into the general atmosphere of the
old town and its homogenous
appearance is not disturbed;
nothing is overdone or touristic.

LIhe maJor portron or tnrs
project's prize money is intended to
finance the ongoing conservation
activities of StariGrad Mostar;
remuneration also was made to the
director and the assistant director
of the organization.]

R. Gunay pholos
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Social Security Complex

lstanbul, Turkey

Social Security Complex

[In the words of the Master Jury:]
This building must be one of the
earliest and most refined examples
of contextual architecture in the
international Modern movementits modulated forms, its scale and
rhythms and proportions-deriving
as much from its exterior setting as
from its interior determinants. At
the time of its design 20 years ago,
the way to do an office building was
to create a nure slab that dominated
its setting, iln contrast this]
building acts as a link between the
dense and complex quarter
containing traditional, small wooden
structures on the hill above and the
open-spatial configuration of
contemporary buildings along a
modern boulevard below. . . .
Completed in 19?0. the architect
l

r

r,,

was Sedad Hakki Eldem, who
received the greater proportion of
the prize money. Remuneration was
also made to E. Erkunt and O.
Giinsoy (structural engineers), J.
Kansun (electrical engineer) and
A. T. Tokgoz (mechanical
engineer).1

Bhong Mosque
fCompleted in 1982, this mosque is
the result of 50 years' work by its
patron/designer Rais Ghazi
Mohammad. According to the
Master Jury citation: the mosque is]
a significant attempt by a single
individual to create a local center of
learning and building
crafts. . . fBhong] enshrines and
epitomizes the "popular" taste in
Pakistan with all its vigor, pride,
tension and sentiment. Its use-and
misuse---of signs and symbols
express appropriate growing pains
in transition, and yet may prove
significant for the future... [The
major portion of the prize money is
intended to encourage the regional
crafts evident in the mosque;
remuneration aiso was made to the
son of the deceased patron for the
continuing develo_pment of the
mosque complex.l
Yaama Mosque

Iii-ii-+i;,!i
li | 1T t Ijl t fjiffi.@jii
I

f

lCompleted in 1982 for the religious
community of Yaama by the master
mason Falk6 Barmou, the mosque
was a collective undertaking
involving the community. Cited the
Master Jury:l The Yaama Mosque is
a vibrant expression of the total act
of building .-. . . There is a manifest
will to use traditional techniques in
a creative manner, to exPeriment
with them and to achieve results
that induce a new awareness of
their possibilities. [Two-thirds of the
prize moneY was bestowed upon the
ieligious community of Yaama. for
projects of community interest,
such as the establishment of a
madrasa or the maintenance of the
mosque; one-third of the moneY
went to the master mason.l

{

rl
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Bhong Mosque
Pakistan

Yaama Mosque
Niger
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Honorable menttons

The honorable tnentions did not
receive Master 'lury citations. The
Historic Sites l)cvelopment in

Istanbul, Turkel' (1,2,3), begun tn
19?,1 and ongoing, is the g'ork of the
Touring and Autornobile
Association of Turkey acting as
both clients and planners. Among
the buildings undergoing
restoration are many of the 19thand 20th-century kiosks and
pavilions situated in the rol-al parks
along the Bosphorus and the
remaining old residential districts.
In 19?9, the Association, under the
direction of Celik Giilersol', signed
an agreement n'ith the citl' for lease
of specilic buildings and Parks to
restore, furnish, and put them to
profitable
- Shushtaruse.
New Town in Shushtar,
Iran, (4) an ongoing develoPment,
completed phasc

I in 1977. In 1978

the work was broken off because of
the political unrest, and the
architectural firm, D.A.Z., headed
bv Kamran Diba, comPletelY
restructured. Although the project's
current state of completion is
unknown, it received favorable
attention from the Jurl'for its
skillful adaptation of traditional
planning and construction methods.
Following Indonesia's
establishment of its Kampung
Improvement Program in 1969, the
city of Surabaya proceeded to
upgrade its low-income
neighborhoods. Of these, the
llaster Jur-v found the KamPung
Kebalen project (5) to be a model for
cooperation among international,
municipal, community, and
university- organization-s. In a sixmonth period, and rvorking with an
extremel.v limited budget, the
groups managed to,provide the
settlement area rvith essential
services and infrastructure.

Tht'Sdid Naum Mosqu,' in
Jakarta, Indonesia (6, ?), completed
in March 1977, is the work of Atelier
Enam, Architects and Planners. The
Jurv found this mosque to be
innovative, l'et faithful to the
region's indigenous architecture.
Thc Jsmailir ya Develolrment
Projects in Ismailil'.va, Egypt, (8, 9)
begun in 1978, represent a criticallv
important deParture in the
development of low-income housing
in Egvpt. It has channelcd Public
housing subsidies tou-ard local
initiative. The projects involve the
upgrading of existing settlements
in addition to the construction of
extensions. Instead of providing a
totallv designed environment, a
gricliion ofitreets and lots rvith
iervices rvas established. After the
initial phase, n'hich required
qovernment donation of land, the
process is intended to be selfsustaining from land sales revenue.
The planners were CulPin Pianning,
London (David Allen, protect
partner).
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Ap

Khan Award for
Architecture 1986:
'Third-world myths and
finst-world fashions": a critical view

The

Arcltitt'ctural historiitrr t'l'tilttrrrt.l. R. ('ttrtts 1".llotiu'tt ,'lrthiter:ttLre
,\trtL't 190()" and "l,t (-ctr'irr.;tr'r: ldeus ottd ['rtrrtis"l. rltslurbtd b!/ the
198(| .llaster,lttrtt'stiioi,.'ttt.f rritntcrs. u'tolr'lht.fitllorrinocril.iquein

lltrri'ul;rsh,uhilt'tltt'rltlnrrt rirqt'ri.-!rr,ott{1 histlttt's/rtttrs: ll'hadidtt't
suclt btttldinQ.scs lr.,rri.s itrtit rr',s ('ttlttlttl ('t.trtt1tlt., trt I)ltoA'0.
Burtqlrtdtsh (1), or Ht'rniiriq lttt:;t'rt's.llittr,st t'tt o.1 t'itrttl1rt Allairs irt
Riyndh (l,J), or Go)dott tlrtttsltu.1l o-iS().lt's '\'uIittttu| ('rtmntex:ioI
Banl; iri Jr'rltlolt (.!)g1t't rtttrrnls. trhilt tht litll;lorit (.j. li) or tltt no
lortgtr t'otttrttrcrsirrl (i) did I

Bg William J. R. Cttrtzs
The Aga Khan Award for
Architecture is more than just a
prize that is given every three years

for distinguished architecture in

Islamic countries. It is also an
evolving enquiry which has as its
aim an authentic built environrnent
for the Muslim rvorld. The
homogenization or deracination
which stems from facile imitation of
occidental models is rejected. So too
is the false remedy of a shallorv
imitation of the local past. There is
no rigid dogma or formula for style,
and the quest includes a wide range
of viewpoints which are reflected in
publications, conference:, and
bxhibitions as well as the triennial
Award itself Political manipulation
is also avoided lrnd the seminars are
inbended to supply a "space of
freedom" outside ;igid orthodcxies'
Some of the questions addressedespeciallv those to do with cultural
idintity, regionalism and the
transformation of tradition-are
relevant to other parts of the
developing world. To the extent that
the Award is able to toucl; on issues
of universal architectural value, it
mav also make a contribution to a
more equable view of world
problenis. After all, critical
-discourse
still centers on Western
Europe, Japan, and the U. S.
There are many risks.
Traditionalism may degenerate into
a facile play with images of the past
which lack lasting substnnce. Post'
colonial neryousness over
continuing Western influence maY
close the door on valid alchitecturai
signposts towards an authentic
reeionalism. Horror at mass
ind'ustrialization and urbanization
may prompt a retreat into a PrettY oeasantism that soothes the souls of
llienated intellectuals but provides
few solutions to the unprecedented
nroblems of modernization. The
world is rampant with Political
docmas ready to dictate the terms
-"Islamic irientity," reducing
of
architecture to the level of state
propaganda. Well-meaning.-.
bopulists are sometimes willing to
cait awav all esthetic standards so
lonE as luildlnes "communicate" to
the-larEest number. Doctrinaire
stanceJ against "Modernism"
unwitting-iy promote. a kitsch which
pretends to express local culture,
but which actually reflects the
cheap historicizing antics of Postmodernism in the West.
The previous two cycles of the
Award (1980, 1983) managed to
sidestep these pitfalls and also to
demonitrate tnat it is possible to be
diverse without throwing a sense of
architectural quality to the winds.
The "Islamic world" is vast,
spanning the distance from Morocco
ti Manila and embracing traditional
rural societies (like those in sub-

Saharan Africa and Northern
Yemen) as well as societies that rely
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suggested a premeditated decision
in some quarters bo exclude any
examples that could be vaguely
construed as Modernist, and that
limited a range of building types or
there rvas both a refusal to confront
to propose too narrow a range of
issues of modernization as well as a
ontions would make no sense in
retreat into trendy vernacularism
these circumstances. The past
and historieal revivalism. Hans
cycles of the Award have attempted
Hollein put it bluntly: how could it
to embrace the enormous range of
possibly serve the purposes of the
issues, climates, peoples.
Award to vote against
Recognition has been given to
Architecture?
peasant builders in mud and timber,
Many architects in the Muslim
and to the work of modern
'r'.rr"ld :ur. to the Aga Khan
international firms working in steel,
Awards for architectural
concrete, or fabric in tension (e.9.
exemplars. From this cycle they can
the Hajj Terminal by SOM).
learn that high architecture does
How do the 1986 Awards look
not matter and that kitsch is okaY.
against this background and those
particular) for concoctions of
With the exception of Eldem's
seneral aims? It is striking that
Social Security Complex in Istanbul
whitewashed arches, domes, and
onlv six schemes were chosen for
superficiallv applied ornaments, but and (possibly) the Yaama Mosque in
oriies and that two of these were
Niger, the buildings chosen have
on^e wondeis rilrat the idea was of
breservation schemes and two
promoting a solution like the Bhong relatively few lessons of a generic
bthers mosques, leaving only two
nature to teach. Son e recent
Mosque that is really nothing more
additional slots to handle the whole
than-a hackneved formula coated in buildings that will surely be seminal
range of remaining building types.
in searCh for an authentic fusion of
the sentimentil perfume of
Of these, one was a recent housing
old and new rnysteriously did not
orientalist kitsch'! Surely the aim
project, the other a building
ought to be to reinvigorate the past achieve recognition. One thinks of
conceived over fifteen years ago.
Gordon Bunshaft's National
at a deep level by transforming it
The innocent observer is bound to
into vigorous forms for the present, Commercial Bank in Jeddah (4)
get the impression that the Jury
which attempk tc fuse regional
not to reduce history to the
majority felt that contemporary
principles for dealing with climate
consumption of clich6s. Behind the
experimentation into specifically
with a radrcai re-examination of the
populsfrhetoric there lurked a
modern building problems had
anatomy of the skvscraper. Or-a
iefusal to deal with the problem of
thrown up almost nothing of value
verv stranEe omission as it too
an architecture of real d-ePth or
in the entire Muslim world during
"communidates ' on many levels of
longevity. Postmodernist fashion
the past decade or so. Either that,
but over a core of valid
reference
pushed
a
its way towards
thui
or eise there were other
architectural principles--of
flabby contract with mYths of
machinations at work, such as a
Henning J;1J5en's extraordinary
Islamic identity.
ideological bent.
-passeist
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
Of course the Jury could alwaYs
The al-Aqsa Mosque restoration
(in Jerusalem) and the conservation
have claimed that there was nothing Riyadh (2,3). This building
svirthesizes modern and traditional,
of Mostar Old Town (in Yugoslavia) stronqer to choose from, but the
and pan-Islamic in a most
rigional
these
by
transmitted
messige
of
schemes
were both exemplary
convincing expression of the
choices as a whole was a dePressing
preservation. Sedad Eldem's Social
enclosed institution's aims. Far
one to manv observers who flocked
in Istanbul (7)
Securitv Complex
^fine
from being ignored or trivialized,
to Marrakeih for the Awards
contextualist
was indeed a
tradition is entered on many levels,
Ceremonv. Then one read with
solution responding to multiple
then tra:rsformed into a clear
Dhaka
the
that
astonishment
scales in the setting, fusing the
statement of eontemPorary Saudi
logic of concrete construction with a Parliament Complex in Bangladesh
grlmmar abstracted from both the bv Louis Kahn (1) had not made the aspiration by a rich spatial
imagination.
.ut. Wtty did the Jury bother to
wooden vernacular and Ottoman
It is fine to reward high qualitY
monumental examples. BY contrast, mention the fact in the rePort
preservation and even to encourage
unless they felt bad about this
the worthv social intentions behind
rural
the enormous Dar Lamane Housing exclusion? And for those who might the continuation of dying
trv to claim that this extraordinary traditions, but this willful avoidance
project for Morocco found only
of both lasting architectural values
hilaing lacked links to the Islamic
hiairammatic expression in the
and the varying demands of
oast. it could easilv be
theires of precincts and gates: the
modernization is liable to Place
hemonstrated thai Kahn had
coating in precast Moroccan
penetrated history at a deep level, in the Aea Khan Award in a marginal
decora--tive clichds did little to make
positidn, which it does not deserve.
this instance receiving inspiration
up for a lack of three-dimensional
By turning its back on so manY of
Western
and
Eastern
from
both
articulation of the transition
the pressing needs of the Present
monumental examPles, even
between public and private worlds.
touching upon both Bengali Islamic and'futureind by allowing the
The Master Jury rePort on the
problem of tradition to regress to a
and earl-ier Buddhist centralized
Yaama Mosque in Niger (6)
-trivial
level, the majority jury
buildingprototypes.
Kahn's.
rhansodized as if mud had an
of the 1986 cycle transmit
passing
decisions
of
trivialities
transc-ends the
autimatic sanctity, the key themes
the message that the higher realms
fashions and deals with a timeless
beinE "craftsmanship" and
of architectural expression are not
core of architectural values. To
"corimunity expression." One of
important to the evolving Islamie
Bhong
like
the
toy
a
included
have
Aga
of
the
features
the admirable
world. The worthy purposes of the
Mosque and to have excluded a
Khan Awards has been its
Aga Khan Award will continue,
masterwork is to have revealed a
commitment to the continuing
but must now distance themselves
value system that v-erges on the
vitalitv of rural vernaculars. The
from biases which reflect onlY too
altogether.
anti-architectural
its
has
certainlY
Yaama Mosque
clearly--and this is the sad ironythe
Jury
of
minority
a
Thankfully
moments in section and interior
values and fashions that are
nrotested stronglY. The Turkish
snace. thouEh some would claim
currentlv beine spawned in the
irchitect. Doru[ ibmir, claimed
that the grdtuitously picturesque
architeclural b-oudoirs of the West.
that the whole Procedure
additions to the towers detracted

on high technology and major
economic interchange with the West
(e.g. Saudi Arabia). To confront too

from the stern beauty of the
earliest stages of the realization.
The Bhong Mosque in Pakistan
(5) obviously reflected a majority
decision to enter the murky area of
popular expression. One is reminded
ttrit Rolert Venturi was a member
of this iurv. and that he has
demonitrated his own notions of
mosque architecture in his entry for
the Great Mosque competition for
Baghdad a few years back: a
"decorated shed" on a vast scale
which has been described as a
"supermarket plastered in Islamic
quotations liftr--d from history
books." To be sure there is now a
market {in the Middle East in
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Plain and fancy

Albemarle Conservatory
Charlottesville, Virginia
Tamarkin Techler Group,
Architects

Mick Hales photos

"Mother's house" has become shorthand for those early translations
from works on paper to built works that for so many architects have
been the springboard to real-world recognition-and commissions. With
good reason. Relatively straightforward programs, indulgent if not
doting clients, and the luxury of few competing demands on time and
talent are fertile ground for the focused study and free experiment that

fronting the garden site, generated the axis carried from the garden
through the new building and originated the parentheses closed by its

central workroom and outspread greenhouses. The conservatory's
squared cage and the tennis court's finespun cedarlatticed pergola and
enclosure, which joins with the greenhouse wing to frame a formal
forecourt at the conservatory entry, complete a parti (plan overleaf)
that merges such workaday spaces as propagation and forcing rooms
transmute intent to fully realized architecture.
with the playful elegance of the folly via a linking passage
The fledgling Tamarkin Techler Group found a similarly benign
containing a well-equipped servery.
appropriately
5,000-acre
but
on
a
climate for its first commission, not at home
ihough contrast is the underlying theme of the project, it is played
gentleman's estate in the softly undulant Virginia countryside
Despite the inherent
ihadowed by the Blue Ridge mountains. On the recommendation of the pianissimo, without loss of clarity or continuity.
plan,
decision to use the
the
early
biaxial
symmetrically
of
the
lormality
the
estate's master planner, landscape architect Morgan Wheelock,
suggested the
estate
the
seen
throughout
brick
molded
local
luminous
as
folly"
a
"delicious
to
design
young architects were commissioned
infill,
glass
aluminum
and
simple, sturdy forms, lightened by delicate
adjunct to the whimsically formal, Italianate garden Wheelock
On
and
ethereal.
both
earthbound
ambience
an
complex
tha[ lend the
proposed for growing cutting flowers and "kitchen truck" (photo
the
through
lineally
is
expressed
the
contrast
garden
facade,
the
improbable
above). But as the program ripened, the brief evolved to the
transparent greenhouse wings flanking the central mass which, with its
conjoining of the folly (now a conservatory) with greenhouses and
rosy brick, standing-seam roof, and casual gabled portico, freely
potting sheds, and a tennis court complete with kibitzing pavilion'
translates the vernacular of the estate's "other" farm buildings' The
The overlapping of work and play, they found, characterizes an
note of duality heightens, though, in the conservatory, where the
by,
establishment whose continual stream of guests is entertained
designers cleared the airy space of the clutter of cross-braced trusses,
points
on
the
high
of
tours
among other diversions, horse-and-carriage
instead floating the 40- by 40-foot pyramidal glass roof on brick-clad
busy, up-to-the-minute model farm that underpins the enterprise. The
piers cantilevered from foundation and grade beams and tied by a
new complex was seen as a fitting destination for such outings, where
garden
strong inset cornice that squares the frames around the gridded glass
lush
the
visitors (paceMaie Antoinette) might stroll through
openings. Inside, the supplementary supports beneath the SGfoot-high
and admire the greenhouses' latest crops of orchids and herbs before
cupola-four see-through groups of four tube columns barely visible
settling to elevenses in the Palm House or a fast set of tennis,
among the greenery-revert from the vocabulary of the masonry
Though the estate centers on an imposing neoGeorgian Colonial
structure to the complementary language of glass and metal'
lesser
"squire's house," its drives meander through fields dotted with
Given a first building with "a wonderful site, a wonderful program,
region,
of
the
vernacular
distinctive
dwellings and outbuildings in the
Tamarkin says, "our biggest problem was
and it was to these Tamarkin and Techler turned for their primary cues' and a wonderful budget,"
problem
was surmounted,. Margaret Gaskie
The
restraint."
showing
Most immediately, the nearby Ellerslie House, an old brick manor
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Staunchly refusing the indulgence of
a budget that "would haae let us u'se
polished granite," Tamarkin and
Techler echoed. in the consentatory
complen the homely forms and

materials-notab lg handsome
molded. brick meticulouslg placed bg

local craftsmen-suggested by the

farmb eristing buildings. The
kinship is most eviilent in the
workbuilding centered on the garden
facade, where a simple porch with
roug h-trimmed, w o o den brace s
springing from corbeled. brick
brackets introduces a trad:itional
gabled standing-seam metal roofalbeit rendered in stainless steel
instead of galuanized metal. The
harmony of the structure with its
perttasiae glass and aluminum

infill,

notfrom

howeaer, d,eriues

aernacular echoes but from
sophisticated. d.etailing. For the
tan dard, c omp onents
were onlg slightlg mod.ified. to giae

g re e n h o u s e s, s

cleaner lines.
c ons

Butfor

the

erlatory, painstaking ly

c ombine

d

framing sections

catalog s fo
the right profi.les; the roof
perches on the point suPPorts of
unearthe

just

d from d,ustg

rm

conical capitals that bundle the
quadrupled. tube columns; and
"cand.lelight" glows from lanterns
composed, like the building's other
lighting fintures, from an architect'
designe d kit-of-parts. (Tamarkin and'
Techler also designed the
and.

cabinetry)

To

fumishings

prodde uisual

flow and actual separation between

major spaces, French doors are used
throughout, while the peaked height
of the workbuild.ing's gable is
emphasized by replacing truss
beams with slender tie rods.
Albemarle Conseruatory
C harlottesai I le, Virginia
Architccts:
Tamarkin Techler Group-Cary

Tamarkin and Timothg Techler,
and Proi ect

p artners-in-charg e

designers
Iamdscape architects:
M organ Wheelo c k, Inc.-M o rg an
Wheelock Jr., Keith LeBlanc, Peter
Cummin, project team
Engineers:

Brian Eaton (stru.ctural); Kenneth
E. D enny (electrical

/ lig hting )

Consultants:

Lord.& Burnham, Inc.
(greenhouse fabrication) ; Custom
Metalcra/t, Inc. (lighting fnture
fabrication); Gaston & Wyatt, Inc.
(wood.workiw)

1.

Entry court

2. Corxentatory

General contracton
Robert E. Lee & Son, Inc.

3. Sewery

I.

Workroom

5. Propagationroom
6. Forcing room
7. Gard.en

8. Pergola
L Tennis court
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Terra cotta:
past to present

Tema cotta means burnt earth. Strictly speaking, a common red brick
terra cotta unit. However, when terra cotta is mentioned, the
images that come to most minds are of colorfully glazed, or warm
earthen unglazed tile, often patterned with ornamental figures in relief.
louis Sullivan's terra cotta designs (illustrated here and on the facing
page) are preeminent. Sullivan's career roughly corresponded to the
heyday of terra cotta in North America that spanned from the 1880s
through the 1920s. Some historians attribute the rapid growth in terra
cotta's popularity to its fire-proofing characteristics-the great Chicago
fire clearly demonstrated that cast iron, steel, and even stone could not
resist such disasters so well as "burnt earth'" Mechanization was a
factor too. During the bullish building era at the turn of the century,
stone masons were scarce and costly. Terra cotta could be
manufactured in the shape of ashlar block and fired with glazes that
simulated the colors and textures of natural stone. For those who have
walked through cities and small towns without observing any terra
cotta, the number of buildings thought to be stone but are in fact terra
cotta may be startling. In New York City, for example, nearly one in
is a

:

three buildings is terra cotta.
The demise of terra cotta as a popular architectural material is a
familiar story; Modernism perferred a minimalist palette of sbeel, glass,
and exposed concrete, despising ornamentation. Today there are only
two major terra cotta manufacturing plants in operation, while in the
1920s there were more than 48. Indications of a resurgence in the use of
terra cotta is a more recent, though equally familiar story; in the last
decade color, pattern, and ornamentation have increasingly regained
popularity with designers. Taft Architects, the Zimmer Gunsul Frasca
Partnership, and Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates are among the
noted architectural firms that have used terra cotta with imagination,
and to great effect. Importantly too, the field of historic preservation
has kept an interest in terra cotta alive, and lately has significantly
contributed to our understanding of sound construction detailing for
the material. In one respect, it is difficult to understand why architects
were persuaded to lose touch with terra cotta. It is possibly the most
sensual construction material available to the designer. Frank Lloyd
Wright found the material to be ". . ' in the hands of the architect what

't
V)

t

wax was in the hands of the sculptor."
To heighten awareness of terra cotta, both among design
professionals and with the public at large, the National Building
Mur"o* in Washington, D. C., recently sponsored a competition for the
creation of new modular terra cotta designs. Support for the
competition, and for the public exhibition that followed, came from
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Architects'reneu,ed interest in color, pattern, and ornamentation
has brought about a tena cotta reuital. On the Jbllou,ing poges are
eight systems deaeloped to demonstrate the mcLterial's design
potential, including tno created by Hardy Holzmart Pfeffir
Associates for its addition to the Los A'ngeLes County Museum of
Fine Arts (pages 112-113). The remaining sit: are the utinning entries
in the National Building Museum's Contemporary Terra Cotta
Competition (pages 11/1-115). A sampling from the efiibition, "Louis

Sulliuan: the function of ornament," organized by the Chicago
Historical Societg, is shoun bele'n^ and on the facing page.
Ludowici Celadon Company, Inc., a major producer of the material. The
competition, which was largely conceived by Gary Matt of Channel
Marketing, Inc., was unusual in three respects. First, it was concerned
not with the design of a single building, but with a set of parts that
could be incorporated into many kinds of buildings. Second, the six
jurors-Robert Venturi, James Wines, Stanley Tigerman, Robert
Frasca, the team juror Taft Architects, and Hugh Hardy-were not to
decide as a committee on a group of winning designs, but instead were
each, as individuals, requested to select a single entry. Lastly, each
juror was asked to produce a drawing illustrating an application of the
terra cotta system they chose (as an example, see Venturi's drawing on
page 114). A total of 110 entries were received from architects,
sculptors, students, industrial designers, and ceramicists. All six
winning designs (pages 114-117) hint at the range of possibilities
afforded by the plasticity of clay and the opportunity for color and
texture in glazing. In technical complexity, which is, of course,
ultimately reflected in the cost of a unit, the winning entries ranged
from the labor-intensive, hand-pressed, hand-painted decorative pieces
of Terry Brown (page 114) to the simple, extruded modular tile of
Giorgio Zigliotto (page 117). Ludowici Celedon has manufactured mockups of the winners and will commercially produce some, if not all.
TVo contemporary tile systems that have gone into full production
are presented on pages 112-113. These terra cotta units were developed
in the office of architects Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates for their
addition to the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA).
Produced by Gladding, McBean & Co., they represent a site-specific,
building-specific approach to the design of a finish material. Developing
units that are unique to a particular building is more within the
tradition of terra cotta than the specification of a proprietary product.
Even though, in the past, all the manufacturers of architectural terra
cotta offered standard pieces, these pieces very often served as the
point of departure for an architect's one-of-a-kind improvisation. This is
percisely how the terra cotta system Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer used in
LACMA's facade came about. The profile of the horizontal banding is
derived from several standard extrusions of the manufacturer. Once
combined, the architects desired a deeper shadow within the unit, and
therefore, worked out the appreciable cut-back in the center of the tile.
They also introduced the stacked tiers of half rounds to the profile to
further enrich the play of highlight and shadow on the glazed surface.
Terra cotta manufacturers welcome the opportunity to develop original
designs with architects, making terra cotta one of the few truly
craftsmanlike materials eminently available. Darl Rastorfer
Four

p hoto g rap hic detai ls fro m
Sul liu an's Midw estern banks
illustrate his mastery of terra cottab
plasticitg. The building are,

clockwisefrom upper left, and
identified by their original names:
People's Sadngs and Loan
Association, Sid.ney, Ohio (19171918); National Far"rners Bank,
Owatonna, Minn. (I 906- 1 908);
Merc hants

National Bank, Grinnell,

Iowa (19fi); Farmers and Merchants

Union Bank, Columbus, Wis. Q9191920). Though mad,e os

production

pieces, these tema cotta units
re quire d er tensia e hand-carting
after remoualfrom the press.
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Trvo tile systems by

Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates
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Hardy Holnnan PfeiSer Asociotns'
additinn to the Los Angeles Countg
Museum of Artis thefirm's third
major commiwion for which it

The horizontal trim unit is a
deriwtioe of seveml standdrd

sedians made bg the CaWmia
martufacturen Gladding, tr[cBean &
deaelaped a term cotta system (the
Co. Working in partnewhip with the
L. A. Publfu Library, now und.er
factot, the architeeta introduced ta
restorotion and eotprwioa will be the the compoeitian af standard sactione
adeep slice and ticrc of haltrovnda
fourth). The museum add.ition hos,
(oppo$te pagc, top draating), Ih.e
infa,ct, two temaattasystems: a
banding prof.le for tkefamde (photn slice, of couree, was&oelapd. to tkat
bel.ow); and claddingfor tke columns
a deep shadow wouldbe cwt wi,thtn
inthe entmnce hwU(oWosite pW).
the surface of tltc glazad. tik. The kalf

round,s throw bands ofhighlight.
(Along uith color, the opportunity to
deuelop, and economicallg produce,
a profile for the animation of light is
what draws thefi.rm to terra cotta.)
The standard tilefor the sgstem is
mad.e by eutrusion (opposite page,
photo 1). The special pieces needed. to
turn. corners are hand-pressed in
molds, and hand-fi.nished (photos 2
and 4). The color of the tiles' glaze
was deueloped utith respect to the

other facade materials (oppositc

page, bottom ri.ght photo). The glaze,
used also on the column pieces, is a

mottled combination of three colors
(photo 3 shows a raclc of glazed t:iles
emergingfrom the kiln). The column
cladding sgstem (photo this page)
incorporates two eutrad,ed sections: a
fluted piece which continues thefour
corners ofthe stone leneer base; and
the round,ed profiIe thatfills
between.

The Robert O.

Anderson Building at

the Los Angeles County

Museutnof

Art

Los Angeles,

Califomia

Ownen
The

county ofLos Angeles

Architects:

Hardg Holzman

s-N

Pfeffir

A s s o ci a t e
o rman Pfeffi r,
p artner-in-c harg e ; Vic tor Gong,

administratiae partner; Pamela
Loefelma4 Stephen Johnson, NeiI
Dinon, Jonathan Stratns, Harris
Feina Hilda Lowenberg, Setrak
O'hannessian, architectural team
General contracton

Turner C onstraction C ompany
Terra cotta installation:

R&R/Hatch Masonry in

joint

jenture

Terra cotta manufacturen
Gla.d.ding, McBean & Co.-Tom
S awg er,

proj ect coordinator
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Terry Brown's winning entry in the
N ational B ui lding Museums's
competition wos selected by juror
Robert Venturi. Terry Brown has his
own practice in Cincinnati. The si,s
tiles that comprise the entry were
designed, by Brown in afutance of the
competition, seaeral os elements for
house commissions. Brown contends
that it is dfficult, and perhaps

The Terry Brown
tile system

inappropriate, to des'ign omament
the abstract. This uiew stemsfrom
his adherence to the principles of

in

oroanic architecture which hold that
organic
all leaels ofdesign,from the general
to the specif.c,

followfrom

a single,

formal conuention. Thtu, in organic

composition, ornamental tiles are
part of the geometric "tert" to a
building. Ofthe sir terra cotta units
entered in the competition, four are
consid.ered by Brown to be "pure
or-narnent," i.e., organic because they
are traly integral to the buildings
for which they were designed. These

r

tiles include the two mod.ules u.tith
fan-shaped. motifs seen in the photo
top lefi, andin the horizontal band

intersecting the window and, d.oor of
Venturi. Rauch, and Scott Brownb
d,esign application ofthe tiles
(rendering below); the steppeddiagonal tile (lower left); and the
"seed, gem, and bracket" tile (top
right). The other two tiles (lower
righl and the "seed., gem, and band."
illustrated at the base ofthe VRSB
scheme) were not d,esigned in
conjunction with the architecture of

building. Theg could,
howeuer, be the ba,sisfor generating
a specffic

an organic composition,

In

manufacturing the tile, a handpressed, technique was usedfor the
fan-shaped. units. A machine press
was usedfor all others. All patterns

require hand.-painting.

:l
R

3

{
s
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Carl E. Vogtmann
tile system

Architect Carl E. Vogtmann's tiles
were selected

in

the contemTtorary
terra cotta tile competition bg

partners John J. Casbarian, Danng
Samuels, and Eobert H. Timme of
Taft Architects. The s'in-piece system,
with threefield and three corner
pie ce s, ar e dimensiona

I

lg

compatible with standard brick and
block. Thefield units are 16-in.
square, and the trim tiles are /1- bE
16-in. on theface. Two ofthe three
field units-the negatiae and
positiae-ribbed pieces-are designed

for efirusion manufacture.

aeneer walls, and as trim around
uvindows and door openings. A

combination of the tiles (photo
below) was assernbledfor the

erhibition at the National Buildino
Museum

in

lVashington, D. C.,
Arc hitecture R eborn:
a new terra cotta uocabulary. " The
erhi bition s howcased moc k-ups of the
Vogtmann tile, along with the other
" Otnamental

fiue competition uinners, all
manufactured bg the major
uppo rte r fo r t h e com pet it io n,
Ludowici Celadon CompanE, Inc.
s

The

thirdfield piece, sporting a repeated
pattern of raised arcs, must be made
with a machine-press. The three trim
pieces (a-ro no met ri c gu res i n
drawing below) are ertruded,.
Vogtmann's intention for the system

f

is for

highly repetitioe applications,

such as use infast-food outlets.

Another likely application ofthe
system is decoratiue banding u,ithin

.
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fire H. Stow Chapman

The Peter J. Fortier
'!igeon" tile system

"honeysuckle" tile system

This system was eonsid,ered by mang
to be the most surpri,sing and
delightful response to the
competition. Selected os a winner bg
Stanley Tigernan, the pigeon can be

arranged in an interloclcing sgstem
forwindow and door sumounds and

for decoratiae grilles, or, when laid

side by side,forms comices (as
illustrated in Fortierb design for a
pigeon tower at right) or a

transitional element that allows a 4'
in. plane change in masonry walls.
A square "cracker" tile (partially
aisible aboae at left) seraes as the
fi.eld tilefor the system. The pigeons
are manufactured by ertrusion, the
crackers are machine-pressed., Both
are meant to be unglazed. Fortier,
uhose background includ.es work
utith ceramics, is an architect
and a member of the Metairie,
Louisiana, fi rm of C lements,
Blanchard, & Holmes.
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Like the "pigeon" tile, H. Stow
Chapman's "honegsuckle" tile is
designed to be unglazed'. There are
two square units to Chapmanb
sgstem, one is 7 5/8-in. and the other
is 15 5/84n These d.imeraions are
compatible with standard brick and
block modules. Chapman took
inspiration for the handpressed tile
from the decoratiae work of
Sulliaan, Wright, and hom Art
Nouaeau. Like Sullioan, who deriaed

much ofhis decoratiae patternfrom
ind,igenous natural forms such as an
oak leaf,, Chapman took his cues
from the honeysuckle, a ubiquitous
uine in Louisttille, Kentuckg, where
he liaes and practices architecture as
a orincipal in the.f'rm Grossrnan,
Chapmin, Kings[ey Architects. The
"honegsuckle" tile was selected bg
.iuror James Wines, president of
SITE Projects, Inc. (Detail at right
shows an arch aPPlication.)

The Eric Grazlev
tile system

From among the 110 terra cotta
designs submitted

for

the

competition, Eobert J. Frasca, of
Zimmer Gunsul Frosca
Partnership, selected Eric Grazleg,s
sir-tiLe system. CoincidenteIlg, bath
competitor and juror practicei,n

Portland, Oregon, a city uhose
numeroLts tema cotte stntctwres
haue proroked disctrssions townrd
creakng c terra cotts, district.

Grozley, partner

in

the

firm

Grez ley, P lowman Arc hitects,
conceiued the system for use es trim.
The sgstem includes rield sections,
corzler pleces, and column basesfor

uitk stone or bdek masonr4,
be cut in halfto form
uindou lzeo"ds and silti" Tie untts
use

Units cen

are manufactured with a
mechanical press and git:en a glossE
glaze so that thefacets will catch th-e
light. The tile installation at right is

from

the

National Building

The Giorgio M. Zigliotto
"La Scala" tile system

Giorgio M. Zigliotto's "Lc
is eqznlly appropriate for

Scelt" tile

inteior

end erter;or installatiort. The
Cesigner suggests that the design
could be used as a roof.ng element as
t"te!|. Chosen in the competition by
luror Hugh Hardg of Hardy
Holzman Pfeffir Associates, the tiles
eom.prise afit;e-unit sgstem. All are

equally thick and hate three strata.
Tile sizes are 3ft-, 1 1/2-, 3-, 6-, and 12-

in

square. Tiles can be glazed and/or
wnglazed. They were designed with
eeonomg of productiott in ntindthe tiles are manufactured by a
simp le ertrusion p roc ess-u' hi c h
enhances their commercial
cua;.!abilitg. Zigliotto contends that
terra cotta has a place in
contemporary design, and should be

reintegrated into the architectural
nains!.reem, not regarded merely as
a mate ria I for orno men lo tion.

Museum's erhibition.
Archifectrrral Recard ./an:,1,;y

.!987 :I7

For more information,
circle item numbers on
Reader Seruice Card

l{ew products

The new domestic landscape
After seven years, the bloom may
be off the rose of Memphis, but
Ettore Sottsass, the acknowledged
mastermind behind the avant-garde
Milan-based design consortium, has
cultivated a new hybrid-not as
defiantly festive as Memphis,
oerhaos. but certainlv more
saleable. The 16-piece furniture
collection---<alled D o n a u-Araw s
its inspiration, according to Sottsass
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and his co-designer Marco Zanini,

from "the Austrian tradition,
Biedermeier, and the Viennese,"
while continuing Sottsass
Associati's signature experiments
with forms, colors, and materials.
Manufactured in Austria by Leitner
Interior Design, the residential
series includes a coordinated line of
lables, chairs, and beds, as well as a
complete line of casegoods (from
bookcases and bars to cuPboards

and commodes) intended "for those
who prefer a stylistic collage, for
those who are in tune withlhe
evolution of the rapport between
man and the home." Each Piece is

made from an assemblage of dyed
reconstituted wood veneers with
brishtlv lacquered trim, which is
meant io restore "richness" to the
stripped-down domestic landscape.
The bonau collection is available in
three color ranges-traditional light,

traditional dark, and modern-and
the massive casegoods come with a
variety of sprightly "top
decorations"-from digital clocks
and flags to trees and 24k gold leaf

bars-that must

be specified.

Leitner Interior Design, available
throueh Furniture of the Twentieth
Century, New York City, and Grace
Designs, Dallas.
Charles K. Gandee
Circle J00 on reader sert'ice card

New products

continued

Pro0otype desk ofrers a new
appruach to desk-top computers
ryototype for a free-standing
desk, equipped with an integrtt€d
IBM PC XT computer clone (above),
has been developed by Haworth.

{

The central processing unit that
powers the computer is housed in a
Gin. boxed drawer inside the desk
(right) that also offers space for
disk storage. The
electroluminescent fl at-panel

"Smart" thermostats
aid temperature control
The Chronotherrn III familv of.
precision-engineered,

programmable thermostats includes
two single-piece configurable
systems that are intended for
commercial applications, and offer
?-day programming with a series of
setpoints. The units may be used
with heat-pump or conv'entional
hvac equipment. Three residential

For more infortnation,
circle item nurnbers on
Reader Service Card

graphic display measures 14-in.wide by l-in.-thick and can be
positioned anywhere on the work
surface. The display and keyboard
can be unplugged and stored in the
desk. The desk top may be specified
in a variety of materials, including
marble, granite, leather, and
laminates and is supporbed by a
tubular trestle base.-Hawortir, Inc.,
Holland, Mich.
Circle 301 on reader ser'uice card

units allow users to set a different
schedule for weekdays, Saturday,
and Sunday, or each day of the "
week, as well as four different time
periods and temperatures within
each schedule. The series features

Adaptiue Intelligent Recoaery,

which is said to ensure efficieni
recovery from the energy-savings
periodl Honeywell, Inc.,
Minneapolis.
Circle 302 on reader senice card
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For more information,
circle item numbers on
Reader Seruice Card

Product literature

Tile
A series of fact sheets is available
describing the manufacturer's line
of tile products, including the
Designer and Luster series. The
fact sheets contain product
descriptions, a chart with product
standards and information, color
variations, and recommended uses.
Florida Tile Sikes Corp.,
Lakeland, Fla.
Circle /tN on reader senice card
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Quarry tile
Unglazed quarry tile is featured in
a 4-page brochure that includes
product information, descriptions of
ivailable sizes and shapes, and test
results. Snecifications for exterior
roof decks, patios, walkways, and
pool-deck applications are also
ieatured. Metropolitan Ceramics,
Div. of Metropolitan Industries,
Inc.. Canton. Ohio.
Circle 102 on reader sewice card

Ceramic tile collection
A 28-page color brochure reviews

A 28-page eolor catalog reviews the
manufacturer's line of tile products.
Included in the literature are the
Brauo, Concourse, Carolina
Colony, Maya, Grand Pri*,
Applause, and Watereolor Mattes
series. Product descriptions, sizes,
shapes, and colors are reviewed.
Mid-State Tile Co., Lexington, N. C.
Circle 403 on reader serttice card
Ceramic floor tile
A 4-page color brochure features
the im-pressiorzs series of 8- by 8-in.

ceramic floor tile. Intended for
residential and light commercial
applications, the tile may be used on
both walls and floors. The brochure
includes photographs of typical
applications and coordinating
backsplash and counter-top accents.
Wenczel Tile Co.. Trenton, N. J.
Circle 404 on reader senice card
Porcelain ceramic tile
An 8-page color booklet highlights a
line of porcelain ceramic tile
nroducis. Included is an extensive
iolor chart, product descriptions,
and diagrams of tile trims, sizes,
and shapes. Mosaics, swimming
pools, murals, and historical
ienovations are also discussed.

Winburn Tile Manufacturing Co.,

Little Rock, Ark.
Circle 105 on reader seraice card
Architecturaf
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diagrams and photographs of
available blends are also included.
Endicott Tile Ltd., Fairbury, Neb.
Circle 406 on reader seruice card
Ceramic tile collection
The Heritage tile collection is

file

726

tiles available in either smooth or
wirecut textures. Dimensional

Ceramic tile collection
A 36-page color catalog features a
selection of the manufacturer's

ceramic tiling products intended for
both interior and exterior
applications. The catalog provides
photographs of typical applications,
available color options, shapes and
sizes, and product specifications.
Summitville Tiles, Inc.,
Summitville, Ohio.
Circle 101 on reader service card

METFOOUAffFY

Face brick
The manufacturer's line of face
brick, pavers, and tile is featured ir
an 8-page color brochure. The
literature reviews the Ironspot clay

reviewed in a &page color foldout
brochure. The literature includes
dimensional breakdowns of several
available patterns and trim units.
Test results and photographs of th,
tiles are included, along with
installation recommendations. Eprt
Tile, Inc., Westerville, Ohio.
Circle /t07 on reader serttice card

a

line of ceramic tile products. The
brochure contains descriptions of
product characteristics, suggested
applications, available colors, and
ordering inf ormation. Nineteen
different styles are reviewed, along
with product specifications.
International American Ceramics,
Inc., Tulsa, Okla.
Circle 1.08 on reader seruice card
Paving tile

Duramic line of glazed pavinP
tile is featured on a 2-page color
fact sheet. The literature includes
specification test data, descriptions
of shades and standards,
photographs of installations, and
examoles of five available color

The

options. Glen-Gery,
Summerville, Pa.
Circle 109 on reader service card

Marble tile
A 4-page color brochure h^ighlights
the manufacturer's line of marble
tile intended for use as flooring tile
but also suitable for exterior
applications. The brochure includes
phbtographs of a selection of eight
different marbles, as well as severz
kitchen and bathroom installations
Georgia Marble Co., Nelson, Ga.
Circle 410 on reader service card
Ceramic tile collection
The manufacturer's 1987 ceramic
tile brochure includes a technical
information section and an
architectural specifications guide.
Each product or group of series hu
a detailed description, catalog
numbers, and color keys.
Instaliation photographs and
illustrations are also included.
American Marazzi Tile, Dallas.
Circle /t11 on reader senice card

Continuedfrom page 125

Laminates

The Woodgrains Plus line of 36

Lighting system
A line of lighting fixtures is made
of two-part, round, square, or
tapered aluminum extrusions can be
curved or mitered to create a
variety of forms. Free-form shapes,
curves, and circles can be
customized in diameters from 3 to
20 ft. A selection of four finishes is
also available. Sentinel Lighting,
Los Angeles.
Circle 303 on reader seruice card

Flashing
Versa-Flash 1d0 flashing material
is constructed of a matrixreinforced fiberglass mat backed
with a coating of modified asphalt

and mineral granules. The flashing
may be applied by hot mopping or
cold adhesive. Tamko Asohalt
Products, Joplin, Mo.

decorative woodgrain laminates is
available in a variety of product
types, including general purpose
and postforming grades, decorative
tambours, pre-laminated panels,
and in a wall panel system. An
additional 100 patterns are also
available. Wilsbnart, Temple, Tex.
Circle 307 on reader set"ui,ce card

Circle 306 on reader serlice card

Lounge furniture
The EfusAe Palace Collection of
lounge furniture includes a mesh

chair, lounge chair, and a three-seat
sofa. The chairs are constructed of
steel and brass parts with square
steel mesh and are finished in black
or dapple gray enamel. A fixed
foam cushion may be specified in
leather or a custom material.
JG Furniture Svstems.
Inc
-----"' -^.-''
Quakertown, F;.
Circle 304 on reader setvice card

Fire-rated doors
Firestile line of doors and
matching wood frames feature 20minute fire labels and is available in
mahogany, maple, white and red
oak, ash, birch, cherry, walnut, and
teak. The doors mav be specified in
a selection of sizes. The Minton Co.,
Mountain View, Calif.
Circle 305 on reader seruice card
The

Circle 43 on inquiry card
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ROFESSIONAT SERVICES

POSITIONS VACANT

FACUTTY POSITIONS VACANT

BINKLEY & HOLMES, INC.

Architectural Specifications Writer

CONSUIIING ENGINEERS

I710

SEAMIST DB, HOUSTON. TX 77008

10r stMoNToN, coNRoE
409/760 33/1

Tt

77301

Taoo STEMMONS FWy ,360. OALLAS. TX 75247
2141637 3414

. WATER FESOURCES
. WASTE MANAGEM€NT
. TFANSPOFTATION
. CIVII/SITE DEVETOPMENT
! COMMERCIAL/INOUSTFIAL MEP
! POWEF & INSTBUMENTATION
. CONSIRUCTION MANAG€M€NI
I COMPUTEF D€SIGN A ORAFTING

ORSALE

A pro-

- / engigressive design orientated architectural
neering,/ planning f irm well established in Central Ohio is looking for a Derson with at least 4
years experience in specification writing and
construction coordination. We are a profitable.

growth orientated multi-disciplined firm offering excellent compensation,'a comprehensive
oenerrs pacKage, anO opportuntty tor advancement. Please respond by sending resume to:
Marr Knapp Crawfis Associates, l-ncorporated,
PO Box 3508, Mansfield,Ohio 44907.

Architecture Faculty Opening

Columbia
University's Graduate School of -Architecture,

Planning and Preservation is seekine aoolicants

for a full-time oosition within the fa?ulti, of the
Division of Architecture. The oosition will commence in the fall semester of 1957, at a level
commensurate with training and academic experience. Preference will be eiven to candidates
with professional and acadeiric experience. In
addition to a capacity for studio telchins. candidates must be able to offer an acidemic
course. Applicants should submit their resumes
before Februarv 20,1987 to: Professor Kenneth
Frampton, Chairman, Division of Architecture,
404 Avery Hall, Craduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation, Columbia
University, New York, NY 10027. Columbia
University is an Affirmation Action ,/ Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and minoiities aie

Project Architect
desisn orient- Innovatiye,
ed, fully CADD.integrated
archirecruie / planning /. interior design f irm is accepting applicatrons tor archttects with 5-10 years exoerience

encouraged to apply.

Ross/Wou Inlernarional, 12121 Wilshire Blvd,

SUNY at Buffalo's Department of Architecture

on .large commercial mixed-Lse, heilth care
tacilities, and hotels. Please send resumes to:

Suite 422, Los Angeles, CA 90025.

TREE STAttIPS

is

Treeline's crafted rubber stamps combine
quality ot hand drawn trees and Deoole with
speed and convenience of stamDs. Write for
free catalog.

Treeline
8 Tappan, Wettesley,

Architectural Sr. Designers / Designers
- For
premtere Inil. planning and desiqn f irm srowins

ilA 0218f

dramatically. CandidaGs must

b"e

comm'ined t5

de-sign excellence,.have excellent education,
l.-)yrs. experrence lor designers,5_10 vrs. for sr.
desagners in significant high quality'proiecls.

PECIAT SERVICES

L,ynamtc environment offers real growth oo_

te_ntral, competitivg compensation.
55,/,/, Archttectural Record.

ieply td i_

COMPqTER DESIGN STUDIO
couRsEs, HANDS-ONTRA|N|NG,
MARTNHA
20

TUTORTAT

MASCHTRONI
w.

212_580-3804
84rh sr. N.Y., N.Y. 10024

Senior Architect and Staff Architect
- Cornell
Universrty seeks.a Senior Archite.t to
rninie;
srx archttects and technicians designing renov"a_
tions {or our 11M gsf research anE ed"ucationll

tacilities. Planning, Programming, Design, Es_
trmatrng, and project Management. "Strons
communication skills. BS requiied. professiona'l

rchitecture

rep-i^stration preferred. Minimum five yearelale.d experience plus some management. The
)tdn Archilect will report to Senior Architect _
b5, some design experience required. Comoeti_
trve sataries, excellent benefits. Send resunie bv
January^31, 1987 to Cynrhia Smithbower, per'_
sonnet uepartment, 160 Dav Hall, lthaca. New
York 14853. Affirmarive Action / Equal Oppor_
tunity Employer.

:rgractuate architectural studio as well as
rurses in one or more of the following areas:
raphic communication, theory, enuiro'nrnen_
I systems, structures, computer applications,

Direclor of Marketing
A top 100 N.y. inter_
ror desrgn tjrm is seeking- an individual to direct

OSITIONS VACANT.

Eall State Universily, Muncie.
diana 4730G.- Deparrment
nrchit'"ciuroiil
"t
tes..applications from candidates
for possible
tt-trme tenure track and,/or temporary facultv
)si t ions_ in its undergraduate arcli i t e;t,1.;
;;;:
am, ettective. September 1997. Architeciural
esrgn: L.andtdates with strong design abilities
ust be able to assume responiibility for an un_

'

.photography. Environmental Syst6ms: Can_
dates with slrong design abilities'must be able
.assume,responsibility for undergraduate ar_
rrtectural studio, They must also have skills in
rrorng systems design and be able to teach this
alertat In lecture courses. Structural Design:
rndrdates with strong design abilities mustle
rre, Io assume responsibility for an under_
aoua.te.

architectural studio. They must also

rve skills in slructural design and

U.iUte iJ
acn thts material in lecture courses. Can_

dates should have terminal degree in soecialtv
ea and recognized achievements in researcli,

norarsnrp, or creative practice. Talent
riltry as a stimulating teacher plus abilitvand
to

Jrsue research or creative practice are as'im_
)rtant.as formal qualificatiohs. Rank and saiaiu
rpe.ndent . upon qualifications. Aoolicantls

outd.send letter of interest, curriculum vila.
rgrnat transcripts, and three letters of referAppt'cation de_adline: February 15, 19g7.
lc-:.
lply_to: protessor paul Laseau, Acfine Chair_
an,.Department of Architectrr", C"It*"
chrtecture and Planning, Ball State Unive'rsitv,
"f

uncie. lN 47306. Women and minorities-ai'e

appty.. Ball State University pracrices
1l!9d^to
ua.r upportunity in Education anil Employ_

lnt.

recruiting three full-time tenure track faculty

for Fall 1987. Two of the faculty are being recruited at the rank of Assistant or asso"ciate

professor to teach design studios as well as suoport courses. The th.ird position is also being r'ecruited at the rank oI assistant or assoiiate
professor and will primarily focus on the f urther
development of our s'econd professional.
M.Arch., degree program in Advanced Buildins
Technology. Salary fol all positions accordine td
rank an_d qualifications. Applicants should wiite
to Professor Hiroaki Haia, Chairman, Facultv
Search Committee, Department of Architec'ture, School of Architeciure and Environmental
Design, Stare University of New york at Buffalo.
Hayes Hall, Buffalo, New york 14214. Aoolications should be submitted not later than ii february 1987 and should include: a comolete resume; a list of at least three references'with full
names, ad_dressgs, and phone numbers; and
samples of professional,-artistic, and scholarlv
work. As an equal opportunity / affirmative ac'tron employer, SUNYAB is particularly interest_

ed in identifying and reciuiting quilified

ap_

ptrcants who are women, handicapped persons,
ano members ot ethnic minority groups.

TO ANSWER BOX

NUMBER ADS

our marKeting and sales efforts. An Architectur_
at or design background is preferred. Neeoti_
aDre. satary commensurate with exoerie"nce.
5enct resume to: p-4i56, Architectural ilecord.

Ad d re s s

s e parat e e nve I cspes
(snrullar than I l" x 5" )'

Michael l-atas & Associates, Execulive Search
ano . ?rotessional Recruiting Consultants.

Jitr each repll.tct;

)pecrattsts in the architectural Jnd ensineerine
trerds. Operaring nationally. Inquiriei held iX
rne stnctest ot confidence. 1i11 Lindbereh
rfa-za- Lenter, St. Louis, Missouri 63132;
(3i4)

993-6500.

Br,tr |iuntber (A.s indic.atecl)
C I as.s iJ'i

MATERIAI-S WANTED

Manuscripts Wanted

ed A dve rt

i s i ng Ce

nt

e

r

Architectural Record
Post OJ/'ice Bor 900, Ny t0020

publisher seeks auth_

ors to prepare review-books for architect and

contractor licensing examinations. iJ;":;;
ano roy^attres paid by professional publications,
1lq,^l9 Box 1ee, San Cartos, Cn glozo'iiiij
593-91 19.
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Director of Planning and Engineering

Ball
State Universitv Muncie, Indiana 47306 is seek-

-

ing candidates'for the position of Director of
Plinnine and Enqineering. The director is responsible for the Ieadership and coordination of

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

the architectural, design and engineering planning and development of all campus projects.
He-or she will direct various types of studies
concerning campus planning;.building repair
and rehabilitation; mechanical and electrical
svstems; and prepare long and short term
r6commendati6ns'and schelules for projects.
The director will be responsible for budget
recommendations and oversight for the planning area; and the hiring and supervision of per-

sonhel in the planning and engineering area.
Ball State University is located in east central
Indiana with a total dnrollment of approximately
17,500. The campus consists of 1,000 acres with
53 maior structdres and 5.3 million square feet
of spale. To be considered, an applicant must
hold a bachelors degree in architecture or mechanical, electrical 6r civil engineering. and be
reeistered to practice in the State of Indiana. At
iea"rt

/

ten yeard of experience in a planning

en-

eineerini function with a maior university or
iimilar position in another organization would
be orefbrred. Salarv will be commensurate with

levill of training ind experience. Position is
available immediately but will remain open until
filled. Send letters of application, resume, and
three orisinal letters of idcommendation to Mr.
Bob M. Mantock, Director of Facilities Planning
and Management, Ball State University, Muncie,
rN 47305.

Group One
- $25,000-75,000
Search Executive Architectural Recruiters. Key
positions nationwide at all levels with Regional

Architects

& National firms. Experience in research/develcarb, commercial,.cri.minal lusoprn"nt. t
".tth institutional, multi-lamlly ano
tice, educational,

residential proiects' Highly confidential'.N9
Ehrlich
i"". i^.irO. safary requirements' 4917
Road, Suite 103, Tampa, tL 33624, (813) 9690544.

DESIG}I
ESIMAIORII
from

Dodge MicroSystems

The first self-contained micro-

computer program that allows you
to access the Dodge Cost Informa'
tion Data Base, and produce fast,
accurate. reliable estimates.

C=Ofrl
TIIC ARCIIITECTUBAL CAD SYSTET
Based on AUTOCAD, the worlds most popular

CAD program, GEOCAD is an economrcal
svstem created and continually enhanced In
the envtronment of an active arch tectulal
practice

A complete GEOCAD system based on an
NEC APC lV (AT compatible) computer'
includes AUTOCAD and GEOCAD software,
a digitizer, D-sized plotter, on-site installation and training is priced
GEOCAD alone

GEOEST,

Call Now

Mechanical
Universitv inviteiapplications and nominations
for the o6sition of D6an School of Architecture'
Sl"ich E*tended - The Florida A&M University

a companron sottware package

capable oi producing complete brll-ol-

maleflals and consllUclion eslrmates without
the need for data base software is $800 00

1-800-257-5295

historicallv black, fully accredited,

in the

P,lrn Cost nformation SYstems
I

rln)l

McGraw-Hill Information Systems Co

With

20

full-

StiiE'U"i*riity
tirn" iilrtW ttid i .rtr"nt enrollment of over
)b'o"riri""it, th-e school offers NAAB accreditiha M.Arch. degree programs' The
"i-a.Ar.h.
School is housed in a new $5.3 million awaro-

building that includes a resource
;;;i;;,i";h;iaal"and computer labs. and a full
complement of support facilittes' Lonllnulnq

*innte

education and research activities are provlded
throueh the lnstitute for Building Sciences and a
Washi-nston, D.C. based urban studio' uegtnnine wiih the Fall Semester, 1986, a cooperative

Maiter

of

Architecture program w.Ilt lhe

Universitv of South Florida in Tampa will be rmolemented. Candidates should possess the.Masier of Architecture degree or equivalent; llcensure preferred; signif ic-ant academlc . experlwell as mea"ningful archite.ctural experi"n.u,l.
ence; ability to communicate. ettectlvely wlln
external groups; demonstrated leadershlp abllliu' i rit"Xe inieiest in research; ability to attract
external f undinS; and sensitivity to the Unlversrtv's commitment to increase minority represe.ntition in the field of architecture. The successtul
iinJiJtt" must qualify for a senior faculty apon
r"i"i.""t. Silary is n'egotiable, depending
Iuatifications. Letter oJ application, resume'
three letters of recommendation and other supby Februo"rtiu".it.ti.ls must be postmark€d
arv 27. 1987. The successtul candldate wlll as.July 1, 1987. Address all
t"L" if'. p"tition Uy Dr.
James H' Ammons'
communichtions to:
Chairman, Dean of Architecture Search Lom-

for
illit"",- btti.e of the Vice President
AiiJ"i"i. Affairs, The Florida A&M University'
l;lith";;., Fioriba 32307. An Equal Emplovment, Aff irmative Action Employer'
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FudolPh

HOTOW TZ

Assoctates
Archttects

7t

PO Box 186 Laure Road
Pound Rdge. N Y 10576

Telephone 914t7&-4072

q"t-

oroximatelY 5,000 students and a taculty or J5-u'
'll
The Schocil of Architecture, one ot the
has
been
theUniversity,
of
colleges
schools and
designated as a Center ol txcellence Dy.tne
System of Florida.

conlact

AUTOCAD

Florida 5tate
Uniuersitv System wiih an enrollment of ^ap^orehensive university

$15000 00
$800 00

In New Jersey 1-609-426'7300

The Florida Agricultural And

below

rs

(Ask for Rita Prince at either number)

TACUITY POSITIONS VACANT

is-i

Announcing

AreaCalc
A meets and bounds area calculation program
for your IBM PC or compatible microcom-

outer. Calculates the area of any region that
can be described using straight lines and/or
arcs.

Program
Demo Disk
More Information

AreaCalc

.

S95 00

$lo oo
Free

Arthur Mazuca & Associates
DePartment AR
5534 Needrille Drive
San-Antonio, Texa s 7 8233' 4 47 9

Croup a, Inc. now has available the Digk

Library service lor

MASTERSPEC.

Speciiications System. This automated
specilicalion Production system will save
you lime and money.

The MASTERSPEC Disk Library is available for use wilh wordPlus-Pc and Word
Perfecl word-Processing soltware syslems
lor IBM and |BM-compatible desktop compuler gystems. ll is available in the Basic
and Shorl Language Versions.
The oisk Libraly i3 easy to use' No special
training i3 necessaly. You can use the MASTERSPEC Disk Library immedialely upon

arrival.

The HARMONY CAD software transforms AutoCAD
(tm) inio a turn-key A/E drafting system- Exceptional
user friendly in producing working drawings from wood
to sleel structures, with M/P/E, presentation graphics &
COGO ability Req's AuroCAD 2.1812.5 ADE r' 2 & 3 +

IBM XT/AT/compat.
HARMONY CAD. . . .$1000.00 Demo Disk. - . .$50.00
RYLW Architecture
9236 N. 16th Pl.

Caff (4dl) 775'7472 loday lor more informalion on ihe Gtoup 4, Inc.'ilASTERsPEc
Disk LibrarY service. A

+

OTOUO

Y..

".1....

'u le200

l21 Iiodnnrarris1ie.l

tiYari l.rras 7/803
aogt115 1472

(602)37f-0f73
Phoenix, Arizona 85020

Billing and Job Costing
ueing the APPIo Macintosh. . . . .
APPlied Micronotica, Inc
3 Burnt Oak

Circle

Latayelte' CA 94319

(415) 283-4498
(S05) 962-4962 PO Box 4811 SB CA

SPECIAL SERVICES

Architects, lransform the original into the exceptional with a thatch rooll Thatch roofins
now available in U.S.A. Traditional & Moderi
Styles. Commercial & private dwellings. All materials organized. Send for free roof-specifica-

Manufacturer
sounees

tions: Custom Thatch Ltd., c/o T. Devine. 14925
Belle Ami Dr., Laurel, MD 20707.

For gour conoenicnce in locating
building materials and other products
shown in thi* month'sfeature articles,
necono hos asked the architects to
identifu the products speaified

Cost Estimating, Quantity Surveys, Computer
Applications, Corp, DOD, CSA, VA. Construction Cost Systems, Chicago, (312) B5B-5441;

Pa$s 6&?f

Tampa

-

(813) 887-5600.

Thoroughbred Racing Stible openings on So.
Ca. A Circuit. Highest R.O.l. (818) 357-6949.

Ceramic Tile Predesisn and Preconstruction
Consulting Practice fncludes laverins techniques wiih coordination of construct m"aterials.
Specification, bidding, construction, and postconstruction analysis capability. B.s. Architecture, 30 years experience in design, detailing,
manutacturing, iob-site considerations. Daniel
Crane Whitacre 1827 Wales NE, Massillon, Ohio
44646.216/832/6282.

Forest Hill Station
Esherick Homsey Dodge Davis, Architects
Pag€s 6E+-Faint: Sinclair Faint
Products. Roof: Craycroft Clay Tile Co.
Windows: Kreiger Steel Co. Flooring:
American Biltrite. Ticket kiosk: Bay City
Cabinet Phone kiosk: Herman Oliver, Inc.
Fire cabinet: Wilkirk, Inc. Ceiling:
Armstmng. Signage: M. C. B. Indus.
Page 7lF-Elevators: Dover Elevator Co.
Benches: Western Art Stone. file: Buchtal.
C,eiling: Alcan Metal Ceiling, Co.
Pager72-75

Alewife Station, Boston
Ellenzweig, Moore and Associates, Inc.
Pag€s 72-7il-Concrete: San-Vel Precast

file: Heather Brown. Bronze tiles: Nancy
Atrium framing: Kawneer.
Ughting: Kim. Faints: Themec. Entrance:
Forms & Surfaces.
Pagee 7d"75-Downlights: Kurt Versen.
Webb.

XEROX 295

Graphics: Toshihiro Katayama. Escalator

TELECOPIER

To enable you to get your Classified
Advertising typewritten copy into
this section at the last oossible
minute, we've installed a XEROX
295 TELECOPIER (which arso
receives copy f rom other makes) in
our New York home office.
lf you have a telecopier, just call
the number below to see if vour
equipment is compatible. lfyou
don't have a telecopier, call and
we'll help you locate the nearesr
one. lt could even be in your own
firm or building.
N0TE: The Xerox 295 cannot
accept photos or art, but as always,
there is no charge for typesetting
and layout service.

and elevators: Montgomery. Skylights:
SuperSky Products, Inc. Benches: William

Keyser Jr. Chandelier: Gen's Norfolk.
Railings: custom by architects, fabricated
by Gardner. Neon sculpture: Alejandro and
Moira Sina. Metal ceiling: Levelor.
PBg€s 7679
Suffolk Downs Station
lozano, White and Associates, lnc.
Fencing and railings: custom by anchitects,
fabricated by RuSco/Carlson. Brick:
Spaulding. Lighting: Crouse-Hinds.
PNges 8lFt3

Astor Place Station
Prentice & Chan, $lhausen

Pag! tlHast irorh Robinson lron Cory.
Prges 8f{&-Tile: Buchtal. Ceramic
mosaic: Terra Deligiis, tnc. Glass tile:
Semon Bache Inc. Benches: Theo. G, Baver
& Son, Inc.

Pa$s

E4-93

Washington

Arthur
Pegee

P.C.

I

Bohem; McK

: Hanley. Roofing:

Metal doors:
Tubelite. Rolling doors: Overhead Door Co.,
Inc. Roofing: W. R. Grace.

tg-$-Windows and doors: Ampat
Southern, fiil. Hardware: Baldwin. Exit
devices: McKinney,
Peg€s

Prgoe r0Gf09
Conservatory
Techler-Tamarkin Associates
PEger l0Gf07-Greenhouse: l,ord

CALL(212)
512-6800

&

Burnham. Brick: Victor Cushwa & Sons.
Cast stone: Suabrad Concrete Products.
Roof: Follansbee Steel. Doors: Marvin.
Pryes 10e109-Iocksets: Schlage.
Cabinets, counters: custom by architects,
fabricated by Gaston and Wyatt Inc. Iamp:
Custom Metal Craft Inc. Wicker chairs:
Jack Lenor Lersen,
Pegts frGffz
Terra cotta: past to present
Pog€s f fGllf-Ghdding-McBean.
Peg€s fD-ll:Fludowici-Celadon Co.. Inc.

Design news continued
concrete houses set in the sloping
Swiss countryside. Typically modest
in scale, Botta's houses
nevertheless communicate a sense
of tense, contracted monumentality.
In formal inventiveness thev are
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Every year, functional
rllrteracV costs American

busineis billions.
But your company can
fight back... by joining
your local community's
fight against illiteracy.
Call the Coalition for
Lrteracy at toll-free
1-800-228-8813 and find
out how.
You may find it's the

-

greatest cost-saving
measure your company
has ever iaken.

A literate
America is a
good investment.

ingenious to the point of quirkiness:
one features a cylindrical plan, for
example, another a huge circular
window-aptly dubbed a "Cyclops
eye" by Wrede-set in the center of
a broken rectangular facade.
Several of the houses have facades
decorated by bands of differently
shaded concrete blocks, while yet
another, at Morbio Superiore (photo
page 41), has a gently curved facade
articulated by alternating bands of
concrete blocks set flat and at a
4Fdegree angle.

Not all of Botta's houses are
entirely successful, I think, but
considering the risks that he has
taken, it is surprising how high a
percentage are, or almost are. The
architect's larger projects-which
include a school, several libraries,
an office building, an art gallery,
and row housing-are only slightly
less strikingly original than his
houses. Manv feature a meticulous
decorative use of structural
concrete-it is here that Botta
declares his debt to Kahn most
overtly-and all are at pains to
reinterpret the legacy of Modernism
rn an uncompromlstngly
contemporary key.
As Wrede points out in the
useful, if somewhat clumsilv

writter, introductory essay

he

contributed m the citalog, Botta's
central task is to steer a middle
course between the rationalistic,
austerely functional utopianism
that would have us wipqthe slate of

architectural historv ciean and

begin ab nouo, and,"the nostalgic
excursions of Postmodernism and
strict architectural preservationism.
Whether Botta alwavs succeeds in
achieving this middle groundwhether his search foi formal
innovation doesn't occasionallv
degenerate inco precisely the i<ind
of frivolous decorative posing that
he criticizes-is at least an orren
question.
In this context, Wrede speaks
cheerfully of Botta's having
emancipated himself from Kahn's

"structural rationalism," of his

recapturing a sense of ornament
and architectural gesture not
confined to strict functionalism. But
it is not at all clear that this
emancipation necessarily marks a
step forward. For the truth is that
some of Botta's more fancifullv
dramatic designs all but turn t"heir
back on the uncompromising
integrity that was at the ceiter of
Kahn's vision and strength. One
thinks of some of Bottais more
histrionic houses, certainly, but also
of the highly self-conscious designs
of several of his urban projects:1he

recglt offige building in'Lugano

(1981-85),

m

for example, wittiits
porthole windows and brick-clad.

c8arition for Ltteracy

"cut-out" facade Inncono, July

1986, pages 132-1371. Nevertheless,
in Botta's best buildinss-the 19?6
house in Ligornetto, siv, or his 1g86
Bank of Golthard Buil<iing in
Lugano-one discerns thtkind of
simple ingenuity and attention to
detail and eontext that are the mark
of a genuine, if still inconsistent.
architectural talenL. Roge r Ki mbal t

E[ow-COMPAQ announces its bigges
improvement yet to the industr'

standard-the new COMPA(

DESKPRO 386:" It reaches fa
higher levels of speed, compati
bility, performance and expand
ability than have ever beet
possible in personal computers
At the heart of this breakthrougl
is the new high-speed,32-bit, 16'
MHz Intel' 80386 microprocesso

Introducing the new COMPAQ DESKPRO

The Ugst advanced personi
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Conductile..the_ firm ground you need
in the sea of static electricrl,y
You can't take chances when you travel through a sea

of static electricity every day. That's why Conductile
static-conductive vinyl flooring has become the
number one choice in the electronics industry. No

other conductive flooring matches Conductile's history

of proven performance.

. . more

than 35 years.
Conductile is no ordinary conductive flooring. lt,s
a precision engineered system of conductive vinvl tile
and conductive epoxy adhesive. Every single tile and
batch of adhesive is tested for conductivitv before
shipment to assure that the

finished installation meets
specifications. Plus, every

12" x12" tile is Micro.squaredw to r .002j, the tightest
dimensional tolerance in the industry for tight fitting,

better looking floors. Conductile is also flexible to
conform to floor irregularities and resist cracking and
breaking.
Plus, we provide the kind of expetise and technical
service support you would expect from the leader.
Stay on f irm ground with Conductile and the company behind it. . . both leaders in static control. Vp|,3123
South 9th Street, P.O. Box 451, Sheboygan, Wl 53091.

CONDUC
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"Each year, The Manor offers 400,000 guests
worl&class dining-plu^s the convenience
of Sloan automated restrooms."
As one of the nation's most prestigious restaurants, The Manor
makes every effort to assure that
each guest has a pleasant dining
experience. These efforts even

extend to
offering the
cleanliness
and convenience of

automated Sloan OPTIMA@ NoHands restrooms.

A Sloan OPTIMA system

uses

an electronic sensor that "sees" the

user and automaticallv flushes the

sanitary fixture-or turns the
faucet on and off-onlv as needed.

This eliminates unflushed urinals
and toilets as well as assures that
faucets and hand drvers are turned
off after use.
The results: Increased customer
comfort with more sanitary rest-

dispensers, hand dryers, shower
heads, and more.
Ask your Sloan representative
about Sloan

roorrrs. And peace of mind for manage-

systems.

ment in the form of increased
cleanliness, reduced odors,
reduced costs from lower energy
and water consumption, fewer repairs, and less daily maintenance.
The Sloan OPTIMA system
meets all building codes and
installs easilv-and unobtrusively
anv new or retrofit situation'
-in
The system also adaPts to soaP

No-Hands
automated

Or

write us.

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY

10500 Seymour Avenue, Franklin Park, tL 60131

A Tradition

of Quality and Pride

Circle 68 on inquirY card

